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A new mine? 
A local prospector hopes to 
convince investors he's found the 
mother lode\NEWS A12 
Puppy poachers 
The city's animal control officer 
says dognappers are at work 
here\COMMUNITY B1 
Your last chance 
The deadline for your Coach of the 
Year nomination is this 
Friday\SPORTS B7 
WEDNESDAY 
FEBRUARY 28, 1996 TANDARD . . . .  
Skeena Cellulose halts logging 
SKEENA CELLULOSE will halt all 
logging operations for seven weeks start- 
iug Monday. 
And the move could also put a few 
sawmill workers temporarily out of 
work. 
Woodlands manager Tim Fcnton said 
Friday the logging operation will go 
down from March 4 to April 22. 
Skeena Cellulose, a subsidiary of 
Repap, is trying to reduce the still high 
inventory of chips and pulp logs that 
built 
Skeena Cellulose's Prince Rupert pulp 
mill last fall. 
There's little reason to keep logging in 
Terrace when there are still huge mounds 
of chips and pulp logs piled around the 
northwest hat could feed the pulp mill 
for months. 
The decision tolshut down means two 
months without work for Skeena Cel- 
lulose's Terrace-area loggers. 
And Fenton said the Terrace sawmill 
will run out of sawlogs to cut around the 
up during the ll0-day strike at end of March. 
But to avoid a complete mill shutdown, 
it will convert to chipping pulp logs at 
that point, allowing the company to keep 
both shifts working. 
"We're trying to keep as many em- 
ployees working as possible at the saw- 
mill," he said. 
Pulp log chipping won't require all the 
workers that cutting sawlogs does, how- 
ever, and that will probably mean some 
temporary layoffs halfway through the 
logging shutdown. 
"It will have some effects," Fenton 
confirmed. 
He said the sawmill should resume 
normal operations April 29 ~ a week 
after the scheduled resumption of log- 
ging on April 22. 
The shutdown amounts to a longer than 
usual spring break-up, 
And Fenton said it should finally put 
the inventory on track and end the 
lingering uncertainty local loggers have 
had since the end of the strike. 
The company had resumed logging in. 
January after the strike ended, but began 
decking pulp logs in the bush in Febru- 
ary when it became clear the piles of are 
chips weren't being consumed quickly 
enough. 
Meanwhile in Prince Rupert, Repap 
Enterprises chairman George Petty took 
aim last week at the union "militants" 
he said caused the 1995 strike and won't 
accept change. 
" It  wasn't necessary, it should never 
have taken place and it's a tragedy for 
the community," he said of the strike. 
Petty wants a $150-million moderniza- 
tion of the Rupert pulp mill to make it 
more efficient, but claims union leaders 
standing ill the way. 
POLICE PUPPY Pax will soon be one of the 
newest four-legged additions to the RCMP. He's 
being raised by Terrace RCMP Const. Uz 
Douglas, who has been a volunteer raising and 
training police dogs for about five years. The train- 
ing is lengthy and rigorous. 
RCMP eye new recruit 
lly JEFF NAGEL 
PAX tile police puppy is teething. 
And if things go well, he'll soon be chewing up 
crooks instead of Milk Bones as a new RCMP police 
dog. 
The three-month-old Langley-born German Shepherd 
is being raised by Const. Liz Douglas, 
"l-le certainly has all the attributes we're looking 
for," says Terrace RCMP dogmaster Cpl. Lothar Bret- 
INd. "He's very curious. He'll try anything." 
If his x-rays are okay and he makes it through his 
first year of training without developing serious flaws, 
Pax will be off to police dog academy. 
Brctfeld says about half don't make the cut to go for 
intensive training because of their traits o r physical 
health. 
They look for a seeking curiousity, boldness, aggres, 
sion, and as few hangups as possible. Stone dogs, for 
example, are afraid of loud noises, slippery floors, and 
stairways - -  things that will be a problem in pollce. 
work. "We have to pick aggressive dogs because we're : 
not out there chasing boy scou t leaders. These are bad 
guys." 
Another 20 per cent flunk out during police dog train- 
ing, Bretfeld says. 
The ones that succeed are teamed up with a prospec- 
tive handler who they're matched with for life. 
Douglas is one of three volunteers who raise and train 
police dogs in the region. But it's not all playing with 
puppies. She also plays the quarry is simulated dog- 
training sessions. 
That usually means pretending to be a bad guy and 
then eventually getting bitten. 
Then there's the .search-and-rescue scenarios in 
which she gets to be buried in snow for three hours un- 
til the dog finds her. 
Pax is the fourth pup she's raised. The first one is 
now a police service dog. The other two didn't make it. 
One of the RCMP drop-outs is working for Parks 
Canada ~ he had all the right traits but wasn't aggres- 
sive enough for RCMP service. 
Cont'd Page A2 
Nisga'a back deal 
by 90 per cent vote 
NISGA'A NATIVES voted by a wide 
margin Sunday night to approve a treaty 
agreement-in-principle that would give them 
1,930 square kilometres of land and $190 
million. 
The vote ended four days of debate 
about the deal in Aiyansh where 1,200 
Nisga'a. from around the province and 
Alaska had gathered and packed into the 
high school gym. 
Of the nearly 600 who ultimately voted 
Sunday, 90 per cent backed the deal and gave 
Nisga'a negotiators the go-ahead to begin 
negotiating a final treaty. That process could 
take up to two years. 
But it was a reluctant approval, with dis- 
content voiced both publicly and behind the 
scenes. 
Publicly, many were saying that too 
much had been given up - there was not 
enough land, resources and money to ensure 
a future for their children and grandchildren. 
And an extra resolution was passed 
authorizing the Nisga'a negotiating team to 
seek improvements o the deal - but not to 
give ~my further ground. 
That will bolster Nisga'a Tribal Council 
president Joe Gosnell's resolve to fight off 
any changes this or future provincial govern- 
ments might want to make. 
Although Nisga'a unity was not frac- 
tured in lhe vote, it was severely strained. 
The 1,930 square kilometres of core 
lands included in the deal is less than eight 
per cent of the Nisga'a traditional territory. 
Some Nisga'a families' clan territories 
are within the border, but many are outside 
and those people are upset that those lands 
will not be protected by a Nisga'a 
government. 
The Nisga'a have long adhered to a 
"common bowl" philosophy tha t says wha- 
tever the resolution of the land question, {he 
Nisga'a will ,all share in final treaty. 
"Every Nisga'a will get the benefit equ- 
ally," said NTC executive director Rod 
Robinson, whose own traditional territory- 
Mineeskw - is outside the core hinds bound- 
ary. "It's outside, but it doesn't bother me 
one bit because of the common bowl. It 
doesn't belong to me - it belongs to the 
tribe." 
Protests "also came from the urban loc,'ds 
- particularly Vancouver and Prince Rupert -
where many off-reserve Nisga'a see little 
benefit from the treaty. 
Off-reserve Nisga'a see no services, 
money, or benefits flowing to them, unless 
they move to the Nass. 
"In the end everyone voted for it so that 
this would be the starting point," Robinson 
said. 
A signing ceremony is expected to take 
place in the Nass sometime next month. 
Extra hospital beds 
not seen as big cost 
IT WON'T cost that much more to renovate will receive from the provincial govern- 
two extra rooms at Mills Memorial Hospi- mcnt should its budget be cut by $500,000. 
tal so they can be used if needed, says its As things stand now, Leisinger said the 
administrator, hospital normally functions already with 26 
Michael Leisinger made the comment or27beds in use. 
after the hospital's governing society de- The one unknown, ill the hospital's 
cided not to cut the number of beds on its troubled financial situation is exactly what 
main medical floor to 33 from the current budget it will receive when its new finan- 
42. eial year begins April 1. 
That original plan calls for renovations to "Without a clear picture yet of what our 
the medical floor to make it run more effi- budget is going to be we can't really plan," 
ciently with fewer people in anticipation of said Leisinger. 
a $500,000 budget cut. "We were told to plan for between 0 and 
The board at first decided to cut the num- -5 per cent from last year." 
bcr of beds to 33 as part of the renovations Azmther complication is now knowing the 
plan but reversed itself after strenuous ob- labour and benefits costs inq~lications from 
jections were made by city council and 1o- new union contracts to replace agreements 
cal doctors, running out this spring. 
" I f  we're going to add $10,000 to make A final budget figure that doesn't cut as 
those rooms patient ready on top of the much as 5 per cent and new contracts 
$863,000 forecast for the renovations, it's which could hold the line on wages and 
no big deal," said Leisinger. benefits will work in the hospital's favour, 
The board's deciston to keep the current Leisinger continued. 
42 bed fomaat is essentially an expansion of ~i" "k "k "k -k 
what it had in mind all along. In the meantime Mills officials are plan- 
And that was to place in reserve two nlng a conference call with the health rain- 
rooms for use in case of emergencies, istry this to explain its renovations plan. 
But deciding to stick to 42 beds does Leisinger said some trimming could be 
mean more nursing and other costs when made from the $863,000 estimate but 
those extra beds are being used. Leisinger warned that it might result in not achieving 
is now preparing those costs for the board the kind of cost efficiencies that are needed. 
to consider. That $863,000 estimate is roughly double 
He did caution that the intent of budget what Mills was hoping would be the 
plan is still to have 33 beds running at 80 renovations cost figure. 
per cent occupancy for the great majority of Skcena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht is also 
the time. meeting with health ministry officials to 
That figure works out to 26 or 27 beds in dlscuss the Mills situation, 
use all of the time attd is based on the On his list ls health minlster Pau!Ramsey 
amount of inoney file hospital estimates it and senior acute care division officials. 
f 
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STOP Press 
City wants B.C. Tel 
explanation for cuts 
CITY COUNCIL is asking B.C. Tel president 
Brian Canfield to explain why 24jobs are being cut lit 
the phone company's Terrace office. 
B.C. Tel workers and their employees packed 
council chambers Monday night to request support 
from the city. 
Eleven employees have been told their jobs in 
Terrace will end this yem" and that they can t',~e a job 
somewhere else - most likely Vancouver --~ or accept a 
voluntary separation package, Another 13 positions are 
to be cut by the end of the year. 
Telecommunication Workers Union spokesman 
Larry Sippel said the Terrace workers were h,'mdling 
calls from all over the province - something made pos- 
sible by high-tech networks. 
"B.C. Tel, the "technology leader" in communica- 
tions seems not to believe what they have been preach- 
ing to the public,', Sippel said. "They seem to believe 
that the information highway is a one-way street to 
Vancouver." 
He claims B,C. Tel has focussed its cuts on 
northern communities where employees have more 
seniority- and are therefore more expensive. 
"They've picked on communities where they know 
people cannot move or will not move to achieve this 
downsizing," Sippel said, 
Councillor Gordon Hull wanted the request for a 
meeting be made carefully to avoid giving the impres- 
sion the business community is accountable tocouncil. 
But councillor Ruth Hallock attacked that idea. 
"I would venture to guess that if Repap announced 
tomorrow they were laying off 150 people and pulling 
up pins, there would be a great hue and cry from every- 
one in this town," Hailock said. "We should be equally 
concerned for their (the B.C. Tel workers) welfare as 
we would be for the forest industry." 
"Mr. Canfield has a duty to explain to the people of 
Terrace why they're doing what they're doing," coun- 
cillor Rich McDaniel added. 
Attacker jailed one year 
AN I8-YEAR-OLD Terrace man has been sen- 
tenced to 12 months in jail for stabbing another man 
during a house party. 
Clifford Frank Bill has pleaded guilty to assault 
with a weapon causing bodily harm. 
' He was amoiag'groUp6f'pe6ple who were partying 
in a~aiierhome Feb~ary22, ~ ' ' "' 
At around' 10:30 ih'at nigiat'RCMPresponded to a 
call that a 19-year-old man had been stabbed in the 
chest. 
A short time later Bill turned himself in. 
The victim has since recovered from his injuries. 
Socred enters race 
SOCIAL CREDIT association president Dave 
Serry confirmed Monday he will vie for the party's 
Skeena nomination in a meeting to be held Mar. 25 in 
Kitimat. 
Serry put current membership at40 in Kitimat and 
about 100 in Terrace, the latter being about one quarter 
of the.party's previous trength there. The Socreds here 
have a sizable warchest left over from the 1991 provin- 
cial election, in which MLA Dave Parker went down to 
defeat. 
Serry has failed in previous efforts to win election 
to city council in Kitimat. 
"A lot slipped over to Reform and the Liberals," he 
said of party membership, but added that trend has 
reversed and new members ,are now signing up. 
CI|IMi=  
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
your assistance in solving the vandalism and 
theft to a series of mail boxes between Old 
Remo Road, Kreston Road and Haaland 
Avenue, in the early morning hours of 
February 17, 1996, in around the Terrace, 
B.C. area. 
The investigation has so far revealed that 
witnesses saw a light blue compact car, pos- 
sibly a Mazda or Nissan, around Old Remo 
Road, shortly after the damages were noticed. 
Damages and theft were reported to have 
involved upwards of 100 individual mail 
boxes. 
If you know the identity of the person(s) 
responsible for these crimes, Crime 
Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
i i~ r i l l  B IV / '~-  - 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000.00 for information leading to an arrest 
and charges laid against an individual  in this 
or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS, 
that's 635-8477. Callers wil l  not be required to 
reveal their identity nor testify in court. 





The third pup was dropped 
because of bad elbows. 
Tracking attd searching 
arc the primary uses of po- 
lice dogs, says Brctfeld. 
Bretfeld recalls searching 
the bush near Kitimat a few 
years ago for a mentally 
handicapped woman who 
had wandered away in the 
fall. 
She'd been missing three 
nights and four days and 
Bretfeld was returning from 
another day of searching 
when Cody began to act 
strangely. 
" I  was too bagged to un- 
derstand he was trying to 
tell me something," Bret- 
feld says. The police dog 
went back into the bush and 
Bretfeld then heard a faint 
cry. 
Cody had gone and bitten 
the woman to make her cry 
out and get his handler's at- 
tention. 
"That's when I clued in 
and found her," he said. 
Another incident saw 
Cody and Bretfeld sniffing 
for clues at the scene of a 
downtown Terrace business 
break-in. 
Bretfeld was talking to 
witnesses and not making 
much progress when he 
heard thump, thump, thump 
sounds behind him. He 
turned around and looked up 
to see Cody dragging a 
teenage culprit down a set 
of stairs where he'd been 
hiding. 
In narcotics training, the 
dogs are taken to the airport, 
the bus stop or Loomis and 
are tested iu their ability to 
find hidden drug packages. 
Sometimes they find more 
than the test package, Bret- 
feld adds. "The odd time 
you hit on the real stuff," he 
says, "and that starts an in- 
vestigation." . , , 
Efforts to fool the uogs 
sniffers with grease or cof- 
fee and such sc~nts,. 
"generally don't, work,i'.. 
Bretfeld says . . . . .  
Cody sniffed out $20,000 
worth of cocaine in an inci- 
dent here last year, Bretfeld 
says. "We wouldn't have 
found it without he dog." 
Other breeds besides Ger- 
man Shepherds can become 
police dogs. Bretfeid says 
Belgian Shepherds are 
sometimes used, and 
Labrador retrievers are 
renowned for their ability to 
search for explosives and 
drugs at airports. 
Success is often not when 
the dog catches the bad guy, 
but when the dog finds a 
critical piece of evidence 
that ensures the bad guy will 
be convicted in court. 
Bretfeld says a police dog 
can quickly find a weapon 
that a suspect threw away 
just before police made the 
arrest. 
Bretfeld and Cody work 
for all 17 detachments in the 
Priuce Rupert subdivision. 
T==,, I', Pl. r. 
see pg. A13  
AirBC  
/ .  steak n'ght 
m town! 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 - Terrace 
II II II II i II It i II II III II II II III II i II II 
First Friday of Every Month 
Ju icy  S teak  - Baked  Potato  - Sa lad  
5:00 p.m. servings 
II I IB  M I I I  B I I I  B | B II ~ | B B I IB I IB  B B / 
Members & Bonafide Guests Welcome 4 
Terrace Centennial Lions C|ub 
@ 15th ANNUAL 
LADLES DIAMOND 
DINNER 
SATURDAY MARCH 2, 1996 




DIAMOND RING - ERWIN JEWELLERS 
Plus...Many more Prizes 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Mark Dennison & Sherry O'Brien - Comedians 
TICKETS: $60.00 
ON SALE FEBRUARY 10 




Al) proceeds to: Terrace Centennial Lions Community Projects 
UNFORGIVABLE 
SALE 
If You Miss This Sale - You'll NeverForgive Yourself!! 
~ C ~ r  Recliner Chair =28700 
~ ! ; ~  ~ :  Jar,4~t~/ttu,~/ regular price $699.00 ................... Only 2 in stock 
~ : :  Recliner Chair $ co ~ .l.! ~ ~ ~ l  w/heating rnassage systern 387 
~ ~ regular price $719.00 ..................... Only3 in stock 
t . . / v  v I.... ,' =lllllr - "  
Computer Work Centre 
regular $670.00 Gas Stove 
Many Lamps  r------~on,yone~,, S 3 4 9  O0 natural gas or propane 




OAK TABLE CHAIRS 
Reg. $1047 ......................................................................................... 
DINING ROOM TABLE ~ f-=="dI'~II~.,.$'e~t'~¢'~ 
5 piece Reg. $437 Only ...................................... 
.oo. qj D = 129 Glass top table only .................................................. 
DINING ROOM CHAIRS $/11 #~ 
Mis and Match Limited Stock ..................................................................... IdP~ 
SAMSUNG STEREO SYSTEM qlD 399 
CD/dual cassotte/AM/FM digital remote Reg. $799.J 
ROUND TABLE & 4 CHAIRS $1~-=QQ 
All Oak Reg $1199 .............................................................................. ~ # ] I ~ , ~ 7  
GLIDER LOVE SEATS mn'  
Ufe lime warranty Roe $1040 SALE .................................................. 
(':El) sale Price i1: 
'199oo[ s499°° 
TOUCH LAMPS 
CSA approved Start ng at . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ', ............................................................ S15 I 
BRASS LOVE SEAT $1  ¢=O 
SOLID WOOD TABLE 
green w/natural wood top "~~, ,  *399  
table onlyt Regular $1070 Priced to clear., ...... ... 
MATrRESES .,x,..,o, ................................................................ '99 
COUCH CHAIR & LOVE SEAT 
CATNAPPER • TOTAL RECLININMG COMFORT 
SOFA- reg $1487 ........................................................ $1097 
LOVE- reg $1167 ........................................................... $987 










~ P_F=~ SUN 
-7.4 -11,0 0,2 0.9 
-9.2 -12.3 6,1 0.0 
1,2 -9.4 30,8 0.0 
5,1 -1.7 4,0 0.5 
6,1 0,4 21,4 3,7 
3,3 0,1 6,6 3.3 
3,2 -0.7 TR 1,5 
THIS YEAR 
MAX. MIN. BgP.U SUN 
4.8 0,5 5.4 
2.9 0,5 4,0 0.0 
5.4 1.1 3,8 0,0 
7,2 1.5 2,4 0,9 
4.0 -0,1 2,4 0.0 
2.2 -2,6 0,6 4.9 
0.7 -2,8 6,2 0.6 
I ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS ~ 
With winter now on us, watch for blowing snow and limited visibility. During [] 
warmer periods watch for slush when salt is applied. .. I I  
Reduce speed during winter conditions. Please watch for and obey all trartlc [] 
control s lgn lng~AZARDS,  CALL 1-800.665-5051, 
MAX. YEAR MIN. 
6,5 1981 -18.3 
7.2 1970 -18.6 
7.3 1981 -18,7 
7.8 1970 -20.2 
8,9 1970 -17,8 
8.9 1973 -20.2 

















BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
NECHAKO~--  
CON S'I'R U CTtON SERVICES 
_/ 
Yo/?ur Roa/d Maintenance Contractor 
o 
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blW Exam. results ,,ary widely 
By (;RIS IA~YKA I J I; 
LAST YEAR'S crop of 
graduating students in the 
northwest had trouble with 
math and English, indicate 
provincial test results. 
But some students did 
very well in history and 
French. 
The results from the 1995 
province-wide exams are 
used by any number of 
people to prove or disprove 
their theories. 
"It doesn't mean a heck 
of a lot," said Harold Cox, 
director of instruction for 
School District 88 of the 
exam results. 
"There's a million things 
that can a H'cct how kids per- 
feJrlU OII i)rovincial exa lx lS .  
My personal feeling is yeah, 
I want to do better, but there 
are ()tiler considerations." 
And there arc marly ways 
to interl)ret the results, he 
pointed ()tit. 
For example, in math it 
tended to be students in the 
lower mainhmd in large 
schools which did well. On 
the other end of the scale 
were much smaller schools 
in smaller conlulunilies. 
There may be many rea- 
sons for this split. It could 
be linked Io the high num- 
ber of Asian students in 
lower mainland schools. 
Asian cultures have tradi- 
tionally 1)htced high empha- 
sis on math. 
It's ,lisp iml)orta,~t o re- 
member that while the aver- 
age may be low, there could 
visa be a number of students 
who did very well ou the 
exam, said Cox. 
"Over the years Terrace 
has got some really shining 
examples of students who 
have done well," he said. 
That doesu't xnean the 
school district will be ignor- 
ing these results and Ter- 
race's rating. 
"We will be working with 
l)rincipals, the schools aud 
the staff to try and tin- 
prove," said Cox. "We all 
take it very seriously." 
As for what the schools 
can do, Cox isn't stire. In 
GRADE 12 students around the northwest are already getting ready to write provincial exams later this year, 
such as this Caledonia English 12 class. There are many factors that can influence a student's performance in 
exams f parents are concerned about how their children might fare, the best thing they can do is offer their 
support and encouragement, says one school board official. 
ill the province with all 
average scorc of 73.57 per 
cent. Students at Caledonia 
also fared well ill that sub- 
ject, just slightly lower at 
69.8 per cenc Kitimat 
ranked in the middle of the 
In geography the results 
weren't quite as good. Stu- 
dents at Caledonia veraged 
63.13 per cent; in Hazelton 
apl)roximately 50 per cent, 
while students in Kitimat 
scored 65.28 per cent. 
When it came to chemistry 
Caledonia students led the 
northwest with 70.63 per 
wise, some of the schools 
uxay eonceulrale on offering 
more tutorials, or putting 
more resources towards a 
certain course. 
" I t 's  up to the princi- 
i)als, ' '  said Cox. 
But the ones who ca1| 
make the most difference in 
a child's education arc his 
or her parents, stressed Cox. 
"The most iml)ortant 
thing is for parents to en- 
courage and SUl)l)ort their 
child," said Cox. "Kids 
here can do just as well as 
kids anywhere else in the 
province.",  . . .  qenl...Kitimat trailed with 
History, wi~s'"'tlie lla:g;s'.liip., 62.;)5 ~l)er cent and Hazetton 
some eases, rite teacher who'  subject  for School ,District--averag~.:d 60 per cenL - 
taught a course that students 88~ which CllC(}ll|[)asscs Physics was a tougher 
may not have done well in Stewart and Hazelton. subject for Cal students. 
may have moved on. Other- Hazeltou Secondary was 7th They were in the lower 
D 
ear, 




Certified T,F,H. Practitioner 
o you have any of these 
problems? 
... stress, backache, neck or 
shoulder tension, ankle and 
foot problems, knee pain... 
or just need to relax?? 
l'hen, take a healtliy step and 
[eel the difference- 
~perience a session with our 
touch for health and 
reflexology practitioner. 
OPEN WEEKDAYS UNTIL 7PM. 
4652 Lazel le Ave. Open Weekdays until 7:00 p.m, 
Terrace 635-4997 
range with 61.69 per cent. point for many tlorlhwest 
Kithnat students cored an studenls. Nisga'a school slu- 
average of 68.97 per cent. dents were second lowest in 
Math was a weak spot for the I)rovinee With 49.42 i)cr 
lnauy students in the north- cent; Hazellon fared slightly 
west. Caledonia students bellcr with 57.83 per cent; 
scored 61.12 per cent; Stewarl Secondary students 
Kitimat averaged 58.29 per scored an average of 60.62 
cent; Hazelton was lower per cent: Caledonia students 
with 46.73 per cent while averaged 62.39 per cent. 
the Nisga'a Elementary KJthnat students fared better 
Secondary School was at the with an average of 68.52 per 
bottom of the list with an cent. 
average of 32.28 t)er cent. Only one school in the 
In biology, Kitimat stu- northwest wrote English 
dents scored 65.82 per cent; Literature exams. Students 
Caledonia averaged 56.63 at Caledonia averaged 60.1 
per cent; Hazeltou was percent on that exam. 
lower with 52.90 per cent Aiid!-iu. French just. two. 
and Nisga'a studenls were at schools in the northWeSt', 
the bottom of the list with wrote exams. Terrace stu- 
art average of 47.55 per dents averaged 71.6 per cent 
cent. and Kitimat scored 68.1 per 
English was not a stroug cent. 
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Nass school 
buckles down 
IT'S A hard thing to face. Grade 12 students at Nisga'a 
Elementary Secondary School in the Nass Valley had 
the worst average in tile province on provincial exams 
in two subjects, and the second-worst average in anoth. 
er subject. 
But rile school's principal Art Tiudill has already 
made changes in the school to bring lhose averages up. 
He took up the job of priucipai this September. 
"We'l l  get better," he says confidently. The school 
has approximately 95 per cent Nisga'a students, and is 
unique among other schools in the province. 
Province-wide, only eight per cent of First Nations 
students who start school graduate from grade 12. Ill 
tile Nass Valley those numbers are 60-65 per cent, 
points pitt Tindill. But he'd like to see them get higher. 
Before he can concentrate on raising the grades of the 
students, he has to work on getting them to come to 
school. "Our attendance pattern with students falls off 
dramatica Ily beginning in grade 10," says Tiudill. 
"Our exam scores and success rates aren't goiug to 
increase until attendance improves, and we can't do 
that alone." 
To get his point across mindill has talked to the band 
administration, school board, parents, students atnl 
more. "I talk about the importance of attendance 
everywhere I , " go, he says. 
Many students at the school used to think nothing of 
leaving school at lunch on Friday, to join their parents 
on a shopl)ing trip to Terrace. Now Tindill is trying to 
convince l)arents to make their childrcu put in a full 
day on Friday. 
One way he's secured the support of the parents is by 
helping to forth a l)arents advisory council, the first the 
valley has ever had, 
But it's not enough to make sure the students are at 
school. Titldill wants to make sure they're working 
while they're in school. "The kids here have got to 
learn about work ethic and better work habits," says 
Tindill. 
With that in mind Tindill has added a special 
category to the honour roll this year which rewards 
kids who may not be getting As and Bs, but are still 
getting passing rades. 
"It recognizes that they're doing the work and that 
they're CXl)eriencing success," sa ys Tindill. 
"The elders and chiefs prize education but it comes 
through effort and hard work," says Tindili. "They 
know that tip one is going to get a job siml)ly because 
they are Nisga'a and have been to school." 
Another change Tiudill is making is to ensure only 
students who have a reasonable chance of i)assing 
grade 12 participate in the graduation ceremony. 
In the past some staff has even boycotted the grad 
ceremony because students were being allowed to par- 
ticipate who definitely wouldn't be graduating. 
"If we reward bogusly the lack of attendance than 
we're fooling ourselves," says Tindill. He has the full 
support of the graduating class, parents and staff in this 
initiative. 
Tindill hlows the school isn't going to accomplish its 
goals overnight, but the community and school have 
agreed these steps - -  developing a better attendance 
record and a better work ethic ~ must be taken. 
He expects there will be some flak from parents 
whose children have been suspended under the strict_ 
new guidelines, but says that isn't going to deter him. 
"Know How" 
i .  
Bmncb 
"At  Nor thern  Sav ings ,  we ' l l  he lp  you  
make the  r ight  RRSP  cho ices . "  
Introducing The Primer 
Northern Savings takes the worry out of rate fluctuations with the Primer. 
The rate paid on The Primer is set at prinae minus 1% and if the prime 
rate increases, so will the rate you earn. Plus, the rate is guaranteed to 
never fall below 6.5%. The Primer is available for terms of three to five 
years. 
Enjoy flexibility and rate protection witb The Printer. 
Call yo'ur local branch today for full details. 
NORTHERN 
SAVINGS 
Terrace Comtnunity Branch 
Phone: 638-7822 
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The Nisga'adeal 
HERE'S FIVE reasons why we like the Nisga'a 
Agreement in Principle. 
1. It'll put an end to the reserve system, a federal 
government creation dating back to the last 
century. And it'll give the Nisga'a a land base 
upon which they can build an economic base. 
How could anybody favour the reserve system of 
land use that does not provide a sense of owner- 
ship and pride? 
2. At long last there'll be a break in the wearying 
and destructive chain of welfare dependency. 
What use is it simply to pour untold dollars into 
communities imply to maintain them? The em- 
phasis on economic development can only be a 
good thing in the long run. 
3. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
will apply to any governmental actions on the 
part of the Nisga'a. 
4. The Nisga'a will get a piece of the Nass River 
fishery. Although that's raised cries of "racially- 
based fishing" there are at least catch limits and 
conservation measures built into the fisheries 
side agreement. The same is true for native hunt- 
ing ~ that undefinable aboriginal right to shoot 
whatever there is in the bush will end. 
5. The Nisga'a will, on a graduating scale, be 
subject to income and sales taxes. Even if this is 
only accepted for its public relations value, this 
provision will end the feeling that natives are 
getting a free ride. 
HERE'S FIVE reasons why we don't like the 
Nisga'a Agreement in Principle. 
1. The cost. No, not the $190 million cash por- 
tion but the unknown amount of money it'll cost 
each year to run the myriad of governmental 
bodies and agencies that'll be required to keep 
the wheels turning in the new administrative sys- 
tems. 
2. Too much government. It's a good thing to 
wipe out band councils (a creation of the Indian 
Act) and replace them with a municipal system. 
But to then overlay these bodies with a central 
govermnent and then to have all of those agen- 
cies to run specific initiatives such as conserva- 
tion, resource management, etc., can only lead to 
some kind of bureaucratic paralysis. 
3. A lot of unknowns. Granted, this is a frame- 
work which will lead to a detailed treaty but lack 
of specifics, particularly in the area of ex- 
tinguishing native title to lands once claimed, 
could give us some surprises down the road. 
4. What about other Nass Valley residents. The 
agreement is too vague in terms of how these 
people will have their views and opinions 
represented on the various Nisga'a governing 
and administrative bodies. 
5. In or out. The agreement in principle says the 
Nisga'a will have the same rights and benefits of 
other Canadians. But it also says they will have 
the same rights and benefits as granted to other 
natives. Which is it to be? 
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Liberals zap IF remier Clark 
VICTORIA - -  Olcn Clark's 
career as premier got off to a 
shaky start. The day before he 
was to be sworn in, the Liber- 
als sprung a trap they'd been 
setting for more than eight 
months. 
It's the stuff John Grisham 
novels are made of, involving 
Virgin Islands investors, a 
Cayman Islands company, a 
power project in Pakistan, and 
big potential profits to be made 
by people in the know. 
It also involves typical Brit- 
ish Columbia polities - charges 
of friends and insiders standing 
to profit from a project the 
catalyst of which was B.C. 
Hydro and the man about to be 
sworn in as the province's 31st 
premier. 
The Liberals launched their 
offensive I at 10 i6!clock Wed- 
nesday meriting. By 3 o'clock 
in the afternoon, Clark did his 
best to mount a counter of- 
fensive which resulted ill the 
firing of two Hydro bigwigs - 
John Laxton, the Crown corpo- 
ration's board chairman and 
Hydro president John Sheehan. 
Here's a chronology of what 
led to this latest scandah In 
September, 1995, B.C. Hydro 
hrtemational, an ann of the 
Crown corporation that secures 
international business for B.C. 
Hydro's expertise, created and 
entered into partnership with a 
privately-owned corporation 
called hrternational Power 
Corporation. 
The two corporations then 
set up a third one ~ B.C. 
Hydro Intenmtional Limited 
Power Corporation. The latter 
HUBERT BEYER 
was formed to invest in various 
off-shore power projects, the 
first of which was the Raiwind 
power project in Pakistan. 
To invest in the Raiwind pro- 
ject, B.C. Hydro International 
~i ~ entered into a joint'~/enture 
with another group of investors 
Southern Electric Limited, 
which is owned by several 
resident and non-resident 
Pakistanis. That company is 
registered in the Marshall Is- 
lands. 
The joint venture between 
the two became the Southern 
Company Limited, which was 
incorporated in the Cayman Is- 
lands. 
So there you have the corpo- 
rate structure, which by itself 
would not raise an eyebrow. 
The problem for Clark is the 
Cayman Island connection and 
a list of investors who were of- 
fered and took advantage of a 
private share offering. 
While private share offerings 
in themselves are quite com- 
mon in the pursuit of risk eapi- 
tal, it gets a little embarrassing 
when more than half the in- 
vestors turn out to be promi- 
nent NDP friends and relatives 
of Hydro officials who also 
have connections to the NDP. 
That list includes: Chandra 
Laxton, John Laxton's 
daughter, who bought 300,000 
shares; Breda Sheehan, John 
i Sheehan's wife, who bought 
into the deal with 50,000 
shares; former IWA boss Jack 
Mmtro with 50,000 shares; 
Workers Compensation Board 
chair Connie Munro with 
25,000 shares. 
And then there's Tom 
Berger, former NDP leader and 
current Supreme Court judge, 
who acquired 25,000 shares, 
and Don Rosenbloom, a long- 
time friend of Mike Harcourt's 
who  also bought :25,000' 
shares. . . . . .  ' :"  : " : '~ 
The other aspect is the fact 
that Southern was incorporated 
in the cayman Islands. There 
are ~'o reasons for registering 
a company in the Caymans 
to avoid scrutiny and to avoid 
taxes. 
None of the foregoing is il- 
legal. Private share offerings 
happen all the time, and pri- 
vate money always shies away 
from scrutiny and taxes. All 
five of Canada's big banks 
have a prominent presence in 
the Cayman Islauds. But don't 
ever try to cash a cheque there, 
or use your baltk card. 
Clark's problem is that the 
deal involves a Crown corpo- 
ration and himself. Clark was 
the minister responsible for 
B.C. Hydro, and the Liberals 
say he should have made sure 
that rile list of investors didn't 
look like a who is who of the 
NDP. 
Clark's counter offensive 
was a good as could be ex: 
pect~ under the circum- 
stances. Within hours, the two 
Hydro officials were fired. It 
was a response typical for 
Clark. 
Clark told a press conference 
that he had given the board of 
B.C. Hydro explicit instruc- 
tions not to invest hi the deal, 
even though it would have 
been legal. Allowing relatives 
to buy into it, he said, certainly 
was against he spirit of his in- 
structions. 
The controversy comes at the 
worst possible time for Clark. 
With an election only months 
away, this latest Liberal assault 
is lbound to stop the NDP's 
recent surge in popularity. The 
fact that the Liberals launched 
the attack on the even of 
Clark's swearing-in ceremony 
is hardly an accident. 
And even though there is 
nothing illegal about any 
aspect of the affair, it looks 
bad when the party that takes 
the moral high ground on cor- 
porate taxes, ends up being 
lhiked to a Cayman Island 
company that stands to make a 
lot of money for a lot of its 
friends. 
And none of the money is 
subject o taxes here in British 
Columbia. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel:(604) 920.9300; 
Fax:(604) 381. 6922;E-Mail: 
hbeyer@direct.ca 
Hey CBC: St()p the tinkling 
THE LATEST movie craze is 
the scene where two men stand 
side by side starting at a public 
washroom wall while both 
tildde. 
I first met this scenario in 
"Witness", rile Harrison Ford 
movie where an Amish boy 
traveling to the city in- 
advertently witnesses a stab- 
bing death in a train station 
men's room. 
Since then, urhtal scenes 
have become the titillation of 
choice, replacing some of the 
vio:ence and sex so many ob- 
ject to. 
CBC-TV's recent Suuday 
movie, "Dance Me Outside", 
twice salik to the basement 
where nlen standillg at atten- 
tion in a community hall 
washroom urinated. 
"Dance Me Outside" was 
the pilot for a new series called 
"The Rez:" - -  short for reser- 
vation - -  scheduled for Friday 
nights. Expect to visit the 
men's washroom several trips 
L/ I -" ,  ~ | . l l I f l l "  I I  " . ,  g [ . I : ; |g" i  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
every week or so long as the 
new series lasts. 
Why movie makers let their 
stories go down the toilet this 
way baffles me. Do they save 
on wardrobe costs since actors 
are photographed only from 
the waist up? Or do they 
economize on sound effects 
and set decorating? The only 
prop is usually a waste basket. 
I grew up with three brothers 
and I 've been married for 
years. Watching men shake 
and brake doesn't make me 
flush. But my attention 
sidetracks. Like a beaver 
determhdng how big a job 
repairing a dam will be, I listen 
for the force of the stream. 
Was the man in desperate 
need of relief? Is he iuhibited 
by public scrutiny of such a 
private bodily function? If I 
were a urologist, might I detect 
a kidney condition? 
Eventually these porcelain 
scenes will loose tilelr shine. 
Directors may then stage 
scenes ill w01nen's 
washrooms, crowding the 
camera iuto the cubicle to 
focus on a womau's dishabille 
as she sits on the throne, fold- 
ing tissue in readhless for 
wiping. 
Urinal scenes rank with teeth 
brushing, gargling and vomit- 
ing. Though physically neces- 
sary, watching ~ even imagin- 
ing such behaviour ~ makes 
my stomach heave like a cork 
ill a stonn sewer. Griping to 
CBC won't persuade them to 
pull the plug on bathroom 
voyeurism either. 
In January, 1992 I com- 
plained to the director of 
CBC's movie "The Diviners" 
about Tom Jackson groping 
Sonja Smits under the kitchen 
table. The director replied it 
was important o her "not to 
avoid the real drama that hap- 
pens between men and 
women."  
I know people pee, brush 
their teeth, gargle, even speak 
profanity. I just don't want to 
see them do iL 
The fellow who invented the 
'V'  chip to block out TV 
violence should return to his 
drawing board and design an 
alphabet chip. Then I could 
punch B to block out bathroom 
scenes of teeth brushing or up- 
chucking in the toilet, punch U 
to blank out urinal scenes ... 
AR~ T m:e.~IP ] 1 7i4EY ~ '~(~P BUT/" ~ u~,.,.- , . . . . .  ~ s 
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Wood deal gets mixed reaction QUOTABLE 
Nisga'a deal OK, 
but stop there 
• THE NISGA'A deal won't be too bad for local 
, loggers aud timber compaunes. 
But if it's duplicated with other northwest na- 
lives like the Tsimshian and the Haisla, there 
could be a problem. 
That's the sentiment that's beginning to come 
from local loggers and forest companies in the 
wake of last week's Nisga'a agreement-in- 
principle. 
"Sti('k it on the Haisla or stick •ton the Tsim- 
shian and it's going to have a fair impact on the 
Terrace operation (Skeena Sawmills)," West 
Fraser woodlands vice-president Wayne Clogg 
said of the deal. 
Skeena Cellulose, which is the most dramati- 
cally affected forest company, wasn't surprised 
" by the treaty provisions, said Repap vice- 
president Reg Lightfoot. 
"The Nisga'a and ourselves both expect o be 
~- in tile region for a long time to come," hE said, 
• adding the eight-year transition will allow time 
to adjust. 
Skeena Cellulose loses 140,000 cubic metres 
of wood within the core lauds area. 
The company is claiming $80 million in corn- 
~;~ . . . . . .  
pensation for th,~ t timber. 
Lightfoot says it reduces lhe company's guar- READ ALL ABOUT IT. Government agent Randy Trombley has all the information on the 
anteed fibre supply. Nisga'a agreement in principle and it's available at the access centre. If you don't want to 
"We expect to be made whole for that," he read the full text 127 pages, not including appendices - -  there's a summary document. 
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sions, Hull said lie was relieved. 
" I 'm lhirly hal)l)y hi that it sounds like a lot of 
the concerns we put to thexn have been ad- 
dressed," Ine said. "At first glance it seems like 
they lislened to us." 
Others reacted with some apprehension and 
said there hadu't been enough time to determine 
all the raxm ricalions of the dea I. 
said, adding they'd actually prefer alternale 
- wood bE available to them instead of cash com- 
pensation. 
BesidEs the wood within the 1,930 square 
kilometre "Nisga'a Lands", the ~lgreement says 
the province would supporl any uegotiated pur- 
chase by lhe Nisga'~ of a Ibrest tenure outside 
that ~ rcn of up to 150,000 cubic melres. 
"They've sort of ;I sked around if anyone is in- 
tcrested in selling and nobody has stepped lbr- 
ward," Clogg said. 
There's no mention of compensation i the 
deal - -  either for Repap or for its contractors, 
like Don Hull and Sons Ltd. 
"That's of great concern to us," Lloyd Hull 
said Friday. 
As for the deal itself and its forestry provi- 
Mayor says Nisga'a deal looks workable 
Jack Talstra 
SOME FINE-TUNING of the N isga'a 
agreement-in-principle may be 
needed, but on the whole Terrace 
Mayor Jack Talstra thinks it's work- 
ablE. 
"Overall it's a very good first draft 
treaty agreement," Talslra said. 
"I think the Nisga'a should be con- 
gralulated on their achievement o 
dale," he added. 
"I know they're probably celebrat- 
ing in the Nass Valley. We as their 
neighbours would like to celebrate 
with them. If our neighbours feel bet- 
ter, we all feel better." 
The mayor was reluctant o criticize 
specific details of the deal, saying 
more time is needed to sludy the 
agreement. 
Council will be taking ;i hard, 
[] 1763: The Royal Proclamation of 
1763 recognizes Indian "Nations or 
Tribes" as owning their lands under 
British sovereignty and requires colo- 
nial governments to purchase such 
lands by treaty. 
[] 1793: Captain George Van- 
couver's expedition to Observatory 
Inlet is the first European contact 
with the Nisga'a. 
[] 1850-64: Vancouver Island GoV- 
ernor James Douglas signs 14- i 
treaties with natives to purchase 358 
square miles of land on the island. 
Natives are paid in blankets and are 
promised rights to hunt on unsettled 
lands and to fish "as formerly," 
[] 1858: Mainland becomes a 
colony also under Douglas, who is 
directed by London to sign more 
treaties. 
• 1860.64: Instead of treaties, 
Douglas brings in his system of as- 
similation - -  Christianity, small 
reserves and equal pre-emption 
rights for natives and whites. 
A delegation of Nisga'a chiefs 
travel to Victoria to protest but are 
refused entry to the legislature. 
[] 1862-65: Smallpox epidemics 
reduce B,C, native population from 
60,000 to 40,000. 
[] 1866'. The two colonies are 
united as British Columbia. The new 
commissioner of lands, Joseph 
Trutch, regards natives as primitive 
savages impeding spread of white 
civilization. He reduces the size of 
existing reserves and allows a maxi- 
mum of 10 acres a family in new 
reserves, Natives protest. 
[] 1870: Trutch becomes first Brit- 
ish or B.C. official to deny existence 
of aboriginal land title. He reinter- 
prets the Douglas treaties as gifts in 
exchange for friendly relations, 
[] 1671'. B,C. joins Confederation. 
Ottawa assumes Proclamation of 
1763 has been followed, with many 
treaties signed and reserves as large 
as those in Ontario (80 acres per 
family). 
[] 1870s: Federal Department of 
i Indian Affairs extended to B,C. 
Treaties are signed on prairies grant- 
ing reserves of 640 acres per family. 
Ottawa urges reserves of 80 acres a 
family in B,C, Governor General 
urges B,C, to acknowledge Indian 
title, as other Canadian governments 
have. B.C. refuses, 
Non-native canneries begin to ex- 
. pint the Nass River fishery, 
i .... [] 1884: Parliament outlaws the 
clause-by-clause look at the treaty to 
see what kind of economic impact it 
might have here, Talstra added. 
The city will be asking the 
aboriginal affairs ministry to give 
mouey tbr a study of socio-Ecouomic 
impacls of the treaty here. 
"It may very well have a very good 
effect," he said. "I  suspcct hat over- 
all it will." 
going to cost a lot more than the $190 
million capital transfer, and there will 
bE ongoing payments to provide ser- 
vices in the Nass. 
"There will always bc paymenls to 
the Nisga'a. But then there will al- 
ways be payments Io the City of Ter- 
race." 
"The treaty process is a give-and- 
take process. If we as northern white 
He noted the forestry section ap- citizens lost something, we probably 
pears "livable" for this treaty, but if gained something as well." 
duplicated with other tribal groups in He had some doubts about whether 
the northwest could be a problem. 
"I  didn't find the word 'extinguish- 
ment' in the doeumeut," lie added, 
saying he's. unsure whether the treaty 
would settle all Nisga'a ~'laims once 
and for all. 
Talstra said it's clear the treaty is 
setting up an entirely separate court 
system for a few thousand people 
would be cost-effective. 
Talstra advises people not get too i
excited about he deal. 
"Be cahn and bc ralional al}otll the 
whole thing," lie says. 
Ron Irwin 
minister of Indian affairs 
"Although the Nisga'a went to the Sul}rcmc 
Court of C;inadu, st-) many other natives in this 
country have benefitted while the Nisga'a have 
waited." 
John Cashore 
minister of aboriginal affairs 
"1 am proud to be a ntembcr of rJ government 
that had a vismn of B.C. thai embraced ull of its 
citizens." 
Dan Miller 
MLA for North Coast (NDP) 
"How can anyone say aftcr 130 years this w:,s 
rushed? It took too long.'" 
Mike Scott 
MP for Skeena (Reform) 
"The vast majority of Nisga'a arc going to bc 
on the outside looking in. The most despicable 
aspect of lhis proposed treaty is that non-ha|lye 
leaders have completely ignored individual rights, 
of both Nisga'a and non-Nisga'a people." 
Jack Weisgerber 
B.C. Reform leader 
"It  will replace existing inequities with a brand 
new set of inequities that will forever bc enshrined 
in tile Constitution. Instead of moving us closer to 
lhe goal of one country, one people ~md one law, 
the Nisg;Fa blueprint will permanently cleave us 
into a re,lion that is defined and divided along ra- 
cial lines." 
Joe Gosnell 
president Nisga'a Tribal Council 
" i  wish to acknowledge the former government 
of William Vandcr Z~llm for bringing the province 
of British Columbia into the negotiations. I wish 
to acknowledge Jack Weisgerber, then minister of 
aboriginal affairs, lbr signing the fi'amcwork 
agreement, and he at that time represented the 
ltonour of the Crown. Thank you very much, 
Jack." 
John Cashore 
minister of aboriginal affairs 
"Shame on them (Weisgerber and Liberal leader 
Gordon Campbell). They're playing the race card 
in a shameful way when they should be 
statemsmcn. It's incorrect o say this is raci~tlly 
based. It's based on history." 
James Haldane 
21-year-old unemployed Nisga'a 
"Our  generation will be the first natives to ever 
paytaxes. [~don't l ike that. I t 's  going to be a lof 
different for my generation. Hopefully it will 
bring more opportunities to the val ley." 
TH E ROAD TO A TR EATY 
the Nisga'a appeal to British courts, 
as long as Ottawa selects and pays 
for their lawyers. Natives refuse 
those terms. !. 
[] 1916: McKenna-McBride Com- 
mission recommends adding 87,000 
acres to B.C. native reserves. The 
new lands are appraised at an aver- 
age value of $5.10 an acre. It recom- 
mends existing reserves at the same 
time be reduced by 47,500 acres, 
which average $27.00 an acre in 
value. 
[] 1916.20" Allied Indian Tribes of 
B.C. hold protest meetings. Indian 
unrest spreads. A wave of potlatch 
arrests, convictions and jailings is 
carried out. 
[] 1921: The Imperial Privy Council 
rules that aboriginal title throughout 
the empire is a pre-existing right that 
"must be presumed to have con- 
tinued unless the contrary is estab- 
lished." Federal officials realize they 
must at all costs keep B.C. natives 
from bringing their case to the courts. 
[] 1924: The McKenna-McBride 
Commission reserve changes are 
adopted. For the next half-century 
the so-called "cut-offs" stands 
among natives as the main symbol of 
white immorality. 
• 1927" Parliament outlaws the 
receipt of money by anyone from a 
native for claims-related activity. It is 
now illegal for natives to press their 
claims. 
• 1947: Natives get the right to 
vote in provincial elections. 
• 1948: B.C. grants Tree Farm 
Licence No. 1 to Columbia Cellulose 
and large-scale logging begins in the 
Nass valley. 
• 1949: Nisga'a leader Frank 
Calder is elected to the B.C. legisla- 
ture as MLA for Atlin. 
• 1951: After abolishing appeals to 
the Imperial Privy Council from Ca- 
nadian courts, the federal govern- 
ment repeal the laws that prohibit 
claim and potlatch activity. 
• 1955: Frank Calder and other 
Nisga'a chiefs form the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council to pursue their claim, 
[] 1960: Natives get the right to 
vote federally, Phase-out of residen- 
tial schools begins. 
potlatch ~ the major social, econom- 
ic and cultural institution of coastal 
natives. 
• 1887: After chasing government 
land surveyors from the Nass, 
Nisga'a and Tsimshian chiefs travel 
to Victoria to demand recognition of 
title, negotiation of treaties and provi- 
sions for self-government. The 
government agrees to a north coast 
enquiry. The commissioners reject 
demands as disloyal ideas planted in 
primitive minds by whites. 
• 1890s: Nisga'a natives acquire a 
printing press and establish their own 
newspaper. The Nisga'a Land Com- 
mittee, first led by Arthur Calder, be- 
comes the first formalized native 
pressure group in B.C. ' 
• 1912: Premier McBride and new 
federal Conservative government 
agree to a commission to settle the 
B,C, Indian question by re-examining 
reserve sizes. Hearings continue for 
four years, 
• 1913: The Nisga'a Land Com- 
mittee petitions the British govern- 
ment, demanding title, treaties and 
self-government, Feds agree to allow 
THE NISGA'A LAND COMMrl-rEE in 1913 tried to appeal to British courts for a treaty in the famous Nisga'a Peti- 
tion. Now, 83 years later, the old chiefs seem about to get their wish. 
[] 1968: The Nisga'a take their land 
claim to court. B.C. courts rule that 
Indian title never existed. 
[] 1973: Supreme Court of Canada 
rules the Nisga'a did hold lille to the 
land before B.C. was created. The 
Court splits 3-3 on whether the 
Nisga'a still have title. Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau agrees to begin ne- 
gotiations. 
[] 1976: Talks begin between the 
Nisga'a and Ottawa. The province 
sends observers, but refuses to par- 
ticipate. Other B.C. native groups be- 
gin to prepare claims. 
[] 1990" After a summer of unrest 
and court decisions that threaten to 
halt logging, B.C. premier Bill Vander 
Zalm agrees to enter Nisga'a negoti- 
ations. Talks begin in October. 
[] 1991-1993: B.C. courts reject 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en chiefs' 
claim to their vast land claim, centred 
on the Hazeltons. The courts rule 
that the province has a fiduciary obli- 
gation to look after the interests of 
natives, and that natives have un- 
defined rights to the land, but those 
rights do not include outright itle. Ne- 
gotiations begin between the 
Gitxsan, the province and federal ne- 
gotiators. 
[] 1994: Forty-seven native groups 
sign up for negotiations under the 
B.C. Treaty Commission process. A 
large but key group of natives in the 
southern interior refuse to join the 
treaty commission, 
[] 1995: A dispute orl the cost- 
sharing agreement between the feds 
and the province resulted in a 
suspension of negotiations until the 
issue was sorted out. Increased 
rhetoric by Reform and Liberal 
politicians fuelled speculation that a 
new government might not honour a 
Nisga'a agreement-in-principle 
signed by the NDP. 
[] 1996: The province breaks off 
talks with the Gitxsan, saying they 
are simply too far apart. If the two 
sides don't reconcile, the Gitxsan 
case will go to the Supreme Court of 
Canada. 
Just a week later, an agreement-in- 
principle is announced to settle the 
Nisga'a land claim that includes $190 
million, 1,930 square kilometres of 
land, resource rights, a share of the 
Nass River fishery and self, 
government provisions. 
Provincial parties PrePare for a 
coming election In which the Nisga'a 
deal is expected tobe a key issue. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Hospital isn't a hotel 
An open letter to: 
Rod Falconer, President 
Willows Tenants Assoc. 
Dear Sir:. 
Thank you for your recent letter (Terrace 
Standard, Feb. 21). You arc incorrect in 
your comments that I made a statement to 
the effect hat "our hospital was being used 
as a hotel". 
You may recall that an issue was raised 
about out-of-town patients being dis- 
charged and because a doctor might want 
the patient o remain close to the hospital 
just in case the patient had a relapse. The 
inference was that such a patient should be 
permitted to stay at the hospital onger. 
I made the comment hat it might be a 
topic for discussion as to whether the ex- 
pensive acute care facilities should provide 
"hotel accommodation" for such patients 
or whether that kind of support could be 
better delivered by other methods. 
To keep a patient in a hospital bed costs 
hundreds of dollar a day whereas a hotel 
room is around $50. As you also know, 
Sleeping Beauty Lodge exists today to ful- 
fill that need at much less cost to the patient 
and the taxpayer. 
At no time did I state that currently "our 
hospital was being used as a hotel" so you 
can appreciate that I am somewhat dis- 
tressed at the misrepreseutation f the dis- 
cussion we had. 
Second, the nmnber of hospital beds 
available is not an indicator of the quality 
of patient care. Last year Mills Memorial 
Hospital operated at an average 70 per cent 
capacity. That means that on average 30 
percent of the beds, which have to have 
staffto supervise them, are empty. 
All the ministry has said is that an 85 per 
cent average occupancy should be the 
target. Given the taxpayers dollars are 
limited, we have an obligation to make 
Mills just as efficient as other hospitals. 
Preference-based pricing has saved 
Pharmacare $8.2 million since October. 
Drug companies are even reducing their 
drug costs to match Pharmacare's 
reference-based price. The savings in drug 
cost will protect Pharmacarc and Medicare. 
I recognize that some (repeat 'some') 
members of the local medical profession 
have followed the B.C. Medical Associa- 
tion's political agenda. Doctors incomes are 
facilitated by their access to hospitals 
which are paid for by the taxpayers. 
Any political comments they make to in- 
crease the taxpayers' contribution to fund- 
ing more beds when we have a 70 per cent 
occupancy rate should be given critical 
thought. 
Putting political agendas in perspective 
does not suggest that the professionalism of
most of the medical profession is being 
questioned. 
The BCMA and the opposition parties are 
on record as supporting a two-tiered, Amer- 
icanized health care system where the 
thickness of your wallet will dictate how 
fast you can expect medical services and of 
what quantity those services will be. 
The Liberal opposition even says it will 
cut $3 billion dollars from provincial 
spending just to glve big business a billion 
dollar tax break. A $3 billion dollar cut is 
worse than what Alberta or Ontado have 
done. 
Governments have to deliver services 
within the dollars available. Federal of- 
floading has continued and I don't hear of a 
single letter to the Prime Minister protest- 
ing the loss of $1.3 billion over the next 
two years. 
The local mayor has yet to hold a press 
conference denouncing federal offloading 
of health, education and social services 
costs. 
In the last four years, I have not heard of 
a single case where someone had to go our 
of town for a medical service they did not 
have to go out of town for prior to 199:7.. In 
fact the CT scanner has lessened the need 
for out of town travel. More specialists 
want to come to Terrace. Perhaps it is be- 
cause this is simply a good place to live and 
work. 
Helmut Giesbreeht, MLA for Skeena, 
Terrace, B.C. 
No special rights here 
. . . . . . . .  . . ,  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  .i . . . . .  ~ ;~. :~, . :  !:  : . .  
Dear Sir:. " tax money to settle land claims and appease 
The Quebec issue and the native issue 
have been bothering me for a long time. 
On the Quebec issuer I think that all the 
government officials who arc involved in 
this should be charged with treason. Any 
more talk of separating from Canada and 
they should be exiled or put in jail. 
Who do they think they are that they can 
just up and take a part of our country away 
from the rest of us. Canada belongs to all 
Canadians not just to the people who llve in 
Quebec. When government officials are 
sworn into office do they not swear to 
uphold the laws of our country and to work 
for the country and not against it? 
I am sure that if one of the American 
states decided that they no longer wanted to 
be a part of the United States of America 
the President would send in the militia. 
Is it o~dy the French that arc to be~recog- 
nizcd in this country, or are we all supposed 
to be equal. 
Our country would not have such a deficit 
if the govennncnt quit paying out all our 
the "distinct society". Why not just call us 
all Canadians and let us all pay taxes and 
have equal rights as Canadians. 
I f  there are some that do not want equal 
rights for every Canadian then they can 
leave our country. We do not need people 
that want to tear our country apart. 
As for the native issue, the government is 
going to go on paying and paying and 
paying with our tax dollars for something 
that as far as I am concerned has been paid 
back over the years. 
They talk about what they have lost. Let's 
talk about what they have gained. They 
have had free medical, dental, education, 
free housing, and many more benefits. 
It is time that the government let them 
stand or, their own two feet and stop treat- 
ing them like a bunch of imbeciles. They 
are quite capable of working and taking 
part in the day to day task of raising a fam- 
ily on their own. 
Claudette Grosset, 
Terrace, B.C. 
;¢" @ PresentsThe Terrace Little Theatre 
,,4 
~,\ox 
"!  -' AP1    AUS;E '96 




,'~£¢" 3 - 4pm 
"1,,~::¢.. 3 Conrad 
Flapps 
r~ o~' ,,.,¢, ,~. 7-  8pm 
,o ~,eq,~oC,.e, The Blue 
Shadows 
'* Moou Mo,o 
WATCH I..:S ON " " : CAhLL  Io OR 
J'C,I~ t!S AT R,i.,',.H. THF.,ATRI~ 
"Lend o Hand, Build the Arts" 
j This Ad space is presented as a public service by: 
STANDARD Fax: 638-8432 
DIAL., 638-ARTS 
4 - Spm ¢ 
Paul ~°o~%A ~ z., r.,p .<,' 
Hann "~ 
8 =gpm .~ 
Jim R~,an & &"~ /0_ 
Local Entertainers 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Active Thornhi l l  Motors 3026 Highway 16, East, Terrace ,~,1~1 
Featuring Cars From 5ubaru, Hyundai & Mazda 
2 - 1996 MAZDA 4X4 MPV'S 
AND 
3 - 1996 SUBURU OUTBACK'S 
IN STOCK NOW! 
635-7286 
14% o. the 
entire store 
14% o. the 
entire store 
I ~  FTD Florist WithA Flair" "Your 
1 1/10/. of f the  
/U entire store 
Tobacconist 
14% o. the entire store 
(EXCLUDING TOBACCO) 
1 4 %  off the selected 
merchandise store 
14% o. entire store* 
*Exceptions: tobacco, Prescriptions, ale Items, 
collectables and baby formula, 
" sl"LEGS 
f ;~JOln us on this special day of 
savings where the 
participating merchants 
of the Skeena Mall will 
pay the equivalent of 
~the  appllcablej 
Taxes, 
TAX FREE ON 
C.D'S & TAPES 
L•SKEENA MALL 635-4948 I 
14% o . . ,  ..oo  
Feb. 29 only 
( A RS 
J ewe l le r$  
Ricki's 




14% off  t. he 
entire store 
Save the equivalent of  the 
tax on selected displays 
of books 
PET WORLD 
14% of  the 
entire store 
1110/.. off the 
I ' l l /U  entire store 
CORRESPONDENCEFORTHETERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Keepers in conflict 
Dear Sir: 
I'm writing about Mr. Joe Sullivau's Feb. 7 letter 
"White not a keeper" regarding Mr, Ric While and his as- 
sociation with the Terrace Prom ise Keepers ~ Men of In- 
tegrity Society. There's no disputing what Mr, White did. 
What I feel I can dispute is the treatnlent Ms. Tammy 
Fce received when she reached out to two other other 
Promise Keepers for assistance in dealiug with Mr. White 
in the period following the slashing of her tires but in the 
days prior to the attack and Mr. White's arrest. Ms. Fee 
was seeking advice, some hel ) to ease her concerus of her 
fear for her life. These concerns wcre never validated. 
It was however suggested to hcr that perhal)s her 
adulterous liaison was of some blame and Mr. White 
would be receiving counselling for such iuvolvement. Mr. 
White was obviously well on his way to mending the error 
of his ways and she should do something similar. 
I am also concerned about those men, other Promise 
Keepers, who indicated after Mr. White's arrest, their will- 
ingness to assist him. I am certain these men believed in 
his iunocence but I must wonder about heir priorities. 
What about Ms. Fee? As a human being and a Christiau, 
was she not entitled to the same courtesy? As a woma~l nol 
yet legally divorced she obviously was not. Iu the weeks 
following the attack she was approached by friends of Mr. 
White, not to supl)ort her iu her tinle of need but to instead 
eucourage her to drop the charges. 
Ms. Fee has stated the only reason she lived through that 
night of terror was through the grace of God. It's not God 
that has me worried; it's his fan club. This particular case 
of double standard of who was worthy of support leaves 
me doubly concerued. 
From the book "Seven Pronlises of a Pronlise Keeper", 
pastor Tony Evans writes: "The first thing you do is sit 
dowu with your wife and say somcthing like this; 'Honey, 
I've made a terrible mistake. I've given you nly role. I 
gave up leading this family, and I forced you to take my 
place. Now I must reclaim that role.' Don't nlisuuderstand 
what I 'm saying here, I'm not suggestiug that you ask for 
your role back, I 'm urging you to take it back ... Be sensi- 
tive. Listen. Treat the lady gently and lovingly. But lead]" 
If Pronlise Keepers are to truly follow that traiu of 
thought I say they are iu a conflictiug situation when a 
womau seeks their help. As men of integrity thcy should 
immediately announce that conflict and urge her to seek 
external assistauce. 
Carol Sabo, Coordinator, 
Terrace Women's Resource Cel l t re  
Don' t  ca l l  us  . . . .  
Dear sir: 
I am writiug this letter to ask a simple qnestiou of why 
there are two telephoue prefix uulnbers (i.e. 635 and 638) 
for a small commuuity like Terrace? I have a number that 
begins with 635. Starting last August, when a governmeut 
service decided to change its nunlber (which nlatched my 
number except begiuning with 638), I have received 
hundreds of calls to this govenlment service. 
BC Tel and the governmeut agency's respoase to me was 
to change my number. However, my number is quite estab- 
lislmd as a sinall busin:essl Be;ide;~ kn0wiug my: luck, I 
would get another number which matched some other ser- 
vice which receives hundreds of calls each day. 
This situation has been very frustrating considering the 
primary telephone prefix number for Terrace is 635; thus 
people are conditioned to dialing these numbers first. If 
there is a need to have a different prefix number, at the 
very least government and other highly called services 
should be beginning with 635 or all entirely different num- 
ber (i.e. a 1-900 number) to distinguish them from residen- 
tim aud business telephone numbers. 
Month later, I still receive mauy calls each day to the 
government service and am appealing to people who call 
goverument or other public service to please be more care- 
ful when dialiag one of these numbers. 
Remember, govenlment service numbers begin with 638. 
George T. Krantz, 
Terrace, B.C. 
All in this together 
-3  Dear Sir: 
! am very auuoyed by the J au. 31, ]996 editorial "Us or 
them." Did the editor recognize how many Nisga'a, 
Kit,mat and Prince Rupert dollars are spent to nlake Ter- 
race "Show your Pride"? 
Did tile editor do his homework to obtahl further in- 
fonnatlon on why Kit,mat couucil made its decision about 
the airport? 
Bashing a third party based on a single issue with a mix 
of halt-truths is uafair, biased and bad taste. 
] think it will be more appropriate that the editor should 
have dedicated a colunm every week to praise Kflimat, 
Prince Rupert and Nisga'a consumers speuding their hard- 
earned money in Terrace. Nisga'a, Kitimat, Priuce Rupert 
and Terrace are equal parmers. 
Anthony Yuo, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Don't exclude us 
Dear  Sir: 
I 'm writing to protest he cxclusiou of labour from the 
school district's educational change and COlmnunication 
committee. This decision to exclude labour fronl the pro- 
cess intended to shape education programs for high school 
students i  shortsighted, eplorable and counterproductive. 
The  decisiou relegates labour to being ou tile outside, 
taking potshots at the conmlittee and its work. This is not a 
new experience for labour; we are pretty good at it. But 
fraukly, we would rather be involved ill iml)roving educa- 
tion for our children. 
John Jensen, Past President 
Kitimat-Terrace and District Labour Council 
Pdc aul King 
FOUNDATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including 
tha addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O, Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
ii I  ,,E',ET COM,'ANY [ . .  Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C. 
COMPANIES • TRUSTS TAX DISPUTES 
James W. Radelet 
Phone 604-689-0878 • Fax 604-689-1386 _ 
#'- ~ ,,,2. "~ ~ '  TERRACE +~~ 
~OP ~ ~,.~.~ 
Family Fashions ,-" SEW?!  
We lzave an excellent selection of 
spring fabrics arriving daily, in the latest 
co/ours & prints, linens, cottons and 
more/As well as a huge assortment 
of notions & patterns, ~.., ./ 
• 4617 
. . . .  i' " ,,,, 
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,,,,.,,,,..-,,,, 635.TIPS 
CITY OF TERRACE 
Residential 
Utility Billings 
The City of "Terrace is no longer sending quarterly utility billings to residen- 
tial customers• These customers will be billed utilities for the calendar year of 
1996 on their tax bill which will be mailed out in May 1996. 
Any enquiries about this new billing procedure should be directed to the 
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Pink . Heinz Baby am, 
Grupefru,tA E1 I I  Food A I I  I I  
• Size 56's. - J  I I ® Strained baby food. [ ]  I I I 
• ql  "31' ' I '  I "91' "31' 
Each Vfor e l  I mL for : i  I 
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Beef 
B"rger' 04 9 • Regular or Seasoned. • [rozea. Lu(ome. 
• Sold in a 5 Ib Box foe S980. 
Each patty w~ks out ~o ,. 
Rhubarb/ . J', I 
Strawberry Ple~ ~ [ "  
• From oar neka~, q L~ I 
• ,a,'ah'.,,,a,a,v. / ~ . I  
8 ,,,c~ l ia r  ~F  
,,~- ~,,,~ .
/~i:~ i:- i
:i "< ~' :.% 
~ ' ; ~2~ :~ J"'::':::"" 
Laundry i A A  
Oetereent'-~k k 
• 12111re0riglnalor I U U  
6 litce Ullca. Sunlighl. I ~ 
• LIMIT OF I. I 
Each . . . . .  I '  
.-~: 12 L i 
tL 
• .' :'*' ~',L',,L,:V.'.: . 
Green Giant,~ i 
Vegetables I lUU 
•/~mrled vmielies, I 1 - ~ r  
• hozen,  L I t  
I kg I 
Bick's Dill Cooked 
Pickles 199 , ,m 6 9  • Pdski 0gorki, Whole Garlic • Vacuum Packed 0nly. 
or Whda lie Garlic. "From our Dell 
i L i t re . 100  g 0 
~' _~,.~ '~  .: .......................... 
• . : .  :~:~.,•~-~:. ~ {V.'~,,*°~;-~E. , 
;: [i, f-T-.--.--T-T-:;-'] 
I I I ~ I  
Orange ,! ~ Edwards, 
. i! ~ Coffee 
I , 
r . -~[~ t ¢"~, .~ oOrGrapdrui! Eel-alr. ; 
'*t~p ~'ii'.,,i'Jil 355mL : ~ ~  1 kg 
799 , i+2#= 70 '  i ,~ I I1~ i.oz..0o.+-., i , 1 1  ',I 
I "M''°''4w''HTH'~C°UP°N II U~.TO, 4~...THISCOUPON 
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• • I I ~ . ' , -~ . - - , .  Drunks ,, " , Yogourt 
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~ i ~  12 x 3S5 mL I II ~-  '~O";rt~ 750 g 
',m=~,.-,~ AAO, ,  ~ I  AA  
' - -  I I  ~V " -  ~ ,u,,.~,,,,.=,.= ~-~q 'O, ,  - - - - i  I1~ 
[ or  levy Where appllcahle. I i i I • A A 
.M.TO,,W..T.iScouPoN : I ,MIT0, t0W.TH,.I, C0U,O. 
I C°uphe~e~Hvlu~ltlldniMm'~h31'l'~' ¢ouPoneffll~Veu,~Hl,l~sl.IMa.~M r.6 ~'l~.'~ I 
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Butter 
. ~ J ~ '  Creamy or Chunk,/. 
* Generic. 
i99 
LIMIT OF 6 WITH THIS COUPON 
C°uP°~ e~edlv' until *l°'lna M°rth 31' ' 996' (S )  
/SAFEWAY PRINTED COUPON PLU 81041 ,~,~Z~ 
~l ImmIm" 1 
I I 
I .,~ Potato 
~"~i  200 g 
LIMIT OF 12 WITH THIS COUPON 
Coupon effl(Hve unlll ,lolln I Marlh 11,1996, (~k l  
SAF~VAY PRIh~ID COUPON pLU 81031 ~. .~ 
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STARTS THIS SATURDAY, MARCH 2 at 7:15 p,m, 1 
Making the Book of  
Revelation Make Sense 




5401 McConnell Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Seminar designed for  busy people 
so come as you are. 
This seminar is "affiliated with and sponsored by 
friends of the international telecast: I  Is Written. 
First Nieh t 
Ret ,elation Mctde ~ z ~Z/:~le 
Will Amer ica  t~)?:fbrce. .. 
the Mark  c?/'/be Beasl?  
Second Night 
Sunday, March 3, 7:15 p.m. 
Prelude to the 
Mark of the Beast 
Nature's Final Revenge 
Discover why nature is going berserk. See tile amazing 
domino-effect of final ca.lamitous events ushering in the 
inflmous Mark, Get the inside edition on Bible prophecy! 
More multimedia 
presentations tocome 
Bring the whole family 
Children 
Welcome 
Special program for your 
children ages 1-12 
Thousands have found answers 
you can too! 
Absolutely Free 
No hidden fees, Those who wish may give a 
freewill offering to help on expenses. 
Listen and watch as Mark Fox uses the latest in 
multi-media computer technology topresent 
Amazing Discoveries from Bible prophecy on a 
giant screen. 
Third Nieht 
Opening Night Spectacular 
Saturday, March 2, 7:15 p.m. 
North America Racing 
Toward 2000 A.D. 
Discover why we may be living in the 
"eye of  the storm" according to Bible 
prophecy. 
witness the alarming trends in the scientific, 
political, soci,'d and religious world which confirm 
the Bible's astounding predictions for our day. 
--  ~ 
Monday, March 4, 7:15 p.m. 
The ComingNew 
Worm Order 
Discover How a Counterfeit New World 
Order Precedes the Genuine One 
Ancient prophecies reveal what's behind today's 
breaking news headlines and how to face the future 
with a bright hope. 
:.i~i:ii ~ 
~i!!!!iiiiii~i!i!iiii!~z~ii~:iiiill  • 
i !!ii~!~i~i~ii!~i:::~ : : :i i ~ 
~i~%~': • , 
:. i'Recent,', worldc~cnts,,, a~~nor, c 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ --~..~ ~ 






THE CITY is examining 
plans to build a 42-unit 
apartment building on 
Lazelle Ave. 
Proponent Surinder Mann, 
of Victoria, has requested a
development permit for a 
vacant lot adjacent to the 
Woodgreen Apartments on 
Lazeile, west of Eby. 
Ringing off 
the hook 
TERRACE RCMP arc on 
the lookout for someone 
who could have an awfully 
big phone bill. 
The plate glass door of the 
BC Tel Phone Mart Build- 
h~g on Kalum was smashed 
late Sunday night or early 
Monday morning, aDd thir- 
teen phoue.S were stolen. 
Staff Sgt. John Veldman 
says they're worth about 
$600. He says they don't 
have any suspects. 
T E R R A C E  
Food bank 
usage still up 
JUST OVER 500 bags of 
food were handed out dur- 
ing the February food bank 
of the churches a few weeks 
ago. The numbers arc prac- 
tically identical to last 
month's food bank. 
Food bank organizer 
Christine Simmom says the 
number of people using the 
food bank is dermitely high- 
er than that of past years. 
The next food bank is 
scheduled for March 18-21. 
Soon there might be an 
alternative to the food bank 
for some families. Various 
organizations around Ter- 
race have joined forces in 
order to fonn a new Food 
Security Network. One of 
the primary aims of this new 
umbrella group will be to 
organize a number of com- 
nlunJty kitchens around Ter- 
race. 
For more on connnunity 
kitchens, see page B1. 
L i b ra . ry  
grant paid 
THE CITY has now 
rcccivcd the final thkd of a 
$200,000 BC 21 grant that 
went to the expansion and 
rcnovation of the Terrace 
Public Library. 
The new-look library was 
officially opened last fall 
after years of planning and 
lobbying. 
Hearing in Vancouver today 
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Slumberlodge staff canned 
ALL THIRTEEN employ- 
ees at the Terrace Slumber- 
lodge are out of work, and 
they say it's because they 
want to join a union. 
Wilma Redpath, business 
agent for the Hotel, 
Restaurant, Culinary Em- 
ployees and Bartenders 
Union, says she was told 
they all received phone calls 
Feb. 18 tclling them not to 
comc to work the next day. 
Earlier that week, she 
says, eight of them had 
signed cards voting to join 
the union. 
The certification hearing 
is set for this morniDg h~ 
VallCOuver. 
Redpath says she expects 
Slumberlodge managenmnt 
will challenge it, 
" I f  they challenge it, 
they're going to have to 
come up with oue helluva 
excuse for layiug people 
off", she says. 
"People are laid off when 
there's not enough work for 
them, and that's not the case 
here." 
Terrace Slumberlodge 
manager Bob Reid says he's 
been ordered not to corn- 
ment, and referred all 
queries to the head office in 
VaDcouver. 
Redpath says a number of 
employees told her they 
were called by an acting 
ntanager who passed along 
the bad news. 
Mauagement had been 
carrying out the bulk of the 
work at Slumberlodge last 
week. 
The 13 had been 
einployed as servers in the 
coffee shop, a chef, front 
desk clerk and as room at- 
telldanks, from the head office to shut 
Redpath suspects they itdown. He was not able to 
were likely on ly  makiug saywhy. 
, . Redpath has flied an un- 
mlnmzum wage, or slightly fair labour practice cam- 
more .  
Two of flzemhave already plainL 
No date has been set yet 
found other work SiDCC they for that to bc heard. 
wcrc laid all: "I  don't know why 
The rcstaurant was closed cnqfloyers get scared of 
temporarily last wcck and having a uniou in," Redpath 
then re-opened only for cot- says. 
fee drinkers. "It 's not the end of the 
Wlicn asked why that wa L world. Wlien they're afraid, 
a front desk person replied it seems like they're trying 
orders had been received to hidcsomcthing." 
635.TiPS .~¢l~)lq)l'llS 
~L1r~Nr~r4~ ,dk~f~y~v.k ~Llr~Y~rjk ~L~Ny~.~rd~ V 
WEEKEND G ETAWAY $59 PER ROOM/PER NIGHT 
(FRIDAY & SATURDAY, STANDARD 
SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TWIN) 
1-800-663-8150 
CREST HOTEL PRINCE RUPERT 
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C oc wmnc t 
Expert service Honest prices Exp. Mar. 31 
I~. W a n KmMAr 6a--,9,1 
OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS 
Ter race  1 -800-8MCEWAN* 
( ~.ooo.oo~,ao2o)- 
We Cart Make  I t  nal~ge,, a t The  Br~I r t  Sl, ot  0 , ,  Hi,}.hw,n,/ 16 West  I,, Terrace 
STANDARD Terrace Little 
Theatre 
Present In Concert 
LISA BROKOP 
£ 
Wednesday,  March 13 ,  1996 = 8 p.m. 
R.E .M.  Lee Theat re  
Tickets: $25  ava i lab le  at Uniglobe Travel 
ENTER TO WIN 
I - -  
1st Prize: 2 Tickets, CD, Back Stage Pass 
Secondary Prizes: 3 Sets of Tickets for 2 
- I  
I Name. I 
I Address I 
I Phone (H). .(W). I 
I Bring or mail you entry to I 
I ST"  " RD 3210Cl in ton  Street I 
i Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 I 
I Winners will be drawn at random from all entries received. Prizes I 
L must be accepted as awarded and have no cash equivalent. 
/i~ ~:#ii!i~!!i:,: ¸ 
i !~: ill 
/ 0 
~TERRACE 
~OTEM FORD Terrace, B,C. 635-4984 
t i 
ipr, lng ,I 
fHEAVY DUTY SHOCK INSTALLATION "~ 
$ 
f 79.95  ,poir,,axese*a / 
\ FOR MOST FORD CARS, F150, AEROSTAR 2WD , ]  
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY ON SHOCKS J 
. I  
er,vlCe 
" e 
We service all makes and models 
Spring Tune-up Special 
(on most models) 
3026 H ighway 16 East .  DLR #7041 • 635-7286 
. i s  p'ecla 
AL-  C'S GLASS LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN AUTOMOTIVE WINDSHIELD REPAIR & REPLACEMENTS 
Jr I.C.B.C. CLAIMS Jr MIRRORS 
Jr SAFETY GLASS Jr SEALED UNITS 
Jr PLATE GLASS Jr WINDOWS 
Jr INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS Jr SCREENS 
WE WILL PICK UP & DELIVER YOUR CAR 
KITIMAT " DOUG CLOSTER - TERRACE 
1632-48ool F~ ~-~, I s38-800z . 3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
¢ Terrace 
PARTS & SERVICE  
635-7187 
4916 Hwy. 16 W., Terrace De'der#5958 
KALUM TIRE SALES 
& SERVICE LTD. 
OIL CHANGE & LUBE $24.95 
FREE INSPECTION FOR FRONT END, EXHAUST & BRAKES. 




• FRAME WORK • FIBERGLASS REPAIR * MINOR TRUCK REPAIRS 
• ICBC CLAIMS & PAINTING 
OWNER OPERATOR - DAVE SACHAROFF 
635-7317 
3348 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
Cedar land Tire Serv ice Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
,1929 Keith Avenue 
3us. Phone 635-6151/6170 TERRACE B.C. V8G 1 K7 
Azorcan 
AUTO BODY REPAIR 
4188 HWY. 16 FAST 







• Tri-Scan Laser for Unibodies 
• Body Work including Big 
Trucks 
• Fiberglass Work 
• Custom Painting 
• Glass Installation 
• Aft Work Warranty for 1 Year 
B.C.'S NORTHWEST LARGEST INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
& OPERATED AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY STORE 
Automotive & Industrial Supplies, Bodyshop Supplies 
Automotive Repairs, Alignments, Drakes & Tune-Ups 
Propane & Natural Gas Conversions 
• Industrial Air Filter Cleaning Service • Customer Towing Available 
• Complete Muffler & Exhaust Service * Used Filter Crushing 
4641 Keith Avenue, 635"6334 FAX', 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K4 1-800-663-3901 635-4353 
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Locals have to go elsewhere 
Doe puts brakes on abortions 
She says they're told if WOMEN WANTING an 
abortion can no longer get they do decide to get an 
the procedure done in Ter- abortion, flmy cau always 
race. change their minds, even at 
The one doctor who used the last possible miuute. 
to do them, Sheila Watson, But that might be more 
has decided uot to, and there difficult to do now. 
won't be anyoxte lse doing " I f  they're laying there 
thetn here until this summer, and having second thoughts, 
Although Watson declined even mimttes before the pro- 
to say why she slopped cedure, they might goahead 
doing the procedure, she did with it attyway, because of 
note that two Canadian doc- the time and nmney they've 
tars who do abortions, one invested in travelling to 
in Vaucouver and one ill 
Hamiltou, have been sltot at, 
Dr, Loni Ahnas, who used 
to work here, is scheduled to 
opexl her own practice in 
l'errace this summer. 
But until that happeus 
women who decide to have 
an abortion will have to 
travel to Smithers or Prince 
George. 
There are no doctors who 
Smithers or Prince 
George," says Hennig. 
Last year, about 30 
women came to the 
women's centre for abortion 
counselling, and eight of 
those decided to go ahead 
with the procedure. 
Since Dr. Watson has 
stopped oing the operation, 
five local women have been 
forced to go out of town to 
do abortioos currently prac- get it done, said Hennig. 
tisiug in Prince Rupert aud "It's a service women 
the one in Kitimat will only should have access to," she 
perform the procedure on says. "It's not a hard pmce- 
womeu over theage of 19. dure and more doctors 
Mills Memorial Hospital should be qualified to do 
admiuistrator Michael it." 
Lcisinger says it is under no She recognizes though 
obligation to seek out an ob- that some doctors may have 
stetrician/gynecologist who moral or ethical problems 
would do abortions to be in with doing abortions. 
Terrace at all times. The issue is brought o the 
But when Dr. Almas at- forefront once a year when 
rives, he says the hospital pro-life supporters from 
must and will cooperate area churches form a 
with her. "Chain of Life" on the 
Karla Hemfig at the Ter- 
race Wonleu 's  Resource 
Ceutre says nmst of the 
woineu who COllie ill need- 
mg abortion counselling are 
,etweeu 14 aud 22, or over 
35. 
"It's a big coucern for us 
that the procedure is not 
available in Terrace right 
UOW," she says. 
But she adds it's even 
worse for the women who 
are considering it. 
"Most of the women who 
come in here dou't have the 
knowledge base or the 
financial base, and now they 
have to consider the cost of 
travelling as well." 
Henuig says when womeu 
come iato the centre they're 
counselled to keep all of 
their optioxts open. 
bridge over Ferry Island. 
They'll generally hold 
hands or carry placards in- 
dicating their stance. 
But Hexmig says the 
turn out. The'money is then 
given to the women's C~lltre 
to be used for both abortion 
and birth counselling scr- 
vices. 
tionships. 
"Part to of it is cultural," 
she says. "Part of it is a lack 
of access to birth control 
and young women also may 
women's centre has found a Terrace has one of the not feel assertive ntough to 
way to make that work in its highest teenage pregnancy ask their part~ters to use 
favour, rates ixl North America, and condoms." 
She says anyone from the Hennlg says 90 per cent of The women's centre gives 
pro-choice movemeut can the women who approach out free condoms attd Hen- 
collect pledges based on the the centre for counselling nig says they go through 
nutuber of t~ro-ffti~rs who are not in continuing rela- about 10 to 15 perweek. 
Serving Seniors 
ca l l  
$ervlno our members in all we do,,, 
Talk to our friendly, helpful 
staff today, they will help 
you understand the 
advantages of our 
GOLDEN PACKAGE ACCOUNT. 
It was designed especially 
for seniors, 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 l,rtzalle Ave 'lbrraco. nc  ph. 635-7282 
We belong toyou,'" 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member own,,d institntion 
• , .we  Iwlollg to .x'ol, 
f ores :s 
exeeallence• awar ls @ 
Call !-8oo-~35-9811 
for information and 
nomnnations forms. 
Forest Renewal BC will honour inclividuals and 
groups from around the province who have made 
valuable contributions to forestry in British I 
Columbia. with the first annual Forests Excellence ( 
Awards to be announced in May of t996. 
Awards will be given i~ each of the following '~ 
categories: • Forest Management • Environment 
/ • Value Added • Labour • Community • Education 
• Communications/Med ia •Forest Service. 





~euters who live ill illegal 
~uites on Old Lakelse Road 
will soon be looking for 
new homes. 
The five live in trailer 
homes on property owned 
by Hehnut Reinhert near the 
Thonflfill dump. 
The land is zoned to allow 
just one single family home 
on it, but there are currently 
four homes there; the one 
Reinhert and his tinnily live 
in, and the trailers, including 
one duplex. 
The rcgional district sent 
Rciahert a letter in early 
November explaining the 
ix,fraction. 
In order to solve the prob- 
lem they suggested he'd ei- 
ther have to evict the tenants 
or move the trailers to an- 
t),her Iocatk)u. 
But when a uulnber of 
them appealed to the district 
to reconsider, directors then 
advised lhey'd have to  be 
out by April 1 unless anoth- 
er solutiou could be found. 
Reinhert met with direc- 
tors at their weekend meet- 
ing Feb. 24, but board chair 
Joaune Monaglian says he 
did xmt suggest any other 
way arouad the problem. 
Reiu tort disagrees tllough. 
"We gave them quite 'a 
few Ol)lious," he Says. 
Denuis Pahuui an associa- 
te of Reiuhert,s, accuses of 
/vlonaghau of not being 
Era n k. 
He says he asked that the 
properly be exempted from 
the zoulng bylaw or tO allow 
the Reiaerts to apply for re- 
zoning. 
Monaghan says  board 
ulcmbers will meet with 
Re inhert aga ill if he waltlsl 
Reinhert, who $1ands to 
lose over $2,000 ill renhal 
iucolne a nmitth if he loses 
iris lCl|allts~ stresses i ncome 
is not the issue. 
Introducing The All-New ELANTRA Sedan and Wagon. 
In planning the all-new Elantra, Hyundai Elantra's leek exterior is yol 
designers and engineers never lost sight of their this is, indeed, one very special t 
goal: To create an automobile without Elantra's interior leads the comp 
compromise. The result is a car of exceptional, almost every key climension of 
style, performance, comfort and durability, roominess. 
Accelerated Thinking While every Elantra comes 
Improves Your Performance. with speed-sensitive power 
steering, an ETR AM/FM stereo 
Thanks to the very latest in engine technology, cassette system and a 60/40 
Elantra's 1.&litre Beta engine produces 130 HP and split fold-down rear seat, the 
16.9 kg. rn of torque. That's more horsepower than GLS provides additional comfort 
Corolla, l~cort, Civic and Saturn. Four valves per and convenience in the form of stanclard Accelerated Thinking 
cylinder; a sophisticated combustion chamber and features like a 4-speed electronically controlled Puts Your Family's Safety First. 
automatic transmission, 
~ i ~  It~ ~ power windows, power Elantra's afety features include dual airbags 
~ ~  door locks, power side (standard on GLS), stele impact protection that 
~iiii~: ~!~ control, energy-absorbing o'umple zones, A state-of-the- 
, ~i ~:': I !I: .i ..... :iii! ~ . . . . . .  ~ nfirrors and o'uise meets 1997 safety stanclards and front/rear 
Plus, if you need the art 4-channel anti-lock braking system CABS) is 
" ' ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  extra room and conve- available. 
J l ~ l ~ ~ ~ i !  i ~ ~ ~  nience of a station wagon, Along with being a well-designed and well- 
you're in luck. Because built car, Elantra ts also a well-backed Car with 
one of the best warranties In a Bosch multi-i)(~rt fuel injection system uses twin- the elegant new Elantra wagon ~ : ~ .  the business. 
reduce emissions, a stanclard roof rack, double-folding Plus, for added 
Macl herson strut SUSl)ension is used up front, 60/40 rear seat, and a rear window assurance, every new 
and a sophisticated dual-link design is fitted in the wiper/washer. And the GLS wagon Hyundaf Elantra comes with 
rear Elantra combines front aJKI rear stabilizer comes standar( with our advanced four-speed a 3 year 24-Hour Roadside Assistance Program. 
bars, as well as anti-dive, anti-lift suspension autoinatlc transmission and CFC-free, ozone Test drive the new Elantra today and see 
geometry, for a l!ighly precise and confident drive, friendly air conditioning, bow far accelerated thlnktng can take you. 
5 YEAR/100,000  KM WARRANTYt 
24 HOUR ROADSIDE ASSIsTANCEt 
I"chitk'~: * t im ,Miverv ~erv ce o ] t ire 
ch.!~hig * I.ck-~ut ~,elv~c¢ ' towing ~crvk.e 
- "  ~s%S, ~ - -  Accderated Tb/zf /zg HYUnOPl i  
Thornhill Hyundai 





A LOCAL mau is con- 
tented about what might 
happeu if a man who broke 
iuto his home Feb. 18 ever 
returns to Terrace. 
Dan Kuiper has been or- 
dered to undergo a 30-day 
psychiatric review at the Fo- 
rensic Psychiatric Institute 
on the Lower Ma inland. 
I fhe's  found to be mental- 
ly fit, he'll be charged with 
theft and willful dantage. 
Kuiper is alleged to have 
brokeu down the front door 
of door of 22-year-old 
Devon 'Kuiper's home in 
Terrace Feb. 18. 
Devon says his ordeal be- 
gau about a month ago 
when he received a collect 
call from a man uamed Dan 
who seemed to know him. 
He says he accepted the 
call for the tim of it, but 
quickly realized the man 
was quile disturbed, and ob- 
viously not related to him. 
Dan told Devon he was 
coming to Terrace to see 
him, but it would take a 
couple of weeks because he 
was tied up with the RCMP 
in Prince Rupert. 
When Devou called the 
Rupert mounties, they told 
him they were familiar with 
Dan Kuiper, but assured 
Devon he wasn't dangerous. 
On Feb. 16, a Friday, 
Devou says lie received art- 
other call from Dan who 
said he was iu Terrace and 
wanted to see him. 
Devon agreed to meet him 
at the mall. 
But he says when he got 
there and saw a man match- 
ing the description Dan had 
given hizu, he decided not to 
slop because Dan was acting 
very strangely. 
He says wheu he got 
home, Dan called a couple 
of times, and even came by 
and knocked on Devon's 
door and windows. 
Devon. ignoredal l  'o f::th'ig '~~'~ 
and didn't hear from Dan ' 
until the next day. 
But Terrace RCMP picked 
up Dan that night after 
receiving calls front various 
businesses complaining a 
man was calling them with 
strange requests. 
Dan was brought to Mills 
Memorial where he was ex- 
amined aud released. 
The next morning, a Sun- 
day, Dan called Devon and 
asked to meet with him, but 
Devon refused. 
A short time late Devon 
says Dau showed up al his 
house attd started banging 
on his front door with both 
fiSLs. 
Devon says he immediate- 
ly called the RCMP and was 
told an officer would be 
over right away. 
But by the tinze Devon got 
off the phone, Dan was in 
his house. 
Devon says Dan never 
threatened him in any way, 
and only stayed for about 15 
minutes. He then left on his 
own.  
Devon says it took the 
RCMP between 30 and 45 
minutes to show up, attd by 
then Dan was long gone. 
But he was picked up later 
that afternoon after a couple 
of bottles of pop were stolen 
from A&W. 
Devon says he did feel 
threatened at the time of the 
break in, but feels better 
knowing that Dan is now 
hundreds of miles away. 
"But what's going to hap- 
pen after the assessment?" 
qnestions Devon. "What if 
he gets out and ends up 
coming back here?" 
Devon's also concerned 
about the amouut of time it 
took RCMP to respond. 
He says they could have 
picked him up right away if 
they'd shown up while he 
was still in his home. 
"We do try attd get there 
as  soon  as  we  Ca l l , "  says 
Staff Sgt. John Veidman, 
"But sometimes officers are 
tied up when calls come 
in." 
There were three officers 
on shift when Devon's 
home was broken into. 
If Dan is found fit to stand 
trial, Devon hopes the 
courts will find him guilty 
and order him not to have 




MLA HELMUT Giesbrecht 
doesn't agree with BC Tel's 
decision to close its Terrace 
office, removing 24 jobs 
£roxn this comxuunity. 
"While I recogxfize that 
BC Tel is a private compa- 
ny, it is disappointing to 
realize they are really no 
different than the other com- 
panies ill the field of 
leleconlnl unications who 
only look at the profit 
margin," said Giesbrecht. 
He linked B.C. Tel's ac- 
tions to the effects of free 
trade and the free movement 
of goods and services across 
borders. 
Before the telephone in- 
dustry was deregulated, 
competition was controlled, 
explained Giesbrecht. Now 
the govennnent can't con- 
trol competition. Although 
BC Tel has posted healthy 
profits, in order for BC Tel 
to satisfy its shareholders, 
they need to reduce their 
number of employces, he 
said. 
Therefore, he said, if it 
weren't for free trade, and 
the deregulation of the tele- 
phone intdustry~ local Be  
Tel jobs would have likely 
stayed here. 
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.. Sign of the times 
ELECTION SEASON seems to be in the air, and 
Skeena's B.C. Reform candidate Ran Town was 
one of the first out of the blocks to begin putting 
up campaign signs Town also opened his 
campaign office this week on earlier instructions 
from party officials who expected a quick election 
call, But that was before the Liberals exposed an 
embarrassing scandal involving lucrative invest- 
ments for B.C. Hydro insiders. The office is beside 
Superior Video. 
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BACK ROW (I. to R): I):tve Wilson - Brancb,llant(qer, Russell Banles -,.lccountManager, 
I.eagh Mtnsclow - SeniorAccount ,llamzger, Keith McAl.'try - Account Manager, 
Rick Morrison -Senior Account Manager. 
FRONT ROW (I, to r): l.ind:t ;enere:tux - Business Services O ff?cer, 
Wendy Merritt - Bttsiness Services Clerk. Marg Iiamhuis -Stem~grapher 
- I  ~'h order to service Royal Bank Business clients in the 
northwest better, we have expanded our Business 
banking roup in Terrace. Royal Bank would like to welcome 
Le,'lgh Musclow and Rick Morrison to our Branch Temn. We look 
forward to meeting with out" clients and welcome any new clients 
to call or visit our branch to discuss their banking needs." 
ROYAL BANK 
i ~ 4640 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace i 
NISGA 
- , , : :  NEGOTIATIONS • 
FIND COMMON GROUND. 
On February 15, 1996, the Governments of 
Canada and British Columbia initialed a landmark 
Agreement-in-Principle with the Nisga'a of the 
Northwest Region. TITis is an important step on the 




D Nisga 'a  Lands  
~ Pray .  Park  & Eco l .  Res .  
• Communi t ies  
. . . . . .  Roads .  Loose  Sur lace  
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 
NISGA'A AG REEMENT-IN-PRINCIPLE• 
The agreement highlights these key issues: 
• [AND,  Tile Nisga'a will own 1,930 square kilometres of and. No 
private land was negotiated away. 
• CASH. Tile Nisga'a will receive a total of $190 million to be spread 
out over a number of years, plus $11.5 million for commercial 
fishing vessels and licenses. 
• FISHING RIGHTS, There will be no Nisga'a supplemental 
commercial fishing rights as part of the treaty. 
• TAXES. Over time, the Nisga'a will pay the same taxes as everyone 
else, 
• LAWS, The Criminal Code, Charter of Rights and Constitution apply 
to the Nisga'a. 
For the first tirne, provincial pollution, wildlife and forestry standards 
will apply on Nisga'a lands, 
• SElF-GOVERNMENT,  Nisga'a jurisdiction within their lands, 
generally similar to municipal powers, will be phased in over time. 
• ROAD ACCESS, The Province retains ownership of all provincial 
roads within Nisga'a territory. 
• CERTAINTY, This will lead to the full and final settlement of land 
ownership and Nisga'a dghts, 
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU• 
Before beginning final negotiations the Province wants to 
listen to what British Columbians have to say. If you would like 
more Information, or your group would like to talk to us about the 
Agreement-in-Principle, return the coupon below or call us toll free. 
1-800-880-1022 
or fax (604) 387-1785, 
The complete Agreementqn-Pflnciple isavailable on the Internet at 
http ://www.a f, g0v, bc,ca/a f/ 
Government ofBritisll Columbia 
I READ ALL  ABOUT IT,  tO:commun]catlonsTI,e Ml istry fAboflginalBranch Affairs 
908 Pandora Avenue, Victoria. B.C. 
VBV I X4 
Please send immediately: commenls orQuestions: ...... 
LI The surnmary of tile ..................................................................... 
Agreement-in-Principle, - ............................................................. 
:3 The full 
Agreement-in-Principle. Name ................................... 
Street Number / P.O, Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Clly / Town ............................................ 
Postal Code .................................. 
" I t, 
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Prospector confident 
of hitting mother lode 
A LOCAL PROSPECTOR 
is off to a mining confer- 
ence in Smithers next week 
in hopes of lining up back- 
ers for a gold property he 
has 33 miles east of here. 
Paul Wadsworth's con- 
vinced he's accumulated 
enough infonnation to indi- 
cate there may be as much 
as $800 million worth of 
gold in the ground. 
Wadsworth has spent the 
last 15 years working the 
property on the railway side 
of the Skeena River near the 
former settlement of 
Doreen. 
"Being just a one-man op- 
eration I've scratched the 
surface. If it tunts out the 
way I think it will, the fig- 
ures are right off the Richter 
scale. If there is gold in 
depth in that area, I could be 
into a world class mine, but 
I need to let the drills and 
the geologists do their 
work," said Wadsworth last 
week. 
What makes Wadsworth 
excited is that the property 
contains the same kinds of 
formations and geological 
structures as the Snip gold 
mine and Eskay gold mine 
farther north. 
"The host rock is the 
same," said Wadsworth 
while cradling a sample of 
the ore from the property. 
He's already had some in- 
terest shown from mining 
companies and underwriters 
and expects to generate 
more at Minerals North in 
Smithers. 
But Wadsworth admits 
that turning a promising 
property into a mine is a 
lengthy, complex and ex- 
pensive procedure. 
" I 've been working that 
property shine 1981 and it's 
only in the last five or SiX 
years that I 've been asking 
why my assays are suggest- 
ing there's gold, gold, gold 
there," he said. 
Wadsworth's most 
promising showing is called 
Jungfru, Swedish for virgin 
vein. 
In conversations with 
potential investors, joint 
Mon, March 4 - 10:30 - 5:00 I $~i"00~Siif'ni'iee Per P rson 
PACKAGE OFFER' 
"rues, March 5 -10 :00-5 :00  1 8x10', 1-~xZ7 ~
Wed, March6-10:00-5 :00  l iWALLET I (2x1') 
• Aporo~rrlale t,leasu~ements 
THE BARGAIN SHOP! 
4647 LAKELSE AVENUE. TERRACE 
GOLDEN ROCK being held by prospector Paul Wadsworth is from a property he's 
stake east of here. After 15 years of working claims near Doreen, Wadsworth's 
convinced he's found something that could just be a world class mine. 
partners and underwriters, 
Wadsworth is insisting he 
retains 60 per cent of any 
development. 
" I t 's  been a challenge all 
the way through," says 
Wadsworth in estimating 
he's put $150,000 into the 
property since 1981. 
The property also contains 
a significant lime deposit 
which Wadsworth hopes to 
develop using revenues 
from a mining deal. 
Once the lime has been 
removed, Wadsworth says 
the resulting pit would be an 
ideal waste site for north- 
west garbage. 
A prospector for many 
years, Wadsworth became 
interested in the property 
after hearing of its original 
staker in the early part of the 
century, a man called An- 
Wadsworth has fixed up 
some cabins built by 
Johnson and lived on the 
property full time for a peri- 
od in the 1980s. 
He credits original pros- 
pectors with helping open 
up the northwest at the turn 
of the century, saying they 
haven't been given recogni- 
gust ~Io!mson, . . . . . .  ' ' ' don: ~"~-~-  
"He was a real tough old "It  just floors you when 
bird," said Wadsworth of you hear ofwhat theydid 
Johnson who, on occasion, the work and the toil and it 
ran an informal bar on the has gone unheeded," 




Arts Club Theatre's 
I Fr.°a,..arc,,.,000 i 
/ 8 p.m. REM LEE THEATRE ! 
/ Tickets available at Erwin's | 
/ in the Skeena Mall: B 
/ $22/adults; $18/students & seniors II 
* Adultoriented comedy, not suitable for children 
SPONSORED BY 






But you can 
beat the odds 
on lung dise.se. 
Arm yourself 
• .-.:~..~ with the 
', , . , , i ;  . latest 
lung facts 
irom Ihe B.C. Lung 
Association. 
Reduce "::%" 
air pollution from 
~esidenliol wood smoke 
,rod auto emissions wilh 
t ips  [10111 the Associalion. 
", ~ga~,, 
'il '*v-:'~'.' " 
Support advanced 
research and province. 
wide cornrnunity education 
p,ograms ponsored by 
your Lung Association. 
~.  13P.rrlSH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
lh~x 34009, StatiOn D 
\,';mcou~cr, B.C: V6J 4M2 
,.4dl e'~ tl ~lllff ~pll¢'l* i/otlfllCd 
h~ t im puhhqall .tpi  
Canwood Solid Pine 
Bedroom Suite 




, Bed (headboard, footboard & side 
rails) 
• 6 drawer armoire 
.6  drawer double 
dresser 
e 5 drawer chest 
• two bedside tables 
• a mirror 
wa~S199900,ow35% off 
One Set Only ,129900 
*unassembled 
0, 
. / .~ .~.  ' .{a X -1  EL, coo.~,, _~S;~ 
4501 L,lhelse 
COUNTRYWIDE ~ ~ F~,  
Owned and Operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd. 
I]"Got a great idea for a business? Not sure where to start?" 
Then Don't Miss The... 
Young Entrepreneur 
Workshop 
Jobs as we know them are changing. Entrepreneurs and small busi- 
nesses will lead the Canadian economy into the 21st century. The Young 
Entrepreneurs Workshop is aimed at helping 17 - 25 year olds under- 
stand what it takes to start their own businesses. 
This day-long event will feature entrepreneurial guru Mac Taylor and a 
show case of Terrace's finest young entrepreneurs, showing you how to 
launch your own venture. 
Date:Saturday, March 9, 1996 
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Place: Coast Inn of the West 
C )st: $20 per person (inc. lunch) 
"GISTRATION HOTLII~ 
635-4951 
Call now space is limited! 
Presented By: 
Business Development Bank of 
Canada 
City of Terrace 
Ministry of Small Business, 
Tourism & Culture 
~.d Space Sponsored In Part By 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
,= In business 
NEW ENTREPRENEURS: Jim and Sarah Allen have just opened their three. 
room bed-and-breakfast at the corner of Braun St. and Keith Ave. 
Totem Ford set to expand 
A $1.5 MILLION expansion of Terrace 
Totem Ford will almost double the size of 
the car dealership. 
Co-owner Jake de JanE says the firm is 
embarking on an ll,000-square-foot addi- 
tion to increase the overall size of the build- 
ing to 24,000 square feet. The entire build- 
ing will be completely renovated. 
Work has •already begun to dig out old 
fuel tanks and give the property an environ- 
mentally clean bill of health. 
De JanE said the main construction work 
to be done by Progressive Ventures 
likely won't start until the end of March. 
It's to take six months and de JanE says 
customers will have to bear with them dur- 
ing construction. 
The remodeling should convert the 
dealership from its present form --which 
de JanE says isn't user friendly - -  to a 
state-of-the-art dealership and show room. 
All staff training, for example, will be 
done in a classroom commcted to Ford 
technicians via a satellite TV feed. 
"The way Terrace is growing we have to 
grow with it," de JanE said. "I've been 
here since '53 and I know it's not going to 
step here." 
Out & About 
Eurocan to expand 
A $35 MILLION upgrade of Eurocan's Kitimat pulp 
mill is expected to create up to 120 jobs during construe-' 
tion and pump $3 million into the northwest economy. 
Although no permanent jobs will be created, company 
officials ay none will be lost either. 
I 
CN to subdivide 
CN RAIL has applied for subdivisions to split off 12 
i pieces of land totalling 20 acres from its local holdings. 
The finn is planning to sell off many properties it has up 
to now leased out to tenants. Most of the land is already 
developed. 
I Youth in business 
A WORKSHOP for young entrepreneurs is going to be 
held here Saturday, Mar. 9. 
Organizers hope up to 50 young people aged 17 to 25 
will participate in the one-day workshop and learn what it 
• takes to start heir own businesses. 
Entreneuriai guru Mac Taylor and some of Terrace's 
, young entrepreneurs will discuss how to venture into the 
business world. 
It costs $20 and runs from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Coast 
Inn of the West. It's jointly sponsored by the Business De- 
velopment Bank of Canada, the City of Terrace and the 
ministry of Small Business, Tourism and Culture. 
Organizer Laura Cautley says the workshop could lead 
to a more in-depth eight- to 12-week program for success- 
ful participants iu the spring. 
Sign rules protested 
A CONTROVERSIAL sign bylaw 
that raised the ire of local businesses 
last week will be changed ~ but 
probably not much. 
More than 70 calls flooded the city's 
planning department last week after 
the Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce issued an alert to its mem- 
bers about he draft bylaw. 
Staff are still collecting concerns 
today and tomorrow, and will meet 
with councillors to discuss changes to 
the proposed bylaw at the Mar. 9 
planning committee meeting. 
So far, city planners concede they 
need to change one definition for 
window signs that made it sound like 
anything in a window visible from 
outside needed a$25 permit. 
"It's a window sign if someone 
paints the name of a business right 
across the window," senior building 
inspector Paul Gipps explained. 
"But if a butcher hangs a sign about 
a sale on meat in his window, or 
someone puts up a non-smoking sign 
or posters about someoue coming to 
play guitar, I really don't care." 
City councillors think some 
businesses have simply gone off half- 
cocked over the proposal and should 
use the same common sense the city 
plans to use in enforcing the rules. 
"I've had zillions of calls and in- 
quiries and haven't heard oue single 
serious concern about how "Hey, this 
is going to affect my business,' "
councillor David Hull said. 
"Ninety-five per cent of people who 
follow rules aren't going to be af- 
fected," Gipps added. "But there are 
some people who set up a bunch of 
Business mobilizes 
to quash city bylaw 
signs without authorization ~ and 
they're the ones these rules are aimed 
at." 
The bylaw is supposed to make sure 
signs don't fall and kill people. 
But it's also supposed to place some 
limitations on the style, design and 
type of signs allowed. 
City officials could veto a sign they 
think wouldn't be in keeping with a 
neighbourhood rbusiness zone. 
If the business in question didn't 
like the staff decision, they could still 
appeal it to 'council and seek a vari- 
ance to the bylaw. 
Some businesses question what the 
city is doing regulating taste. 
But the principle is to prevent parts 
of town from turning into Las Vegas- 
style flashing neon strips. 
"One guy puts up a big sign over- 
shadowing his neighbour," Hull said. 
"Then the other guy puts up a 60-foot 
sign. Then the first guy puts up a 140- 
foot sign with strobe lights." 
Hull said the aim is not to enforce 
consistency or stifle creativity. 
The temporary sign clause of the 
proposed bylaw raised the spectre of 
every concert poster on every hydro 
pole requiring a $25 permit. 
Gipps said the "temporary sign" 
definition doesn't refer to posters or 
sale signs, but is i~kstead aimed at 
things like sandwich signs on 
sidewalks and bamters across roads 
that need to be regulated to protect the 
city from liability. 
Some people feel the city's making 
a tax grab, unnecessarily charging $25 
to $100 for sign permits. 
But what nlany don't realize, Gipps 
said, is that the city already has a sign 
bylaw that charges fees and that is in 
many ways more restrictive.' 
"T i le  O l le  we  have  right UOW 
doesn't even allow real estate signs 
that's how dumb it is," councillor 
Rich McDaniel added. 
t 
Some people are also worried about 
a rule that says Christmas lights and 
decorations can only be up between 
Nov. 15 and Jan. 15. 
Again, Hull said city staff will be 
concerned about large-scale abuses 
not someone who keeps their Christ- 
mas display up an extra week. 
"The si~t bylaw isn't meant to 
regulate a poster of a 25 per cent off 
sale or your Block Parents sign or 
your Christmas lights," Hull said. 
"But if some huge garish commercial 
Christmas light display is put up in 
July, it could be used to regulate 
that." 
Councillor Ed Graydon called the 
episode a "political bomb." 
It's going to cause some trouble and 
a lot of unnecessary angst for 
businesses the way it's written now, 
he said, suggesting some of the more 
troublesome items ia the bylaw could 
have been filtered out by city staff. 
"There's a feeling out there of the 
city meddling in too much of people's 
business as it is," he said. 
People don't gain confidence 'in 
council by having to monnt a mass 
campaign to stop something they 
don't like, he added. 
STOMER 
ABILITy o 
ibuting to her RSP for ),ears but looks at her RSP differently now. She wants to 
:h security. She needed to make decisions. But wanted the best advice first. So 
: with the most experience and knowledge of RSPs. And chose Royal Bank, 
;t gave her the professional dvice she was seeking. Like how Retirement Term 
:ombination of safety and guaranteed returns. Or ways to borrow to take advan- 
'able deduction limit. If you'd like to build a better RSP, speak to an 
dist at Royal Bank. They can help make it happen. 
Speak to an RSP Specialist by visiting your Koyal Bank branch, or by calling 
1-800 769-2599 
errace Branch 
340 Lakelse Ave. 
ROYAL BANK 
el: 635-7117 RSP CONTRIBUTION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 29, 1996, 
Mill gets 
ffz°werSma s 
Terrace sawmill has been 
named Industrial Facility of 
the Year for northern B.C. 
in B.C. Hydru's annual 
]Power Smart awards. 
The mill cut electricity 
consumption by 1.5 million 
kilowatt-hours by installing 
conlrollers on the main pro- 
cess equipment, including 
the headrig, hog and gang 
saws. 
The efficicncies mean less 
down-time and the mill is 
able to produce more lum- 
ber from fewer trees, ac- 




CONSTRUCTION of a 
third Tim Horton's location 
at the comer of Keith Ave. 
and Kalum St. could be un- 
derway by the end of 
March. 
Franchise operator Brian 
Archibald is seeking a city 
development permit for the 
59-seat restaurant, 
If approved, igging could 
begin by the end of March, 
Archibald said, adding he 
hopes to open the new outlet 
by the end of June, 
{ 
11- 
Sunny days. Cool nights. And sea lions wearing sunglasses. B C  Vancouver whicla is indeed, "Spectacular byNature:, Of course, ( I  l 
A sure sign that spring is present in our part of the west. both offer year-round entertainment, shopping, arts and 
So why not enjoy an early and unhurried hello to this wonderful incomparable dining.Just bring along an open 
season in charming Victoria. Or pick up the pace a bit in vibrant Tim~'l~ |~l,~y. mind. And your favourite pair of sunglasses. 
T, rT/'S'T(-)D TA f,~,,,, ¢d~/I,~ Call yom' h'avel agent or Air BC Vacatio,s at rrA "~ rt"~z"~r r ~,'r-,n d '~"~ ~'  
.~, , ~ .~J .  ~- , '~x~. ,  . ~J ' r r j .  1 0/3/3 ~'~, ~,,..,,~ V2Cll~ll .l J l l V l'*.lg from .'~ "~"~'i =w 
" AirJbtz. at d accottlntodatiost Jar t ', ttg/ts J [ "  OL , I l J  -~ . .~01 - Z"~l ~$f..~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ld t.. ltJt..¢, - -  
a~ It Chotee  el 47  hole.Is. Pricer ~ased oil doub le  occtlpallc}, Jer i,erst, , axes ex  t ~ t 1 of  we  11 gi l ls  stay. |:Ollr bus  less days  d(h,'allce I'tl~'chdse re u ired Rates sub ject  to avallabi l l t  Packa' es a 
] l~  ~ ~ ' -  ~ ~ " ~ " '"  =- -  ~ . . . . .  . . .  .. , - q . . , y. g . re non- t rans ferab le  and  all sa lEsare  f inal,  r , ,~-  
eM',IK Can-.A' ' ,,, ~ ._  .~ -,~iwr..- ~,-~1 ,t ~r. o .u~ 411 I,' t~ , ~ ~ ',11~ ~ ~ • ~ , , o~ 
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Council Shorts 
Council keeps same pay 
CITY COUNCILLORS have dccidc, d not to give them- 
selves it pay raise this year. 
[l's thc second straight year they've kept their pay 
frozeu. 
The mayor eceives $20,256.30 per year. Each councillor 
receives $8,830.:12. A third of those amounts is au expense 
a llowa rice. 
Council policy recoulnlends the tllOliey paid to inayor 
and council increase at about the same rlllC as the Vau- 
eouver Conslllrler Price Increase. 
Thai would be around three per cent this year, but couu- 
ell decided to keep its pay frozen in light of it.,; contiuuiug 
efforts to keep city costs down. This is also the year for 
contract negotiatious with the city's unionized workers. 
"We're leadiug by example," said David ]-lull. 
Park land probed 
WE'VE GOT more parkland ill Terrace than we need, 
but it's not in the right places. And like urbanites every- 
where, we wallt more. 
So says city parks and recreation superintendent Steve 
Scott, who is about to table a new report o. the fulure of 
Terrace's parks to couucil, 
The inventory of parks done as part of the report indi- 
cates we've now gol more than 100 hectares of parklaud 
wilhiu city limits, according to Scott. 
He said as a general guideline, plamfing standards sug- 
gest a city of our l)opulation eeds at least 75 hectares. 
But - -  and it's a big but - -  about 40 hectares of our 100 
consists of Ferry Island. The ,ext biggest chuuk is the 
Howe Creek cscarlmlent/Christy Park/Skeenaview Park 
baud of greenspace, 
And much of what the city has earmarked as parkhmd is 
undeveloped. 
Scott says more parks are needed on the west side of the 
cily i. geueral, and on the bench and parts of the southside 
in parlicular. 
The park plau will classify what we have, determiuc 
what's needed and what parks should be developed next, 
Scott added. 
Trail called ambitious 
BUILDING A trail frolu Terrace to Lakelse Lake might  
put troubled kids to work, but city councillors think it's a 
bit too ambitious. 
Local youth worker Bill Christiansen presented the idea 
to the city's recreation committee. 
He had previously given council dire warnings about 
youth crime escalating if something isn't done to give 
troubled young people something to do. 
Christiansell had few details about his trail idea, but said 
he thought such a project would give youths somethiag to 
focus on and hake pride in, 
"It could be anything - -  not necessarily a trail," he told 
the conunittee. 
Councillors Ed Graydon and David Hull suggested 
maintenance or deanup of trails around Ferry Island or 
Howe Creek might be a better and closer alternative. 
They said the city would listett to further ideas, however, 
and support Christiansen's plan to organize a youth confer- 
enee in Terrace in 1997. 
District upsets MLA 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht is ticked 
at Kitimat school dis~ict attempts to label 
him as a supporter of amalgamation. 
Giesbrecht was responding to the contents 
of TheAmalog, a weekly newsletter put out 
by the district's advisory committee. 
Summarizing a meeting with Gicsbrecht, 
the Feb. 9 edition of that publication states 
"Helmut astutely defended amalgamation 
for two hours." It also said Giesbrecht 
would not support Kitimat's stand against 
plans to combine the Kitimat, Terrace and 
Stikine dis~icts. 
"Let me say this as clearly as I can. I did 
not ask for amalgamation," Giesbrecht cm- 
phasizcd last week. " I  have never said I 
support it, not to my constituents or to any- 
one- repeat anyone - in Victoria." 
The MLA was also incensed by a gratu- 
itous observation that he's a teacher on 
leave from Terrace. 
"Do they think I would suck up to the 
same people (Terrace school district) I 've 
been fighting for 20 years?" he asked, a 
reference to his days as an active member 
of the teachers union here which included a 
strike during his stint as union presideuL 
Giesbrecht repeated that his message to 
the Kitimat school district was simply to 
make sure it put together effective argu- 
ments to justify leaving it alone. 
The risk in fighting the proposal without 
producing such arguments was to have the 
• education minister simply impose his fall- 
back position and justify it by pointing out, 
"I gave you an option". 
Saying he couldn't understand why some 
people felt amalgamation would result in 
the gutting of the Kitlmat school system, 
Giesbrccht streascd, "I don't want to see 
that happen." 
Noting Kitimat complains Terrace is "do- 
ing very little" at the moment, Giesbrecht 
said he understood why it would take that 
line. 
Rut it was up to Kitimat to come up with 
proposals to protect its interests and to 
ensure that if amalgamation did go through, 
the jobs within the new district were shared 
between the two communities. 
That said, Giesbrecht returned to his per- 
sonal position on the proposal. "The bot- 
tom line is, if the minister axed it I 'd be 
quite happy." 
AMERICAN BULLION MINERALS LTD. 
Invites residents of the Terrace area to attend an 
OPEN HOUSE 
on the proposed development of the 
RED CHRIS COPPER GOLD PROJECT 
To be held on Wednesday, March 6, 1996 
From 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
At the Terrace Inn, 4551 Greig Avenue 
• Project inform ation is available at the Terrace Public Library 
• Representatives of American Bullion Minerals Ltd. will be available to answer 
questions. 
• Slide presentations reviewing the project are scheduled for 3:00 p.m. and 
7:00 p.m. 
• Your comments are welcome 
• An information brochure will be available 
iiii~I, 
:::!:!:!¢!:i 
HEVY CAVALIER Z22 
;AN TA ILOR A LEASE FOR YOU! 
let WUi nlorimly I,~llll~nl OTHER SMARTLEASE EXAMPLES 
Irad~m DOWN PAy',41/1! MONTHLY or rQUWALit~! lllAI)[ ~AyM[NT 
I PAYMENT 20% = '2900 '209  O03~::r,. lS°/o = ,=iTs , in= 
10% $1450 s255 
P . ,  .............. .LEASE ;:; Chevrolet Dealerd:,, 1-800-32-SMAR1 
~pecia Ily Equipped with  the  7 .22  PACKAGE ~ ~<'~1 :"~ ........ ~ ' '~  " "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~l" ' '  - -"  '''~' "~' ... . . . . . . . . . .  '  ~"' ~"  ~" '  . . . . .  ~"  
,22L 4-@linder engine , 4-wheel anti-10ck brakes , Tachomeger ~,~ ~ ~o,..., ~ ..................................... 
,120 horsepower , gear ~p0iler ,5ports emblem packaae ....... 
' Dual air bags ,15" wheels ° Ahd many other standard features A. ;~  I I .~1  
. I "7 r , )  1~ ~ ~onsur's ' ,, RURRY IN FOR YOUR OWN NEW, LgqlTED EDITI0f~ ~.2 .... ~'<'<" ( ' :~  .... 
I'Mcew ,. . ,  , (.,ok mb a's Best Chev. G~ (~ Olds Dealers 
TERRACE 635-4941 K IT IMAT632-4941 
Ter r~c~,~~~~ OUT OF TOWN - 1 -600-aMcEWAN* 
(1 -800-862-3926)  
We can make it happen at the Bright Spot on Highway 16 West in Terrace 
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8 P .M.R .E .M.  LEE THEATRE 
Tickets at 
Sight & Sound for information call 
635-2101 
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~ .e   tjeatre  libe tp 
4920 +raume Ave.. TerllIce. B.C. MeG 4VS Ph. 635-210l Fax 635-1305 
Atom & Peewee.Reg iona l  
A I I s ta r  Hockey : "Try  out  Camps  
: .L 
Nor-EL Hockey Academy wishes to announce a series 
of regional tryout cam ps planned in the!Doug Matheson 
Memorial Arena at Granisle. These camps are designed 
to evaluate the test player skills for the pLlrpose of form- 
ing the first Nor-EL AIIstar Team at the miner and major 
level of the Atom and Peewee division. Each team will 
represent the Pacific Northwest in a series of exhibition 
and tournament games, April/May/June, 1996. 
During the tryout camp players will be nvolved in 
an intense weekend including: 
* assessment *seminars 
* on & off-ice testing *written evaluations 
* inter squad games 
Insurance and a practice jersey is included in the regis- 
tration fee. 
Important date~i; 
March 30/31, 1996 
April 6/7, 1996 
Minor/Major Atom try-out camp 
Minor/Major Peewee try-out camp 
Cost.' 
$125,00 per registrant 
$150,00 deposit required for those players chosen for 
the regional teams (in addition to the $125.00 registra- 
tion fee), 
This will be returned to those players not chosen for the 
team. Team practices & exhibition games will require 
additional funds. 
This is an open Invitation for all minor 
hockey players in the 
Pacific Northwest to attend a regional tryout camp. 
Mail the following application form to Nor-EL to reserve 
your spot. If you reeuire more information, call Rob 
Matiation at (604) 697-6259 or send a fax to (604) 847- 
3787. 
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Application Form ;}lease print I 
I 
I 
Last name First name | 
I 
address city postal code ! 
I 
birlhdate dd/mm/yy 
(bidh cedillcate required) 
care card/medical no. 
I 
I 
home phone | 
Mother's name home phone 
I 
father's name home phone I 
I 
I posRIon desired {1st) 2nd I shot Lor  R 
1995/96 Minor Hockey Associatiotl 
I 
95/96 Team I 
I I 
I I acknowledge that by signing this waiver, ! 
I I/we release the Directors, Coaches, 
' I 
I 
I Officials, and, ALL concerned with Nor-EL 
| Hockey Academy, from any event of injury, or 
I liability for injuries sustained whether delib- 
erate or accidental, by any other I~layer, team 
I official, any person participating in, or while 
I traveling to, or from, the Nor-EL Hockey 
Academy, or associated events. ~, 
I (/- 
I Parent]guardian signature Date 
I~  Enclosed Is my payment of $125.00 
I Do Not Send Cash 
Enclosed is my deposit of $150.00 
| REFUNDS ONLY IN THE EVENT A MEDICAL 
| CERTIFICATE FROM A REGISTERED PHYSICIAN IS 
| PROVIDEC PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FROM NOR-EL | 
| IS REQUIRED I 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
l i ,. 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 0 M M U N I T 
/ 
STEPHANIE WIEBE 
The awful truth 
about Einstein 
W 
HEN IT comes to God's critters, 
some people are not too bright. 
Take me, for example. In my 
lifetime, I've owned a total of 
seven cats, and I still haven't learned any- 
thing. 
To follow this, you must first define the 
term "own" as it applies here. "Own" is a 
purely legal concept. As anyone who's ever 
been involved in a serious cat-human rela- 
tionship knows, you do not own a cat. 
For that matter, you cannot own any crea- 
ture who sees you as having less value than 
a crumb of kibble; who regards you with as 
little interest as any other household fur- 
nishing; who thinks you are nothing more 
than an animated utensil in the food chain. 
But by law, I'm now the owner of cat 
number seven. What I mean is, I am legally 
responsible for Einstein. Should Einstein 
decide to go berserk and knock off a liquor 
store tomorrow, for example, l ' d  be the one 
facing a felony charge. 
That prospect, by the way, is not so far- 
fetched. Because, while most cats are 
benign little beasts, Einstein is most de- 
cidedly not like most cats. 
He was different from day one. A bad 
seed. A thief, a vandal, and a menace to the 
household. He was a wicked demon, a 
bonafide feline hoodlum. 
Even as a kitten, Einstein rarely slept as 
cats do. Instead, he napped briefly, only to 
bolt awake, flatten his ears, and fiercely at- 
tack every enemy in sight ~ chairs, lamps, 
human legs, and the like. 
He stole things ~ small toys, pencils, or 
cookies ~ items we'd later find, chewed 
and stashed in dusty basement corners. 
We soon learned to lock him up at night, 
for when Einstein was left free to roam, 
he'd race noisily through the dark house, 
his furry flanks completely airborne as they 
slammed against bedroom doors to bank his 
curves. 
Overnight, my own cat-from-hell 
suddenly became just an ordinary 
k i t ty -  like a sweet, self.centred, 
fur.bearing toddler, actually. 
But if his nighttime frenzies were bad, his 
daytime spells were worse. I once opened a 
closet to find tiny shreds of paper scattered 
across the floor. My passport, now a kitty 
hors d'oeuvre ~ the first of many major 
documents on which the evil demon-cat 
would ultimately feast. He has since 
shredded irreplaceable tax forms, valuable 
bank statements, and several small- 
appliance warranties. 
I could go on and on. The point is, these 
psycho-kitty antics stretched over a period 
of several years until I decided Einstein 
was, well, like I said, just a bad seed. 
But, hey, the next time I think I know 
something, remind me to smash my head 
against concrete until I come to my senses, 
will you? Because, only last month, 
Einstein The Devil-Cat underwent a 
dramatic personality change. 
Overnight, my own cat-from-hell sudden- 
ly became just an ordinary kitty ~ like a 
sweet, self.centred, fur-bearing toddler, ac- 
tually. The reason? (I hate to admit this.) 
Einstein was treated for worms. 
Yep. Seems that, for years, Einstein's 
entire personality had been based on com- 
mon intestinal parasites - -a  simple fact 
which now has me questioning the basic 
gastro-enteric health of other vandals, 
thieves, and hoodlums at large, 
Matter of fact, this discovery has got me 
suspiciously eyeing all sorts of critters. 
High-ranking government officials, for ex- 
ample; a few elected leaders; maybe even 
the odd city councillor. Who would're 
guessed? Some appear to be in desperate 
need of double-dose treatment, poor things. 
Or perhaps they're just bad seeds, We'll 
probably never know. 
Puppy kidnapped from boy 
A PUPPY stolen right before 
his 10-year-old owner could 
be one of half a dozen dogs 
feared kidnapped, says animal 
control officer Frank Bowsher, 
Ten-year-old Ryan DaSilva 
was on the street near his 
house when he saw someone 
in an old brown Ford truck 
stop in front of the house. 
A man picked up DaSilva's 
puppy and drove off with it. 
The boy didn't have a chance 
to see the man's face. 
" I  don't know why anyone 
would steal him," said a con- 
fused DaSilva. 
He'd only had Nicky, a 
German-shepherd cross puppy 
for two weeks. 
Five other dogs, all mixed 
breeds and different sizes, 
have also gone missing over 
the last month and a half. 
Nicky's disappearance is the 
only dog-napping which was 
witnessed. 
But Bowsher is convinced 
the other dogs were likely kid- 
napped as well. 
" I  know someone is taking 
them because the majority 
were on leashes in their back- 
yards," said Bowsher. 
"And none of them have 
turned up yet. That's why it's 
so strange." 
The dog-nappings have been 
confined to the Terrace area. 
Bowsher doesn't know why 
someone would want to kid- 
nap the dogs. 
"We have an idea, but we 
can't prove anything yet," he 
said. 
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LEANNE MCALISTER and Margaret Hampshire are both enthusiastic about the benefits of com- 
munity kitchens, They belong to one organized by Mother's Time Off. Preparing a number of 
meals at once gives the women a chance to socialize with each other, while also giving them 
more time to spend with their families throughout he week. 
Community kitchens take shape 
A NUMBER of local groups 
which help feed people have 
joined forces to become more ef- 
fective. 
Some, like the Food Bank of 
the Churches, are well known. 
Others like Building Healthier 
Babies are more specialized. 
Called the Food Security 
Network of Terrace, the new um- 
brella group wants to ensure that 
all people at all times have access 
to a nutritious, adequate food 
supply. 
And this year, with government 
cutbacks to social assistance pro- 
grams, it seems there is more 
need than ever for such a group. 
One of the key projects the food 
security network is working on 
right now is developing com- 
munity kitchens in town. 
A community kitchen is a group 
used for economic reasons, there 
are many reasons to join. 
A community kitchen can be a 
fun social event, she explained, a 
great place to make new friends. 
People can also learn new 
recipes, and save a lot of time 
cooking meals. Aud for people 
who don't know how to cook 
(Kemly admits she's one of 
those), it's a great alternative to 
bunting dinner. 
There is already one community 
kitchen running in Terrace, and 
it's organized by Mother's Time 
Off, a group which gives parents 
relief from child-minding and of- 
fers informative programming. 
"It's good because you get all 
the cooking done in one haul. and 
you have things on hand in the 
freezer," said Therese Savoie, a 
member of Mother's Time Off. 
of people who get together to Leaxme MeAlister also agreed. 
plan, shop and cook together. "It 's exceUent because it's not a 
They share the cost and hake mad panic to cook at the end of 
nutritious meals home to feed the day," 
their families. Other wotoen also said it was 
While Helga Kenny, director of very economical. 
the anti-poverty society, expects Organizers of the Food Security 
that the kitchens will primarily be Network are passing out surveys 
a~'ound the city, to see how much 
interest here is in forming more 
community kitchens in Terrace. 
" I 've had a really positive 
response so far," says Kenny. 
The food bank of the churches 
is also handing out surveys. 
Kenny says there has been in- 
terest from many seniors and she 
hopes professional people might 
also want to take advantage of the 
idea. 
Once she gets people signed up, 
Kenny hopes to get the kitchens 
The big problem though is find- 
ing enough kitchens around town 
to use. Using kitchens in some- 
one's llome is not always feasi- 
ble, so Kenny hopes organiza- 
lions who have kitchens might 
donate time in them. 
Kenny will also be looking for 
donations to help subsidize some 
of the kitchens. 
If you're interested in joining a 
kitchen, stop by the Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Society and fill out a sur- 
vey. 







LAST WEEK'S talk by teen 
depression expert Mike Miller 
was so well received by stu- 
dents and parents that 
organizers are hoping to ar- 
range another visit next fail. 
At the evening seminar for 
parent and the public, 479 
people came out, the largest 
number of adults Miller has 
ever spoken to in his trips all 
around North America. 
In total organizers estimate 
he probably spoke to well 
over 2,000 teens and adults. 
His message about teen 
depression, self esteem and 
substance abuse was very well 
received. 
Costs for Miller's trip were 
covered through donations, 
and any left over money will 
be used to purchase copies of 




EDUCATION IS a life-long 
process, and in keeping with 
that theme, school district 88 
is putting on a workshop to 
teach seniors how to use the 
interact on March 5. 
Seniors are getting involved 
with the tntemet more and 
more, explains Harold Cox, 
director of instruction for the 
school districL The interact is 
safe, they can use it at home 
a~d can communicate with 
people all over the world. And 
on the interact seniors won't 
face any age discrimination. 
Some categories on the in- 
temet which may interest 
seniors are travel, health, curl- 
ing, and income tax. 
Bob Peacock and Bob Mack 
will be conducting this free 
workshop at 2 p.m. on March 
5 in the Happy Gang Centre. 
THIS EMPTY DOGHOUSE used to house a puppy named Nicky. Now it's empty. That's the 
puppy's owner, 10-year-old Ryan DaSilva. His puppy was kidnapped right in front of his house. 
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ITY  CENE 
MUSIC 
• THE FOUR TUNES - An exciting 
night of harmonization can be found on 
March 2nd at 8 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
theatre. The group of four will sing 
everything from classical music to rock. 
Tickets are $15 for adults and $10 for 
seniors and students and are available at 
Sight and Sound in the Skeena Mall. 
• BUDDY WASISNAME AND THE 
other fellers. This wacky trio from 
Newfoundland is at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on March 5. It'll be a 
night of Canadian humor, songs, skits 
and jokes. Tickets are available at Sight 
and Sound. 
4 THE TERRACE COMMUNITY 
band presents its sixth annual Spring 
Fling Cabaret on Saturday, March 9 at 
the Elks Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 
for a night of" music, dancing, desserts 
and beverages. Tickets are available 
from Sight and Sound or band mem- 
bers. 
APPLAUSE '96 ~ This is it. The 
long-awaited Terrace Little Theatre 
telethon starts at 12 noon on March 16 
in the REM Lee Theatre. Headliners 
from across the country, children's en- 
tertainers and plenty of local talent will 
keep people watching until 10 p.m. that 
night. Drop by and check it out. Admis- 




[] Mom's  the Word  
ROBIN NICHOL, Linda A. Carson, Deborah Williams and Allison Kelly star in Mom's 
the Word, the hilarious comedy about motherhood in the 90s. See listing for ticket 
info. 
,a, It's being billed as the sci-fi action 
thriller of the year. SCREAMERS 
plays at 7 and 9:15 p.m. And at 7:15 
and 9:30 p.m. you can catch Sally Field, 
Kiefer Sutherland and Ed Harris in 
EYE FOR AN EYE. 
presents Arts Club Theatre Mom's the 
Word on March 1 at 8 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are avail- 
able at Erwin's in the Skeena Mall. $22 
for adults and $18 for students and 
seniors. 
Starting Friday 
• Jeff Bridges stars in WHITE 
SQUALL showing at 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
And at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. George 
Clooney and Harvey Keitel star in 
DUSK TILL DAWN. 
THEATRE 
• TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY 
ETCETERA 
• TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
LADLES DIAMOND DINNER - Co- 
medians Mark Dennison and Sherry 
O'Brien will provide the entertainment 
at this March 2 dinner at the Inn of the 
West. Cocktails will be served at 6:45, 
dinner is at 7 p.m. Tickets are $60, and 
are available at Erwin's Jewellers and 
the Terrace Shopping Center. 
FLYNN SCHOOL OF 
BALLET 
3226A River Drive 
Someth ing  D i f fe rent?  
Try Adult Ballet Classes taught bv a regis. 
lered ballet teacher. Tuesday or Thursday 
evenings or Saturday mornings. 
Cull 638.2077 for more info 
or come by und Check It Out! 
BUNDLES 
OF JOY 
Parents: Chamkaur & Jasvir 
Jawanda 
Baby's Name: 
Autumn December Mist 
Date & Time or Birth: 
February 2, 1996 at 9:30 pro. 
Weight: 5 Ibs 472 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Katherine & Graham 
Sweeney 
Baby's Name: 
3tt Joseph Hawkins Jr.
tie & Time of Birth: 
uary 4, 1996 at 1'.34 pm 
hi: 8 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Male 
rents: Heather Loule 
& Scolt Hawkins 
"t 
Baby's Name: 
tdrew Seolt T[:amson 
tie & Time of Birth: 
tory 7, 1996 at 9:53 pro. 
ti: 8 Ibs 4 oz. Sex: Male 
• ¢nts: Joanne& Doug 
Baby's Name: 
Roberta Shania Ou0ck 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
February 10, 1996 at 5:38 pro. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 8 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Kelly Quock & 
Gordon Dennis 
L;AP YEAR SALE! 
Do you have a Gingerbread 
Playhouse gift certificate? Bring it 
in between Feb. 26 & Mar. 3 and 
receive 10% off. 
Feb. 29th  rece ive  14% of f : ]  
:your  purchase .  I 
1-800-661-2990, Skeena Mall, 635-5236 
Tuesday t March 5 
BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT 
GROUP meets at 8 p.m. in the Mills 
Memorial Hospital education room. 
For info call Denise at 635-4552. 
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL 
SCOUTS - -The public is invited to 
recycle their books. Drop them off 
at Safeway, Co-op or Overwaitea at 
any time until April 1. For more info 
call Kim at 635-3656. 
LADLES AUXILIARY of the Royal 
Canadian Legion meets at 6:30 
p.m. for a potluck supper followed 
by a meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion. 
Wednesdayp March 6 
SKEENA PARENTS ADVISORY 
COUNCIL meets at the school li- 
brary at 7:30 p.m. Everyone wel- 
come. Parents of next year's grade 
eight students also invited. 
Thursday, March 7 
FOSTER PARENTS WORKSHOP 
on care givers rights. A forum of 
RCMP, social services, school 
board and lawyers answer your 
questions at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast 
Inn of the West banquet room. For 
more info call Evelyn at 635-4594. 
Sunday F March 10 
NISGA'A TRIBAL COUNCIL, Ter- 
race local, holds its monthly gener- 
al meeting at 1 p.m. at St. Mat- 
thews Centre. Nominations for ex- 
ecutive positions will be the #1 
agenda item. All Nisga'a residing in 
Terrace are encouraged to attend 
this meeting. 
Tuesday) March 12 
PACIFIC NW MUSIC FESTIVAL 
holds its monthly meeting at 8 p.m. 
at 3811 Westview Dr. For more info 
call Fiona Onstein at 635-9089. 
WEEKLY '  MEET INGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE NARCOTICS 
ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the 
Women's Resource Centre, Also Sat- 
urday nights at 7:30. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at7:30 p,m, 
hi the Kmox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635.5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m, Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info, 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Wednesday afternoons 
at 1 p.m. at the Women's Centre. For 
more info call 638-0228. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeti;tg the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing attd caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmetvseek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stoite Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St, For more in- 
formation call Diatie at 638-0296. 
ALANON meets every Thursday at 7 
p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. This group is 
for anyone who is suffering from the 
effects of another person's alcoholism. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
14 at the Legion. Call Pat at 635-2537 
or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
TERRACE HIV INFORMATION 
SUPPORT Group CT.H.I.S.) meets the 
third Thursday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital 




clinics take place at Emerson Medical 
Clinic the last Saturday of each month. 
Free instruction by qualified nurses. 
Call Lira Flynn at 635-6263 or Emer- 
son Clinic at 635-7234 for appoint- 
menL 
MONDAYS 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
~:ach month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
MOTHER'S TIME OFF - -  Morns 
are invited to drop in, meet other Tlm Terrace Standard offers the 
morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break What's Up comraunity calendar as a 
while your children play close by with public service to its readers and corn- 
experienced care givers. They are open munity organizations. 
Mon., Wed., Thurs., and Fri. from 10- 
11:30 a.m. at the I-(alox United Church. 
For more info call 635-4147 during 
program hours. 
SKEENA SQUARE DANCERS meet 
every Monday at the Carpenter's Hall 
at 7 p.m. Beginners are invited to learn 
a traditional dance with a new flavour. 
Singles or couples welcome. For more 
inib call Carol at 635-2122 or June at 
635-1570. 
This column is intended for non- 
pro]'# organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 
Items will run two weeks before each 
evenL 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 




Plays back video by simply aiming the camcorder at the television. No cables or hook-ups. 
Double "A" Battery Capability 
Camcorders can run on "AA" alkaline batteries if the rechargeable baiter'/is drained. 
Electronic Image Stabilizer (EIS) 
Makes it possible tocapture strikingly clear, steady images ven under shaky conditions. 
24x Power Zoom & Instant Zoom 
:lose-ups ofup to 24x magnification. Or instantly get 1.5x closer with the press of a bt 
Hi-Fi Stereo Sound 
provide xcellent stereo separation forthe most dynamic high quality sound recordin 
Hi band 8mm format 
a wider video band, colour and video reproduction reach professional levels of qualit~ 
Built-in Wide Angle Lens 
Instantly captures xtra wide shots without the need for additional lenses. 
Heavy Duty Weather Resistant 
Solid weather p oof construction makes Hitachi camcorders durable and worry free. 
Colour Viewfinder 
Monitor what's being shot or review recordings In full, vibrant colour. 
For  most  i t 's  a w ish  l is t .  To us  it 's a check l i s t .  
No other camcorder line offers as many innovative features as Hitachi. We've developed some of the most 
advanced technology ever available, Like Optical Link, "AA" battery capability, and improved DSPIII picture 
quality. Exclusive features that make camcorders simpler and better than ever. We've also designed each of the 
camcorders in our line to offer a complete and unique package of features, From our compact 8ram Easycams to 
the full size VHS models, Hitachi offers a wide range of camcorders for any customer. If you want the best in 
camcorders, put one name at the top of your list .., Hitachi. 
HITACHI 
J S0UND SYSTEMS 631 1200  1-800-638.1252 
Downtown Terrace 
t 
. . ° e 
Sweetheart dinner 
a great success 
TI-IE KINETTE CLUB of Terrace ~'eated local seniors to a 
wonderful dinner and dance on February 11 at the Elks 
Hall. 
The occasion was the 13th annual Sweetheart Dinner and 
Dance. The Terrace Kinsmen also contr~uted to the din- 
net, making wonderful waiters. 
Every year now for the past 13 years the ladies of the 
Kinettes have hosted a beautiful dinner, along with great 
entertainment and lots of prizes, all free of charge, for lo- 
cal seniors, 
The doors were to open at 4:30 p.m. that day, but a half 
hour before this seniors had already started to arrive to 
make sure they got the seat hey wanted. 
When everyone had arrived and been seated, Rob Fin- 
layson welcomed everyone. 
Special guests at the dimmer were Bud and Ruth Hallock, 
with Ruth representing the city of Terrace, RCMP Con- 
stable Kim Hull and Constable Mel MulleR, the 1995 
Queen of Hearts Giusappina Bemardo and her friend Rino. 
Unfortunately the 1995 King of Hearts, Elmer Micks, 
could not attend ue to health reasons. 
Miss Kinsmen 1996 Lindsay Davis and Miss Terrace 
1995 Kylie Omen were also present at the dinner. 
After a few other introductions and welcomes a lovely 
grace was said by Joyce Gibson before dhmer. 
After the delicious dinner the new Queen and King of 
Hearts were picked, as playing cards were handed out 
throughout the room. 
This year's Queen of Hearts is Jaekie Webb. Her king is 
Lloyd Shannon. 
Following that, the band Rocky Top provided some great 
dancing music which everyone njoyed. 
And now I must say a big congratulations to the Kinettes 
who spent all day in the kitchen preparing that delicious 
dinner. And a salute to the Kinsmen, for being great din- 
? ners, 
i I'd also like to thatd~ all the merchants in our community 
who made donations for the evening. 
Thank you to all. 
'Women celebrate 
By Leslie McCauley 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S Day has been 
around for 86 yearsl This date was chosen because 
128 women died in a factory fire. The accident 
highlighted unsafe work conditions for women. 
YVONNE MOEN 
Ironically, around the world this year attention has 
again been drawn to the unsafe and appalling condi- 
tions in which women are still working in third world 
countries. 
People in North America may feel that women have 
achieved equality but until all of our sisters are safe, 
until all of us can make a living wage, and be free 
from violence, we need to keep celebrating together 
and commit o continue the struggle. 




temational Women's Day in Terrace for a Pot Luck 
Dinner and Entertainment. I  will be held,March 8,,, ,~ .; 
*,,c,,-~. ,~-~o'. . . . .  .', ,: . . . . . . . .  . :2  ' : .  , . " ,  ,~. i . " ' " 
,1996 at the Kin Hut. Dmfier- 6 p.m. For itI6fe m~' ": " . . . . . .  
formation or if you want to perform call the centre -
638-0228. 
SPEED iS 
K ILL ING US.  
sRoad ense 
Part of the Provincial Road Safety Program. 
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CONSTABLE MEL Mul- 
leR congratulates the 
King and Queen of 
Hearts for 1996, Jackie 
Webb and Lloyd Shan- 
non. The two were 
crowned at the recent 
seniors Sweetheart Din- 
ner and Dance. 
i'THIS HERE'S THE OUTBACK. 
PART WAGON. PART SPORT-UTE ' 
IT'S THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS. The salbtv of Alla.Vhed l),'ive. The car@ng capacit)' of a sport-utilit): 
The comtln't and handling of a car. 
a~l iP  I | i~RB B~QA F IRD 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. 
Dealer # 7(J41 
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace 
(604) 635-7286 
AIWdyS wl~ilr WtH S e/l[h[~ll Pie,l~,e le[,peG the erl~ ir otlrll t!rtl whell you 
go (Jlh(}ad ~tlllO[U drift StJbafu (lutbaek aut u,j~sleted ~tatlemalks 
L 7 iJi=LA RU 
The Beauty o~Al/-l~ee/ Drive: 
/ C17/! ¸¸ i i/ii 
{ 
. --_ ~.~.~ 
%. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . ~  
- - - - - -  _ 2 2 2 .  
. . . . .  " _ -2ZZZ '2 . .  
i . . . . .  , 
I I  
- Z -Z -Z  - - 
When ,,ou fh, our l,i,'ds you get priority check-in, A p,'ivale cahi,, ,,,it], la,'#e,; more comfo,'tal, le se,ats, l'lus a,, e,,ha,,cd meal ~,,1 
l~eve,'age s,n'vice i,,-f]i¢ht. All in the comfort of our world-class BAe-146 jets. The quietest planes in the Imsiness. ~qo when you fly our 
]~xecutive Class or Hosl, itality Class, you'll appreciate the standards we've set in the West. Togdlaer with Ai,-Canada, co,'mecting 
],usincss to the ,,,odd. After all, ,,,&e i,, Lusiness too. And we believe there's only one way to arrive ['rom a ],usiness flight. Unruffled. 
Depart.res to Vancouver o!1o5.  1935 ] scheddeeffective,',l,lrchOl 
IlN  -)LACE. 
@ 
airBC 
EXECUTIVE  CLASS 
For re.~t.r*,*alm.$ ca]I*. ,our I rave lac .e . l .  ^[~OPI .^N 





STUDENTS at Thornhill 
Jr. Secondary spent Sat- 
urday locked tip at the 
school, but they hadn't 
done anything wrong. In- 
stead they were taking 
part in a 30-hour famine, 
raising money for hungry 
children. Organizers de- 
cided to keep the stu- 
dents at the school in or- 
der to remove them from 
temptation. Heather 
Lavoie and Christa Lain- 
bright spent Saturday 
morning painting designs 
on their faces. Other stu- 
dents played games, 
watched movies and 
played sports, The stu- 
dents raised about 
$1,000 through pledges 
during the 30-hour fam- 
ine. 
@ @ @1 
Purchase any new water cooler in stock & we 
will pay you the equivalent of the GST & PST for you. 
Purified Bottled Water & Dispensers 
635-2341 or 1-800-474-7873 
Valid until 03/29/96. Not to be combined with any other offer. 
Cal honour roll 
SECOND TERM honour oll standings have been issued 
at Caledonia Secondary School and congratulations go out 
to all successful students: 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Sarah Allen, Karyn Audet, Lindsay Bailey, Linnae Bee, 
Roseanne Blackburn, Inn Bohle, Lucy Botelho, Emma 
Bowers, Chriszine Bradford, Virginia Buck, Matthew 
Buckle, Alison Chase, Michael Cooper, Ayesha 
Coosemans, Coleen Craig, Melissa Da Silva, Michael 
Davies, Leslie Dickson, Natalie Dickson, Kathleen Duffy, 
Fiona Earl, Erin Earle, Erica Francis, Kathy Freeman, 
Christien Goudreau, Jennifer Gration, Brenda Gwilliam, 
Rob Hewitt, Simon Hilcove, liberty Hull, Michael 
Krisinger, David Leach, Marika Markipar, Navneeraj Mal- 
hotra, Stacey Marceau, Travis McMurry, Mathew Meijer, 
Daniel Miller, Robyn Montgomery, Giebetter Nenninger, 
Jon Okimi, Ryan Orr, Amar Parmar, Kxister Partel, Krista 
Pearse, Len Pclletier, Sandra Penner, Micaela Roque, 
Candace Ross, Crystal Ruchotzke, Meena Samra, 
Permindar Sandhu, Caroline Schlaufer, Kerri Skaalrud, 
Birch Smith, Suzanne Stone, Kevin Teixeira, Mark Tes- 
saro, Jill Thiessen, Willow Van Genne, Lee Van Hladeren, 
Karla Vandevelde, Sarah Watts, Michelle Wiebe, Veronica 
Zimmerman. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Trlsha Braun, Sherl Clark, Jason Cote, Darcie Davies, 
Leah Dewalle, Joseph, Dominguez, Tran Du, Aaron Dun- 
bar, Cam Eyjolfson, Eileen Feldman, Suzanne Fordyce, 
Dennis Gaspar, Kathlcen Gook, Michael Hamilton, 
Jeanette Ingersoll, Jennifer Jermiss, Dave Kelly, Lonnie 
Klukas, Christopher Lamb, Leanne Landry, Anita Leach, 
Teressa Lefebvre, Adam Linteris, Stacey Loptson, Carmen 
Mcphee, Mark Meijer, Ranjit Nirwan, Tim Norman, Scott 
Northridge, Kent Pearson, Tim Phillips, Selena Popovitch, 
Janie Ramsey, Dana Randrup, Beau Russel, Konstantinos 
Sainis, Pal Sandhu, Nadine Savinkoff, Susie Selamp, Han- 
nah Shears, Jennifer Shephard, Kimberly Thompson, 
Randy Toovey, Jodi Trombley, Amy Turner, Tanya Ur- 
banoski, Donnita Vienneau. 
Honourable Mention 
Janice Amoto, Panninder Atwal, Steve Belanger, Terrl 
Boyce, Amanda Braam, Sunny Bute, Laura Carlson, Frank 
Carpino, Travis Casper, Daren Chalkupiak, Wes Coelho, 
Laura Commins, Tania Furmanek, Julie Gillanders, Jason 
Gokriak, Kirsten Graham, Leah Graham, Liam Hall, Clare 
Haliock, Cam Harris, Rebecca Heenan, Chris Hernes, 
Jamie Hill, Hal Hobinshield, Daina Home, Surinder 
Hundial, Becky Hynes, Parmijit Jawanda, Cathy Johnston, 
Charlotte Jordan, Justin Keitch, Jamie Kilgren, Kosta Kol- 
lias, Chella Levcaque, Dan Macdonald, Michelle Marshall, 
Jasmine Mattu, Amy Mckenzie, Rosa Mikaloff, Andrea 
Miskeily, Pawitter Nirwan, Sara Nyland, Martin ouellet, 
Aananda Owens, Teresa Raposo, Jeff Robinson, Care Rus- 
sell, Malte Schindler, Melanie Schmidt, Hannah Scruton, 
Sonya Sheppard, Keri Sinkewicz, Diane Tekeira, Dom 
Toovey, Adam Vienneau, Lynaie Wannop, Holly Young, 
Stephen Groenink, Darren Hamhuis, Megan Henderson, 
Lee Maximchuk, Jas Parmar 
Congratulations... 
Ron& Belva Snider are the lucky winners of the Hot Tubs 
Get-a-Way to The Flamingo Hilton, Reno, Nevada• 
Compliments of Acadia Northwest Mechanical. 
Ron& Belva's names were drawn from the many entrants 
F::~ C :  F=~ i :~ ~ F=~ 
Northwest  Mechan ica l  Inc.  
5239 Keith Avenue • 635-4770 or 635-7158 




I would like to thank all 
those who supported the 
Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion Raffle which was held 
in Smithers on Feb.17. 
Unfortunately we in Ter- i 
race were not lucky. 
The winner of the car was 
Cliff Killick of Bums Lake. 
The carat diamond ring 
went o John Wreggitt in 
Smithers. 
The trip to Reno went o 








literacy in the developins world ~,~.~ , /Vow is toe t ime to ruce , ,~  
PLEASE SEND, ME MORE INFORMATION ,-; ";~;;:~ .;: ;;,, 
~?':' o f f i  ;!;"~ . .~  ~;  your home or ce 
Address. i¢{?,i !;: ~!'!~i /,~ 
Custom Picture MAIL TO: CODE, 321 Chapel St, Ottawal :=:.',i ;,:t:~  





i nc rease  the  f i rmness  __  '~ 
o f  yoUr skin up to 32%* 
F i rm Defense  from matr ix  
It's like taking your skin back in lime. New Firnl Defense Skit] Creme 
and Mousse Masque actually improve sk n's "memory", recapturing its
ability Io spring back from a smile, a trown, a squint. Your skin will be 
firmer, smoother, younger looking. Fine lines will seem to disappear, 
Improve your skin's firmness loday.., and its outlook for looking 
younger tomorrow. Visit OUr salon, : S. ~.~. N. c- ^ . r. e 
• ~o,,o°,o,,,,oo,o,,,°,oo,oo,o,,,n,,oo~o,o,,,,o°llmTll x 
Fim~ Delense Men '~sso M,'t~ ue lhme Nms a week let fen weeks. 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711D KeithAve., Terrace 635-3729 
i; >: 
Custompicture 
'i: frames. Now is th, 
* cross-stitch at, 
:L :; ! =}:; FOR TItE ENTIRE MONTtf OF MARCH ., r 
x" ?..? 
,~i ,iT} 
i t2 ,  
i.t~; 
~"~ 4820 Halliwell Ave.,Terrace ;i'i~i~ 
.&, Tel: 638-1403 • Fax: 638-0641 ::):,~ 
I 





or lesser value 
..Z:~:~i~:;~:.-,';~,::.~:i:i~:..,, . :. :~!~ ".:~,.:-:..::.' . 
r 1/2 pricel 
regular priced merchandise only ..i!!! ~
Store Hours 
Men. - Sat. 
9 am - 6 pm 
Fri. 'til 9 pm 
Sun. 12 - 5 on 
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FINAL FASHION CLEAR.OLI  
ON ~,~OW until Tues., March 5 
? :" 
THE TICKETED 
pRiCE OF ALL 
, FURNITURE 
(Marked Dept. 47) 
.LUGGAGE 
(Marked Dept. 02) 
AUTOMJ~ICALLY RING UP IHE 
NEW SALE PRICE FOR YOU! 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 28, 1996 
UNDAY : MONDAY TuEsDAY WEDNESDAY , THURSDAy.. / I.ERID+Y . 
JANIDA NAIR played the role of guest chef at NWCC last Thursday, teaching 
students the finer points of East Indian cuisine. She and her mother-in-law 
Thangam brought their own spices to help give the food just the right flavour. 
Something for all at 
a cappella concert 
Contributed 
THIS SATURDAY, March 2, the Kcrmodei Choristers 
present The 4 Tunes, one of Vancouver's hottest a cappella 
vocal groups and recording artists, in concert at the REM 
Lee Theatre. 
The show will be greet entertainment foreveryone, with 
a unique (and sometimes eclectic) mix of musical styles 
making the show bright, fast-paced, and unpredictable. 
With a repertoire ranging from "Ave Maria" to "The 
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" and the theme from "Star 
Trek" the 4 Tunes - -  Tim Everett, Katrina Bishop, Ian 
Browne, and Susan Ansley blend their voices in un- 
accompanied harmony to create a high energy musical 
sound. 
They are constantly striving to push the boundaries of a 
cappella music by singing the unsingable. 
During the concert you'll hear strings, horns, pianos, and 
even bagpipes, all done using only their voices. 
The 4 Tunes have an enviable reputation for giving a 
"great show. AS' Whisilei Resort said, i"The'partieularl: ' " 
diverse audiefice from babies, to teenagers ight through to 
grandparents all enjoy your presentation filled with great 
repertoire, entertaining shtiek and-impressive musical 
talenL" 
The show is at the REM Lee Theatre, at 8p.m. Saturday 
March 2. Tickets are $15 for adults and $10 for students 
and seniors at Siglu & Sound in the Skeena Mall or $17 at 
tim door. They will also be presenting school concerts and 
workshops throughout tim area. 
IIAN PlZZ/PJ J   
4660 Lakelse Ave, (next to chalky'~) 
[~]  638-0644 {~ 
Specialty Pizza's 
#1 Tacospecial ' #5 bacon double cheese 
#2 hot island pizza #6 meaty New Yorker 
#3 Hawaiian plus #7 Italian house special 
#4 islandveggie (~1 #8 Greek island delight~ 
Create Your Own Pizza 
2 FOR 1 PIZZA 













7:00- 9 :00p ;rn; : i i; !: 
i ~'HER~'I i; WHERE'., 
A real 
taste trip 
FROM traditional German 
fare, to fresh-smoked sal- 
mon, from the coast of 
France to the far East, staff 
and students at Northwest 
Community College were 
treated to smorgasbord of 
goodies from around the 
world last week. 
NWCC celebrated multi- 
cultural week last week in a 
way guaranteed to appeal to 
everyone - -  through their 
stomachs. 
On Thursday guest chefs 
Thangam Nair and her 
daughter.in-law Janida Nair 
came by the kitchen at 
NWCC to teach the class 
how to prepare East Indian 
cuisine. 
Thangam grinds and 
mixes her own spices which 
she brought for the class to 
ILSC. 
The result was a wonder- 
fully blended array of foods 




Every cigarette you smoke 
contains Carbon Monoxide 
and Arsenic. 
~ I soc.trt 
~ [ N N E  
The ftRht oxainit canter h~l many faces. 
Tobacco reduction il july one o/them. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 

















5 6 Terrace 
Minor Kermode 
Hockey Friendship 














Sat. Af ternoon Games 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
7 8 .  
Order of Elks 
Terrace #426 
Blueback Terrace 






21Community i 22 Terrace 
Volunteer Litlle Theatre 
Bureau Society 
Shames Mountain Terrace 
Ski Club Anti-Poverty 
28 29 
Order ol Royal 
Terrace Purple 
Blueback Kilsumkalum 
Swim Club Sisterhood 
FEBRUARY 1991 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Thurs.,  Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
SATURDAY 
2 Canadian 3 Roiary;Clu__._b 
Paraplegic Assoc. Parents for French 
Nisga'a Tribal Skeena Valley 
Council-Terrace Snowmobile Assoc. 
9 10 Terrace 
Minor 
Canadian SoflballAssoc. Paraplegic Assoc• 
Kinsmen Club • Nisga'a Tribal 
' Council.Terrace Terrace Skating 
1E6Br0thets& !17 KnighteD, 
Big Sisters Terrace Columbos 
Nisga'a Tribal Youlh Soccer 
Council-Terrace Search &Rescue 
23Canadian 24 TeuaceArl 
Paraplegic Association i 
Accoc. 
P.A,C,ES, Daycue Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace Terrace Skating 
Doors 11:30a.m. Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Last Wednesday of the month ts DOUBLE BINGO 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635.2411 
TI''IE  ' ii 
• }! 
• : ?,( 
V"  . . . .  :? , : I v : ;  , ' : ' .q 
! + ~ + + 
The tough and 




quality and safety. 
. . . .  ~ : .................. ~ % 
Le~e from Lease. from Le~e from 
s198 month 
with $2,695 down payment 
total obligation $12,449 
with $2,215 down payment 
total obligation $13,409 
with $2,292 down payment 
total obligation $15,936 
OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GREAT $0 DOWN RATES! 
 264 month 
total obligation $12,922 
 280 month 
total obligation $13,690 
 33'6 +r month 
total obligation $16,428 
. ,~~!=:~ ........ 
PASS ION ......... FOR THE ROAD 
Offersavailableonretaileanesofn . . .  . , . ~t ; i  ~ ~ : ,  . . . . . . . .  ew 1996 modelsof B.Sertes 4X2 Trucks, Protege LX and 62,6 Cronus fron,1 pa,t c .pat,rig Mazda. dealers !rum February O , 1990for a hmt ed hme. Faetoryorder may be requ red 
ucense, insurance and ,axes extra All factory to dealer incentives included Lease rates include ere0gnt and vre-ae,very mspechon (r,U,LI; ($6UU on Cars, $985 on trucks). Dealer may lease for less~ lease rates ' ' + 
~a~; ~ed;~;~droOlno~.~3anieS n 4X2. Truce Model IXBBA56 AAOO ProtegGt LX Model #D4L056 AAO~ 62e6 C[;~StrDeX a '  M~de;I. [~4a~$56 AAO.O: First month paymenti and security deposit $250 on Pro ego LX and Truck, !: 
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KEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
I 've been told that the Soviet air- 
lines are the worst in the world. It's 
hard to believe that those flying the 
not-so-friendly 
Russian skies suffer through more than the 
travelers passing through good old Terrace In- 
tenlational in winter. Don't misunderstand me. 
I've no bones to pick with the people who oper- 
ate the local airport - all of whom have given 
me efficient, friendly service, and who seem 
genuinely concerned, and often embarrassed, by
the inconvenience their clientele must so often 
endure. 
Over the years l've had fly rods bent like pret- 
zels after they have been improperly stored in 
the hold of the plane in Vancouver, despite the 
fact that the tubes carrying them were festooned 
with colourful stickers advertising the fragile 
nature of their contents. Another time I waited 
patiently for my baggage only to discover that 
my delicate, and expensive, classical guitar had 
been shipped to Sandspit. Fearing I would never 
again see my beloved instrument, I asked the 
clerk about insurance and was told I would get 
$400 of the $2000 replacement value in the 
event my guitar was lost. 
Another time I boarded a jet flown by a pilot 
with a death wish. This flyboy must have been a 
seasoned Vietnam veteran. After circling the 
airport for what seemed a fortnight he announc- 
ed he'd decided to shoot craps and take his 
plane for a skate on a runway as slick as the ice 
surface on Maple Leaf Gardens just after it's 
been glazed by the Zamboni. The plane skated 
well, winding up hanging by it fingernails at 
runway's end out of breath and very nearly out 
of tarmac. 
Last year my foresight and'frugality went un- 
rewarded when, I was bumped off a flight be- 
cause the jet blew a tire. For the rest of the eve- 
ning I watched as those with more expensive 
tickets were cleared to fly with the other airline. 
I returued the next evening, was processed 
again, and experienced a powerful wave of ddj~ 
vu when the plane I was to catch that night got 
another fiat. As the woman working behind the 
desk announced that a spare and the mechanic 
to install it were being flown up from Van- 
eouver, something that was announced and 
didn't come to pass the night before, I decided I 
was being given a sign. I bailed out, went home 
and later cashed in my ticket. 
This year, on our way to the ammal general 
meeting of the Steelhead Society of B.C., we 
again found ourselves wept along in the three 
ring circus run by Ineptitude Air. First, the 
plane was delayed by almost two hours, some. 
thing to do with Prince George - go rigger. 
When we finally did emplane, as they say in air- 
line parlance, we had to wait. Eventually our 
pilot announced that this delay was to see if 
there was a let up in the ground fog at Prince 
Rupert. We waited again. There was no let up. 
Tile passengers who had already been tested by 
the delayed flight from Vancouver clambered, 
grumbling from the aircraft and embussed ill a 
curious reversal of the ways things are normally 
done. 
At long last we took to the air. "We'll make a 
pass over Rupert anyway," announced the cap- 
lain. "Just ill case." 
A few minutes later I looked out and saw what 
I am sure were the lights of the Ridley Island 
coal port. They were miles away. The air was 
clear, with not a hint of fog. 
The pilot came over the airwaves again, this 
time to tell us that the automated weather gear - 
the ACME fog detector, no doubt - had screwed 
up. "Boy, those people on the bus will be mad 
at me," he quipped. Not funny, I, who have 
been there, thought. 
We touched down on good old runway 13. 
Soon we were waiting again. Rain, said the cap- 
tain, had somehow managed to short out the 
runway lights, necessitating a call to someone 
who had then to come out to the island and turn 
them on. An hour and one bad scotch later we 
were in Vancouver; it was after midnight. The 
place was ahnost enlpty; the first time I'd seen 
it that way. '. 
On our rettirn trip things were back to normal. 
We dined on some rubbery shrimp perched atop 
overcooked egg noodles topped with a red sauce 
that looked and felt like melted plastic. We 
made a pass over the Terrace strip but couldn't 
land, After landing at Rupert we waited an hour 
before making the long bus fide home. 
All these hassles would be bad enough at 
bargain basement prices, but at the usurious 
rates Terracites are forced to pay they are in- 
tolerable, and should be the subject of all iu- 
quiry by the Department of Transport. 
Not much can be done about he weather, but 
things would be a lot better if the airport, whose 
location must have been chosen by the same 
myopic crew that chose the site for the Kitsum. 
kalum ski hill, were relocated in the Kitimat 
Valley. 
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PC RTS 
COACH ( ,F THE YEAR 
L- C h a fo r "c o ac h es ! 
~l i ' l t lO l l  I11 before the contest w~i(stroug coaches grade 6 and 
coSa° h~ r~v hYo°; 'or: feSell C:tee d o rnlh; v8 o i lbeyyS I,b: :skett~ aillll' coe2 ;;:;t~; t :lrl y 
of the honour, but we know there 
are more out there[ 
The most recent nonlinees are 
Caledonia basketball coach Cam 
MacKay, basketball and baseball 
coach Scott Armstrong, Terrace 
minor hockey coach Tom Turner, 
gynmastics coach Kris Fairless, 
Thomhill basketball coach Gary 
Paulsou and figure skating coach 
Jessica Lambright. 
Cam MacKay 
Cam MacKay was nominated 
by two of his players, Brian 
Demedeiros and Joseph 
Dominguez. 
Demedeiros says MacKay 
deserves to be recognized be- 
cause lie coached file team to 9th 
spot in the province last year. 
"He knows how to communica- 
te with each player, and he's 
honest to everybody and tells 
them how they fit in." 
This year the Kennodes beat 
the 15th ranked AAA team in the 
province and the top ranked AA 
team. 
MacKay has been coaching bas- 
ketball at the senior level for 16 
years, and lie says he's really en- 
joyed working with this years 
team. 
"It 's a team that works better 
together than ones I've had ill the 
past," he says. 
"We have some chemistry that 
holds us together." 
MacKay has also coached fas.t:i 
ball and had done basketball 
camps ill both BC and tile States. 
" I f  I wasn't learning anything I 
wouldn't be doing it." 
Scott Armstrong 
Scott Armstrong was nominated 
by Sue and John Haley, whose 
two children play on his teams. 
"He has a lot of the same 
values that we as parents have," 
Scott Armstrong 
senior boys team at Caledonia 
and coaches tile All Seasons 
minor baseball team ill file spring. 
"The amount of time he gives 
to the kids is really com- 
mendable," says John. 
Armstrong has coached for five 
years in Terrace and was ill- 
volved in sports all through his 
high school and college years. 
COACH 
YEAR 
"Growing up I had a lot of real- 
ly good coaches," he says. 
"And they had a really positive 
influence on my life, and that's 
one reason wily I became in- 
volved in coaching." 
Armstrong says coaching is 
rewarding because he knows the 
kids are there because they want 
to be. 
"It's tile purest fonn of teach- 
lug." 
Tom .Turner, 
Tom Turner~was nominated by 
eight-ye'ai:-'old ;!:~Bryaii' VanDyk, 
who plays novice division of the 
Terrace Minor Hockey League. 
On the nomination foml Bryan 
writes, "tile time he has coached 
me has been very kind. He tries to 
give everybody equal ice time. 
He tells us to play hard, have fun 
and winning is just a bonus." 
Tom's been coaching for 16 
Gary Paulson 
dessica Lambright 
years and says he initially got into 
it as a teenager when his litde 
brother's team needed help. 
"The kids are easy to coach and 
fun to be with," he says. 
"It 's my goal to make every 
player better." 
Kris Fairless 
Kris Fairless was nominated by 
one of the inonls who's daughter 
she coaches ill gynmastics. 
Vida Carson, who's also on the 
gymnastics zone executive, says 
Fairless is very good with the 
kids. 
"She has a good rapport with 
them and site's very encourag- 
ing," Carson says. 
"In fact one year my daughter 
asked Kris to come her birthday 
party and Kris camel" 
Carson says she works hard and 
encourages the kids to the best 
they can do. 
Fairless is co-coaching the BC 
provincial team, the first time that 
honour has gone to a Terrace 
coach. 
She's a previous provincial 
gymnast herself and has been 
coaching for eight years. 
The fifth of our most recent 
nominees is Thornhill grade 8 
girls basketball coach 
Gary Paulson 
He was nominated by one of his 
players, Carrie Ashcrofi. 
She says he always tries to get 
the team to work hard to do their 
best. 
"He tends to get us on our feet 
and a big smile on our faces!" 
She says Paulson has taught 
tlmm a lot about basketball and 
about how to have a positive atti- 
tude on the court. 
Paulson has been coaching for 
four years, and has also headed 
up the junior boys volleyball 
tea ill. 
"It 's the interaction with the 
kids I enjoy quite a bit," he says. 
The basketball team practiced 
twice a week this season, and 
played nearly every weekend. 
"It 's definitely worth it, tile 
thne put out," Paulson says. 
Tom Turner 
,Jessica Lambright 
Figure skating coach Jessica 
Lambright received not just one, 
but five llomiuations from girls 
she works with. 
Lee-Anna Huisman, Kendra 
Eys, Carol Kozier, Leanne Bal- 
linger and Amanda Hill say they 
all agree Jessica is a great coach! 
"She's a great coach and a 
great person," says Huisman. 
"She's really encouraging." 
She says Jessica is one of the 
best coaches he's ever had. 
And Kozier writes on her 
nomination form, "her positive 
attitude drives me and others to 
be our best." 
Lambright says she started 
coaching six years ago, and pre- 
viously worked ill McBride and 
Fort St. James. 
She's also conducted skating 
clinics and helped out with 
Smithers figure skating club. 
"I love the kids and I love the 
sport," she says. 
" I 've been skating since I was 
little." 
One of our earlier nominees, 
bowling coach Eva Wilkinson, 
received two more nominations 
this past week. 
Other coaches up for considera- 
lion are Hazeltou senior basket- 
ball coach Maurizio Basso and 
karate coach Roland LaGace. 
The closing date for nomina- 
tions is this Friday, March 1 at 5 
pan. 
You can find a nonlination form 
on page B8. 
All you have to do is rip it our 
and drop at it off at our office or 
mail it to The Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace BC, 
VSG 5R2. 
Or, if you prefer, our fax num- 
ber is 638-8432. 
And sununer athletes, don't 
forget about your coaches. 
Just because they're not active 
right now doesn't mean they're 
not worthy of your nomination. 
Remember, there's just two 
days left before our judges go to 
work. 
Don't waste ally more time, get 
your nomination in now! 
BULLSEYEI Terrace's Ruby Whittington, pictured here, placed second in the ladies singles at the Terrace 
Legion Dart Open February 16 and 1 7. Sue Simpson of Prince Rupert took first. Other winners include 
Kitimat's Brian Reeves in the mens singles, and Reeves and Paul DeJong in the mens doubles. A 
mother/daughter team, Betty and Kim Schimann of Kitimat took the ladies doubles, Terrace dart players are 
now gearing up for the Kitimat Open March 16-18. 
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Sports Menu 
MEN'S  REC HOCKEY 
Today 
Oldtinlers Division 
8:00 p.m. -- Northern Motor Inn Okies v. Terrace Tim- 
bennen 
9:30 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. Subway 
Thursday, February 29 
Recreational Division 
10:30 p.m. o- Norm's Auto Refinishing v. Coast Inn of the 
West 
Saturday, March 2 
Recreational Division 
8:00 p.m. -- Skeena Hotel Sharks v. Precision Builders 
Blues 
9:30 p.m. -- Back Eddy Pub Bullies v. Coast hm of the 
West 
Sunday, March 3 
Oldtimers Division 
9:30 p.m. -- Northern Motor Inn Okics v. Subway 
11:00 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. Terrace Timbermen 
Tuesday, March 5 
Recreational Division 
9:00 p.m. -- Coast hul of tile West v. Precision Builders 
Blues 




The Caledonia Sr. boys are in Prince Rupert for the Zone 
Championships 
THE HOST Terrace Timbermen placed second in the Coho Division 
at the Oldtimers tournament February 14-18. Terrace SRD Blues 
took top spot. Smithers Drillers finished first in the Steelhead Divi- 
sion, while Sockeye Division honors went to the Prince Rupert Puck- 





IMPROVING Terrace, B.C, 
YOUR V8G 4A2 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
#1 KILLER 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
i 
. Winter bed and [t~a~..,~.~,~,-"~.~, -'S. ?" 
breakfast special ~ ,~"T ' - " ' ;  " . " '  ":;" ~::'~ ..-.y'%, ,~ . .  
mchldes free ~."~"t  s4,;~L,~ ":-,~'z.: 
continental break- llra~;-, "., '~.~.;~tk~, 
fast for 2. ~ l ~ l ~ l l l ~  
•  , end y home- l  tll    
~ away-from-home. ~-~{Lll~l,. _ ~!l. ~#J~iLRtIM 
• Stay'n Save Motor " '- 
Inns conveniently ocated in four of BUs most 
popular destinations. 
l .  BeautyrestrU mattresses, free sports and 
II movie channels, family restaurants, free local 
calls & more. 
!1. Coupon must be presented upon check in. 
Stay for $62' and : 
: breakfast isfree. : 
! 
A\\\\\ m 





Vancouver Airport I 
I d S d Fax Line (604) 273.9522 I 
1-800-663-0298 
m "Single/Double per night basis. Valid Fd., Sat.. an un ay m 
[ ]  on!y to March 31, 1996. At lhe Vancouver Airport only rate is 
L 1 1 1 iiNi 1 mmm I 1 i 1 i i ~ l "  $67. Subject to availab$ly atany location. Taxes extra. 
TERRACE FIGURE-SKATING 
March 1 & 2 
Members of the Terrace Figure Skating Club are at the 
Nizutnee hlterclub Figure Skating competition i  Vander- 
hoof. Eight clubs are taking part. 
SOCCER 
Today 
The Terrace Senior Men's Soccer League is holding it's 
annual meeting at the library from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. For 
more info. please call Duncan at 638-8724. 
THE KIT IMAT cross-country ski club invites you to take 
part in their mid-week ski outings. For more info. call 635- 
9492 or 635-7565. And the masters group, for anyone over 
20, skis every Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m. 
For more info. call 798-2227. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop-in hockey at .the Arena, 
11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and" Friday. 
Goalies with equipment play free. Saturday night drop-in 
hockey. 11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. Ten dollars per player. 
For more info. call Doll Leblond at 638-0055. 
T I tE  TERRACE badminton club plays Tuesday and 
, Thursdays, 8:00-10:00 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. Secondary. 
t " ;~ ,~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ :~: . . . . . .  
,THE TERRACE LEGION invites drop-in dart players 
every Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. Two dollar cost. 
.,To get an event on Sports Menu, bring the details 
into the office at 3210 Clinton St., phone 638-7283 or 
fax to 638-8432 by 5 p.m. Friday. 
Figure skating 
RESULTS FROM the Terrace Figure Skating 
Club's test days January 25 and 26. 
Leannc Ballinger - 4th Figure 
Nieole Lindsay - 1st Figure, Fiesta 
Daniel Miller - Rocker 
Stephanie Huisamn - Swing 
Shelby Stach - Fiesta, Swing 
Caitlin Westemlan - Dutch 
Alician Holmes - Canasta 
Danielle Richey - Swing 
Lee-Anna Huisman - Ten Fox, European, Fourteen 
Nathania Talstra - 1st Figure 
Carol Kozier - 2nd Figure 
Kendra Eys - Sr. Br. Freeskate, American 
Dean Lambright - Swing, Willow 
Sabrena Harvey - Fiesta, Ten Fox 
Mcgan Mahoney - Fiesta 
Amber Ware - Willow, Ten Fox 
Andrea Norton - Dutch,Canasta 
Nicole Wilcox. Dutch, Canasta, Baby Blues 
Alison Young - Canasta 
Christa Lambright - Swing 
Catherine Audet - 1st Figure 
Bantam 
reps shut out 
Burns Lake 
THE TERRACE 
Bantam Reps came out 
flying in a pair of road 
games against the Burns 
Lake A team February 16 
and 17, 
Travis Lamming had a 
hat trick to help Tcrrace 
to a 10-0 win in the first 
game. 
Mathew Thomsen,  
Randy Prinz both scored 
two goals each.. 
Terrace took the second 
game by a 8-1 margin. 
Lamming and Thomson 





Recreat ional  Div is ion 
February 17 
Cost Inn of the West 8 v. 
Skeena Hotel Sharks 3 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
6 v. Precision Builders 2 
February  20 
All Seasons Lightning 3 
v. Coast Inn of the West 1 
Back Eddy Bull ies 4 v. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
2 
February  21 
Terrace T imbcrmen 8 v. 
SRD Blues 3 
Northern Motor Inn 3 v. 
Terrace Subway 1 
February  22 
Precision Buildcrs Blues 
6 v. Skecna Hotel Sharks 
5 
STANDAR[ ,  
Coach of the Year 
Nomination Form 
Note: Coach must reside in area served by this newspaper. Deadline for 
entries 5 p.m., Friday, March 1, 1996. 




Tele one: ''~' k, : '~ 
Coach's profile. Please provide a brief 
history on the nominee, outlining such 
elements as years of coaching, successes, 
meaningful coaching achievements, etc. 
Note: Individual must  have coached at  
least two years. 
Fictorian l. mpshade Class 
Coming  to  your  a rea  soon!  
Learn how to create 
authentic Victorian 
Lampshades for 
pleasure or for profit. 
These sMdes sell for hundreds 
of dollars in the stores. This 
class teaches you all the 
techniques used to make these 
bc.',utiful shades including 
pleating and shurring. Class 
includes all supplies needed for 
your first shade. THIS IS NOT 
A HOT GLUE METHOD[ 
Our Instructor will be in your area 
March 13 & 14, 1996. Evenings 
For more information or to register please call 
1 - 800-  424-  8855 
Head Office: Kelowna, B,C. 
. /  
McDonald's Spring Break Kids Camp 
Whether they have skied a little or a lot, your children will enjoy the 
McDonald's Spring Break Kids Camps. They are designed for 
maximum group interaction with children of equal age and ability. 
KIDS CAMPS INCLUDE: 
- 2.5 hours lessons each day 
. lift tickets - rental equipment 
Ages 8 & up 
Full Package $11 1,00 
Own Equipment $81.00 
Lesson only $48.00 $48.00 
plus taxes 
Program 1 - March 16, 17, 18 
Program 2 - March 19, 20, 21 
Program 3 - March 22, 23, 24 
7 & under 
$75.00 
TO REGISTER CALL 635-3773 
e 
~um~TAmm~ Im Dmymm~DP~mNT 
IP cmNrrn  
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CTIO N AD 
ACTION AD RATES 
638.7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
(If a Holiday Monday Deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m.) 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When as ta t  ho l iday  fal ls 
on a Saturday,  Sunday  or  Monday,  the  dead l ine  is 
Thursday  at 5 p.m. for  all d i sp lay  and c lass i f ied  ads.  
TERRACE STANDARD,  3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, V ISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.50 (+tax) $22.83 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $1t .00 (+tax) per column inch• 
ADDITIONAL WEEKS - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.39 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $11.90 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreatio:l Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to clansify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard remands adverhsers that it is against lhe arovincial Human Rights Act to discriminale on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "Fat Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to rewse, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed Io the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not 01eked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents te avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that Ihe liability of the Terrace Standard in the event ef failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the port=on of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
emitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount ~aid for such advertising. 
Name Add ross  
Phone  Start  Date  L3 V ISA  EJ MASTERCARD 
CLASS IF ICAT ION Cred i t  Card  No. Exp i ry  Date__  
















6 .95  
7 ,70  
Clip & Mall  Th is  Form To" 
Terrace Standard S T ~ A R D  









20 - $6.50  
7 .25  
7 ,85  R nn  
For longer  no,  Hoaso uso  a sepelrnto sheet  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
2 ACRES FOR SALE at Jack 
Pine Flats. Quiet cul de sac. 
Partially cleared. Mobile homes 
ok. Good water supply and 
septic. Salamon way. $34,900 
638-7865 
3/5 ACRE, R-3, sewer and 
water. South side, needs  fill. 
$43,000 o.b.e. 635-5309 
4 BEDROOM 2600 sqft home 
on 4.9 acres in South Hazelton 
(unincorporated) detached 
20'X30' garage/shop. Appt to 
view call 635-0079 between 5-9 
D.m. 
4 BEDROOM house, close to 
schools. 5 rain to shopping for 
appointment call. 635-4551. 
Champion shoe leather finisher, 
skate sharpener. Good 
Condition 635_.-455"1 . 
4"P - - '~  in new Hazelton 
$139,000. Rental income 
$2,200 per month. Zero 
vacancy. For further info 
contact Terri 846-5487 
building lot. 5218 Mountain. 
Vista Drive. Terrace. Asking 
price $35,900 Call 1-604-563- 
8980 ,,. 
I Terry Cook  
HOUSE ON church hill drive. 3 
bd split level 1240 sqft. 4 piece. 
Bath with jet tub. Also central 
vacuum. 2 gas fire places. Gas 
hot water. Gas furnace; Built in 
china cabinet. Fully landscaped 
with fence and shed. Hook up 
fee for sewer paid. Asking 
$157,500 635-7569 
FOR SALE OR LEASE: 1800 
Sq. foot executive home in 
horseshoe area. 4 bdrms, 3 
baths, 2 car garage, appliances, 
drapes and blinds. Nice yard 
and more. $1225/mo 638-1871 
Joyce Findlay 
635-2697 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 





TRUCKERS DELIGHT- HER DREAM.! Over 2,000 square feet of deluxe home 
including three baths, spacious master bedroom with doors onto a duradeck, 
wall to wall closets, skylight and custom bedroom furniture. Elegant 
Iivingroom with wet bar, rock faced fireplace, newer carpeting and large 
windows. Kitchen features custom ash cabinets, built-in dishwasher, 
compactor, garburator, oven, stove, appliance 0end, and an eating nook plus 
a formal dining room. Sunroom with wall to wall windows and a hot tub/sauna 
room. Family room in basement. SHOP - 1,300 square feet with concrete 
floor, large overhead oor natural gas beat. 11~e property is zoned C- 1 and 
' II has access by two main roads. MUST BE SEEN.. 
HOUSE FOR sale on Sparks 
St. 3407. 
Three bedroom up one wash 
room up. Three bedroom 
basement one wash room. 
1 Heat natural gas. 
2. One shed and new fence. 
3. Paved driveway 
4. Big Hydro two metre 
Asking 133,000 Phone 638- 
1934 
~"FORCED SALE ~ 
Excellent Starter Home 
970 sqft. 2 bedroom, w/w, 
1/2 basement, laundry 
room, garage, large lot, 
fruit trees, green house, 
storage sheds, large gar- 
den area. 
Located in Thornhill 
635-9013 for appt. 
Reduced to $125,500 
; "~ 
PLAH tO ATTEND AN OPEN HOUSE 
3515 CLORE AVE. 
on 
SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1996 
2:00- 4:00 P.M. 
Near Copper M~lemenlory School 
H0~D BY: P~Mi~ 
0LGAPOWER 
THINKING OF moving or 
retiring to Victoria? Willing to 
sell or trade for Terrace home, 
One bedroom, ground floor 
condominium. Four years old, 
15 rain walk to down town 
Victoria, two minutes to bus 
mute, five appliances, gas 
fireplace, patio, secured 
underground parking. Pervious 
owner non-smoker. Asking 
$105,000 Phone 638-7724 after 






48x79, 70x l  50. 
Will deal on const. 
Jack Leblanc 
(604) 635-4125 
: :OF T~RRACE 
1400 : ~ 
"~ Call  SUZANNE for ~ l , l  
I N I  reltableservicetodayl ~; " r i  
5205 losberry. 
/l place where molher nalure is Ihe major developer! Quolil~ post and 
beam home fealures oaring ceilings und dramali;c river reck'fireplace. 
Loft slyle silting room overlooks living area and offers polio doors 
which open onlo walk out box window. Effkienl kilchen come~ wilh 
appliances, also cenlrol voc system, double garage, full bosemenl, 
ready for developmenl. Large shop can accommudale camper and 
Irutk. All Ihis plus more is Iocaled on i 0 acres of privacy. 
Call Suzonne fur more delails today. 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
rt, M,t I ~0ota 
~Sl[|l [lflMl~ I " "  ¢,¢ WID]H / , .... ~ t 6~'. o" "It'--' - -  E:-.: 7_" ,  
DEPTH ," \ ~ KIICH r-N : 
60' • 6" INDOOR 
MAIN FLOOR POOL AREA I,l' • r.  ;~r- ![ 
2365Sq FI 7o.8 Sq F! ' - - :~' - - -  f ;; / POOL l ~) ;~ ' 
TOTAL FiNiSHED AREA reSUmE / i " |"  ''~ t ~'t ~''~ * 
= ~. I r 
r - -  ,.--., . . . . . . .  = EO'DR ~ ._Jo BEDROOM ', 7 LNDF!~ 
! / i -.,..r o.,.G .oo. S [ ~ '
i OOUBLE 
D E CA;OOM - . ..~-- ! GARAGE 
L 
• ~2 '~ .  ' " _,me=_" ~ Ct='";'.. ~ " "."" 
,:~ ,.cc;it:.;,r:. .~.~.~ ;¢. ,~ ? ¢ ), 
The Colour   
Connection Designs 
"Leading the way in home decorating" 
Blinds, Drapes, Bedspreads, Cenunic Tiles, W',dlpaper, Upholstery 
Fabrics, Custom Area Carpets &interior Decorating Services 
635-7466 
In the Keith Avcnuc Mall 
COZY CORNER 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
Marble & 131e Finishing 
12 Styles Of Custom 
Made Mantels 
635-6477 





3901 Dobbie Street, Terrace, B.C. 
(One block in front of Copper Mountain SchOOl) 
Clsuds.e Sandeck1635-9434 
• itchen cabinet., 
& counter  tops 
European style cabinets 
beautifully Installed. 
Manufactured by Van Way Cabinets, 
Prince George, 11 years of service, 
12 northern oultets 
To see our'Full line of door styles, colours, 
and accessories in Terrace and Kitimet call 
Ran or Donna: 
O ikos  Bu i lders  
k, Ph. 635-5309. Fx. 635-538 I/, 
House Pl,:lns Available Th,oughJWEBB REFRIGERATION 
 IM-BR-M R  
MEMBER OF T IM-BR-MARTS LTD. 
Terzace ]l.ildezs 
]3o,il;oezd;er. 





appliance r pairs 
and warranty seruice 
for most makes and 
models. 
4637 kazelle Avenue 
ACADIANOR]HWEST MECHANICALINC ~ 
RESIDEN11~ & COMMERCIAL 
F::::~ £E2 F::~ IZ2) / F:::=I 
TIlE PLUMBING, HEARING, REFRIGERATION RIO~ESSIONALS 


















(for 2"x2" box) 
52 wks. O $9.46/wk 
26 wks. 0 $13.28/wk 
P ' -  13 wks. 0 $14.34/wk ~ l  
ALL ADS BILLED QUARTERLY 
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30;: FoR RENT 
For Sale 
Newly constructed uniquely designed 
Duplex with strata files, in quiet 
Horseshoe area. 
• Modern Colors 
• Landscaped 
• Superior Workmanship 
• Skylights 
• filed Entrance 
• Oak cabinets 
• Cor~rt 
• Wired for security 
• Blinds 
• S124,900 per side. 
1"0 view or f0r mere informalien 
Phane: 635-9544 
10, REA~L ESTA'rE 
4 YEAR old home on bench. 5 
bedroom, 3 baths. Large 
kitchen with oak cupboards, 
breakfast counter and french 
doors leading to patio. Master 
bedroom w/walk in closet and 
ensuite. 2/3 of an acre, double 
garage. N/G heating. 3904 
Spring Cr. Dr. $209,900 638- 
7865 
' : i l -20 - -MoB iLE  
; H OMES~ 
1981 14x70 3 bd, 5 appliances, 
gas heat, asphalt roof, covered 
patio, 8x12 porch. Utility shed. 
Located at Blue Spruce Mobile 
Park. Good Condition. 33,000 
o.b.e. 1-604.692-4353 
~) , . .~~i i i~ i~! i :~ i~ i~ i i~~, ,  , i i :~ : : : ; i~ i~: : . : ! ; : ; : i : : - . ,  ........ :~+ :: ;;?,::!:;::;: :;::i :;~i~:'~:::!:~.~+ . ' , /  ' ,  . . 
1150 SQ. FT. HOME 
3 bedrooms, recently renovated, fruit trees, 
14X70 MOBILE home w/new 
carpet & Line through out. Built 
in hutch, factory built fire place 
in living room. New built in 
dishwasher, fridge and comes 
with stove, utility shed. Has a 
large fenced trailer pad in quiet 
Dark. $39,900. Call 635-0905 
1992 JABROLTER, 2 
bedrooms, skylight, sunkin 
living room, 5 appliances. 
Addition & shed $68,500, 635- 
2214. 
2 BEDROOM mobile home 
complete with washer /dryer, 
fridge, stove, freezers & 
furnishings. Call John @ 1-604- 
624-5894 
INTERESTED PARTIES 
looking for Mobile Homes for 
spring/summer delivery. Please 
call collect Jerry or Jeanne 1- 
403-458-6398 
TWO 14X68 asphalt roof 3 bd; 
two 14X70 bay window asphalt 
roof, 3 br; 1 - 14x68 metal roof 
3 br; 1- 12x56 asphalt roof, 2bd; 
1-14x64 metal roof 2 br. All 
homes are CSA approved, 
newly updated. Prices range 
from $18,500 to $25,500.' 
Purchase your home before 
Apr. 1 reveive free delivery. 5% 
BDRM. REC. Room for rent. 
Private bath, kitchen to be 
shared. $400.00 + dep. Ref. 
required. 635-5542. 
BRAND NEW 3 bd condo. Full 
basement. Walking distance 
from down town Terrace. 
Fridge/stova. No pets, no 
smokers. Available in Feb/96. 
$890/mth 632-59,18 Leave 
messaqa. 
FOR RENT, 1 bedroom 
batchelor suite. Ground level, 
fireplace, washer, dryer, all 
utilities included. Prefer non 
smoker, Mature Person. 
References required. 675/mo + 
damaqe dep. 635-3756 
FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 
sq. ft. prime office or retail 
space. Reasonable and 
negotiable rent, on main street, 
(Lakelse Ave.), main floor - 
prime location- suitable for 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. 
ROOM FOR rent full facilities. 
Working person only. N/S and 
N/D. 638-8293 
ROOM MATE NEEDED, Fully 
furnished 2 bd trailer including 
some utilities, laundry facilities. 
Ref. required. Ph. Eves. 638- 
8426 
SLEEPING ROOM in town, Call 
635-7176 
TAKING APPLICATIONS for 
the rental of brand new 3bd, 
and 2 bd condos. Private 
garage, all appliances, NC., 
walking distance from down 
town. No pets. Available March 
'96. $975 to $850/mth. Call 635- 
3845. Leave a messaqe. 
TWO AND three bed room 
trailor's for rent, sorry, no 
parties and no dogs please 
leave messa!:le at 635-4315 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home 
in quiet trailer park $550/mo 
plus $275 damage deposite. No 
pets. References required. 
Available immediately 635-4133 
FOR RENT; 1500 sqft. shop 
office, washroom, new roof, rent 
negotiable. Days 635-3334 WORKING PERSON wanted to 
LARGE FURNISHED room, full share nice 2bd apartment, 
kitchen and bath shared. Close to downtown. Rent $340 
Utilities included $450/mth or a per month. (Utilities included) 
2 bd basement suite, full Security deposite $100. Call 
kithcen and bath. $700/mlh. Cliff at 635-5996 or leave 




Minolta Business Equipment 
Ohms 'N' Watts 
" ~ _  #4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4S1 
MI NOLTA ;ah;: (604) 638-8390 (604) 635-9127 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT ° COPIERS ° FAX MACHINES 
Sei~mg N0rlnwestem Bntisn Columbia 
Our new offices am Iocaled at 
#t 01-46t9 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace 8C V6G tA9 
Telephone (604) 635-0615 Fax Line (60.1)638-8056 
Residential-Commercial.Industrial Applaisals 
Propeny Assessment and Tax Suppon 
Ke~lh Gendwin, ARICS, RI(BC), AACI 
W.O (Bill) Henderson, AACl 
Karen Waldie, RI(BC) 
COMMERCIAL WAREHOUSE/OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1,728 SQUARE FEET 
One unit containing 
Storefront, offices, warehouse c/w OH door, 
NG heat 
at Keith & Kenney Streets 
Phone 635-7459 
PROGRESSIVE  VENTURES 
sstem, cable. Non-smoker. 
Available March 1st. $950/mth 
Call 638-2715 
23FT PROWLER travel trailer. 
Good Shape, 75 gel, tidy tank 
with hand pump. 1 new hand 
pump for tank 1. Also have 77 
Ford P.U. Short box. 6 cylinder 
4 speed for parts 638-8773 
3 WOOD stoves, IBM 
tvpewritter 1-604-624-5894 
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT piano. 
Early 1900's needs tuning and 
very small amount of work. 
Asking $2,000. Call Dave 635- 
0163 
CONN. ELECTRICAL organ, 
full pedal board. Suitable for 
home or church. 847-3633 
GUITARS AND amps for sale. 
Trades welcome. Now dealing 
in Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639- 
9879. 
JONSERED MINI sawmill, 
Includes saw, new condition, 
movind. 1-604-847-2348 
VIEW LOTS FOR SALE 
on McConnell Cresent 
(off McConnel  Ave. & Kalum Lake Dr. near Northwest  Communi ty  Col lege) 
:_::.:;;_+--- .... +, ' i )  f .... - -%.  
\ / " ' - J - "  / Ix  . I 
L 
e • 
2/3 acre lots v,ew ng Kalum River 
-overhead hydro 
-water, gas, septic tank, cable 
-curb to curb pavement, drainage 
Now Selling - Phone 
635-9087 or 638-1137 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
" q • '  WE WORK TOGETHER 
FOR YOU! 
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love: 
635-269.._~~ ____--- 635-3oo__4 
r ~  ~ iJ SPACE TO GROWl Spacious 
..~.%~11 []  five bedroom home on S acres 
[ : . : i~  []  0nly 15 minutes from town. 
[ : ~: l  [] Recently vinyl sided and a 
[ ~ ~  []  new roof, this home has 10ts 
" ' * f f~-  ~ ~  []of potential. Over 1,700 
I l ~  %'~=;~ --  i I square feet on the maln floor, 
I r l i '~~4i l l~ l l l l  .~ J~ la lull basement wdh suite and 
, . -  []680 square feet over the 
+ ....... .... • [] garage. Enjoy the taste of 
[~ , , ' ,~ , .  , . ~  [ ]  vegetables fresh from the 
~~: : :  _ : ~ []  huge garden and fruit from the 
~ . .  " - ' ~ ~ - -  -- mini orchard. Pedect home tar 
S170,000 EXC the garden enthusiast wi he 
" large family. 
,. ; 2208 E,~rgrmm Stn~. 
I ~, ~ I Revenue home on a quiet 
[ ~ ~il  't1¢:. I ~ lhr~ bedroom suile up 
ll><~ii ; ~ .+;il,li~. ! with a Iwo bedroom suile 
~:~i~l~.,.~,,i'i~ ~' .+ :~ down. Two fireplaces, natural 
. . . . . .  - gas heat and water, laundry 
l t l IM t H I I I  l++~l i  facil~shxholhunits, heated 
l l ~ ,  ~ L l . ~ _ ~  garage, and a double paved 
l l J~  I I~ l~. .~d l~F 'At l l~  driveway.INs rental home has 
~ l ~ , . J r ~ " ~ " " - ~  potential to increase the 
r= .==m,,~ j current income with a little 
L__. ___.J T.LC. 
$169,900 MLS 
Anytime . ~ -  
Anything carpeted looking .o.deU+s,  Anywhere 
Cargo Vans 
Cube Van-1 Ton 
Hot Shot Service ~ A IRPORT SERVICE  #, / .  
WOODLAND 
+APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF ~LUM & SCOTT 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fridge, stove, heat and het water 
included. Heat (Oct.- April inclusive) 
References Required 
t Bedroom Apt. $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt $550.(]0 
3 Bedroom Apt. $650.00 
No Pets. (When Available) 
OFFICE DAYS (9-5) 635-5224 
skeena Driving School 
Kilimat, Terrace & Prince Rupert 
"Serving the Pacific Northwest for over 30 yrs" 
, / P ro fess iona l  Dr iv ing  Instructors 
J G i f t  Cert i f icates Ava i lab le  
~" Vehicles Ava i lab le  For Road Tests 
~" Winter  Dr iv ing Instruction Ava i lab le  
For Appointment  Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or 1-800-665-7998 
~J  (~.(,~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
2 ~ \ Phon~ 638-0877 
/ / ) Business Im,,9o DcS:9/p:t~m~lloyOl:m¢ Publishing 
Hote l  & Restaurant  Hosp i ta l / ty  
u/pment  
Three T Industr ies  
4603-A Graham Avenue 
lerrace, B C. 
V8G 1A5 
" 'We can  "'T'" anyth ing  up ' "  
J amesThomsen Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
VICTOR e. gA wes 
OPTOMETRIST 
_ _ _ _  
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
~ with locations inSmithers and Housl 
' Dr. Tom St rong ,  Reg is tered  
Psycho log is t  
Offering a full range of individual, marital and fam- 
ily psychotherapy. 
Consultations and Tra,nlt.u on Interpersonal 
Concerns. 
In man cases, Dr Strono~ fees a rc  ,Y . • ' ~'- e overed by 
extenred health benefits. 
For further information or to arrange an appoint- 
meAt contact Dr. Strong at: 
(Also ith ations  ithers d uston) 
1'800'456-7733 
3825 Pine Avenue 
3 Bedrooms. $109,900 MLS • Priced to Sell! 
Call JOHN EVANS 
or ERIKA I.ANGER 
MORE LESS 
* On-Site Professional 
Manager 
* We Pay Heat & Hot Water 
* Mini-Blinds 
* Laundry Room Facilities 






i ~ bSsement apartment with I accommodation close to town. 
I fireplai:e. Prefer non smoker, no Summit Square 635-7353 
pets. $600 per month. Call 635- $437,000 MLS ~* 1,771 Appartments 
i . . . .  
i Five commercial lots on Lakelse Avenue with 5,500 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
square foot building which consists of office space and ,~  i~ .~ .  Quiet & Clean , NEW HOUSE in Terrace to 
1 2'000 square f°0t warehouse. Three vacant 10As f0r i ~ .  :~ ~;  : .~;  *No Pets, share. Rent only $475 or Room 
parking. Natural gas heat. Call for details. * FOR Ca l l :  635-5968 & Board $675 Phone 635-0634 
~ ~ent.';-Z'~ 
bedroom on bench. All utilities, 
u ; .  : u - '  : il .', { u ; .  .' , ; ,  washer, dryer, built in vaccum 
garden with flower beds, 400 sq. ft. shop. deposit will hold yourhome until OFFICE SPACE available Soar  above  the -o thers  
$126,500. Ca l l  to  v iew 638-7290 you are ready for it. For more imediately. Commercial or ~ . ""i~)'~ "j" .... "" \ ~11 
information call 306-694-6282 proven non profit group. St ~ J ua | l | ) '  [mages: Int~/lUl  
Matthews centre. 4506 Lakelse OFFICE/RETAIL space I i  • C;ra~'!ric ] ) e s i g n ~  4623 McConnell  Ave. evenings or 306-694-5455 Ave. 566 ft. Shared lunch area. available imediatly 800 to 1300 anytime ~ ~ !  
635-9019 sqft. in the down town core. 
~:|:llJL'lE1:l{|IJL'lh~:lli~Jlril..~:lll:iqllriE):ll:|~ltllEi;ll ONE BEDROOM suite in Phone 635-2818 or 638-2157 
~1 ~ [ ~ 1  i~" Thornhill. Furnished, utilities, Leaveamessaqe. ~ ~ .  / 
]L~J~i lv j [ . ,~  cable, laundry included. Non 
smoking, non drinking, r r  1 OF TERRACE 
~" 638.1400 ~i: :: i ! *~ ~i _ dependable person. $500 per For Rent , - .=~w~ -~ / 
I ) rochures ,  le t te rheads ,  loRo{~ etc .  H ~ Ca l ISUZ- '%N'NEfor  I ~  ~-= month plus deposit call 636- [ jO~¢e space: 241 sq.fi.,i [ Phor le /Fax635-0100 , i 
Ii l I '~1 " : t fab I~ '~ t°day!l~ 1 i 8322 114644 Lazelle Ave., secondll 
PERSON WANTED FOR Ilfloor, air conditioned. II IL~ OPEN HOUSE [] shared accomodation. $275 per 
IE~ Saturday, March 2, lpm-3pm_+ i~ month and hydro, hone 635- t Phone: 635-3475 JJ 
I ~ ~ ~ - ' ~ / '  i i ~ ~  I 9333(durinclthedav) For Lease i l JlJg h p Supp ly  • .,:i,:,:~,~;;;¢i:::i~::;~:~;;!.:..,~.~,+i~!!:- ; ROOM /BOARD avail, now. t Spas & P m  
~:!~i~;~!!~ii!~,~!!!!i,i~ sep. enterance, bathroom and 
IL---: I l~ i i~=l t~: : : :  ! !:;~ :. ;~,~:::~ :?:'~ : ~7~- ,~ ~ direct phone line. Furnished or 
~~,~. ; ; , , : .~!~:  :~,;~m,~,+.~::~::~:. + :< ..+,~,>,~,+<~::: ~ t ~ : /  I::-~ not. Suited for working 580 sq.ft.; 4644 Lazelle Ave., III l e l l l i~ .~ I I  ,~ .  • Super Selection of Col Spas 
H 
~ +  +~ +.+ ..... person/persons. Located l km second floor; three officeslll 
' :  i:i~ : ~.. ++:: ~=~!~>Z~ii~i passed Day Break Farms. Need connected. Air conditioned. ~ • ~ ~ / Chemicals & Fragrances 
t;::i~+~:J +li+i your own transportation. 635- t Phone:  635-3475 I ..... B" ' * Filter Cleaning Services 
~ - 7768 
[ ]  3703 Walnut • $184,900 MB rF::-:l ROOM AND board $175 per " ~ '  I I~'i"lli"l~l'lJ~lJUll~lJ{t]rJ][ll~a• FREE Water Testin9 
I l l  Suzanne Gleason in attendance. ~ week. 2 Meals per day. 
Seperate bathroom, linen 
lli{~t~'ff:~:flJ~J~fi~'ff;~:l[]:|~JM;t:ll;lllt'ff:):llt|{l~'ff:l:l ; changed weekly. Non-smoker, 
[ ]  ; u .'. ; ~ ' ~ ~ -'. ~ .  : u ; , ' [ ]  Non-drinker. Availability starting 
March 1/96. Washer and dryer EMPLOYED PROFESSIONAL E/MAX facilities. 635-2276 looking for upper or newer 
R OF  TERRAC ROOM FOR rent in large home. house. Prefered in town. Have 
Fully furnished, satellite, t.v. excellent references. Need Feb. 
I I 638-1400 1 ~ C~i i  ] '800"663"5578 ] w/d' dishwasher' utitlies 1/96 °r A'S'A'P' Have a h°use 12oo Mackenzie Ave. 0L7116 I
IrWE WORK TOGETHER Marchinlcuded'l. Rat Responsiblerequired' Availnon ~ c a t '  635-3863 (~, / i ,~. . . , l~~D. l~Ll~v~]~i ,y  8¢Ph°ne  for xper iencedExPEDiT iNGano Speedy Service 
smoker preferred. 635-2276 your custom manufactured ~! ~ FOR YOU! 3 BEDROOM EXECUTIVE home. Floor plans and option so,ices , , ,=/ : , ,~  
~'Joyce Findlay Sheila Love ~ duplex avail, for rent, incl. 5 lists and prices available. Call G ..... toe = ' l i " l i " i  i " l i l= ' IC l f l  # ' , /~ J l l 'V~ 
635-2697 635-3004 I I  1 BDRM appartment on site appl. 2 fireplaces, no pets Gordon638-1182. 
management. No pets. Ref. allowed. $1,000 per month. Call ~ - ' N ' ~ o n  ~Rn°sP~tian~n~S l l , . J l 'UU Uv . .~ i . . .~v  - -  
LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE?  ~ 2"required'~638"7725 635-0882 after 5:00 P.M, catSm°ker' non drinkerto with shareadUlt R;rormssht~r~ n 'uPS  
-,80. WANTED 
:/i;[::eMIRC:) ~ 
:',.+ i:; ~ ' "~ " ' 
/~ii 
LEUPOLD WIND river 
binoculars 10x40, new 
condition, 20x60 leupold 
spotting scope. New condition 
Call 638-8612 
MUST SELL[ MAHOGANY 
COUNTERS, display racks, 
wall-mounted, tables and 
various tables, all excellent 
conditic.n $3,000 O.B.O. Must 
selll Phone 638-1162 
ONE LAMINATED stainless 
steel frame butcher table, 
commercial Berkla meat slicer, 
18 gallon canner and propane 
cooker complete with all fixtures 
a few jars and cans included. 1- 
PINE TABLE with 6 chairs 
$175.00. Cockatil cage and bird 
qvm $75.00. 635-6609 
WINTER SPECIAL: Francois 
Lake Woodworking-Winter 
Special. Add the warmth of real 
wood to your homel Birch & 
Pine flooring shorts are not 20% 
off our already affordable 
regular prices. Also available 
are mouldings, paneling and 
our regular flooring products. 
Call for more details or visit our 
showroom on hwy. 35. 19 kms 
from Burns Lake. Phone 695- 
6405 or fax 695-6550 
WOOD CONSTRUCTED utility 
604-624-5894 sheds and green houses 
RYOBI BT3000 10"Table saw, contact Dirk Bakker at 638- 
Mobile base & all accessories. 1768 eveninas. 
Like new. $1000 Porter Cable 
Profile Sander. 17 different 
profiles. New $200. Call 638- 
8960 
I - -BUYeR SELL '1 





Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Stereo Equip. 
Tools & Antiques, etc. 
Custom Jewellery 





Ye l lc .vhead 
Cla isified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Pr&s 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes Dislrict 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communilies 
for four weeks. 
 659 os+ 
Call Classifieds at 
L~O "y~n el 
IU 
HOME BASED BUSINESS 
DIRECTORY 
Affordable Advertising 
for Home-Based Business 
Contact  Aaron Patton 638-7283 
for more informat ion 
RENO ESCAPE trip #2, April 5, 
1996. 8 days.  Pickups: 
Houston, Burns Lake, Fraser 
Lake, Vanderhoof, Prince 
George, Quesnel. Double/twin 
$479 triple. $469, Seniors (+60) 
$439 travel by deluxe coach. 
Call Dave Crane, 847-6130 
Smithers B.C. 
SANSUI STEREO amplifier, 
stereo graphic equalizer, double 
cassette deck, cabinet. Asking 
$500 o.b.o. Phone 638-1142 
TOO MANY APPLIANCESI For 
Sale: One year old white 
westinghouse washer & dryer 
pair. Heavy duty, very good 
condition. $800. One year old 
white westinghouse asy clean 
stove, very good condition 
$450. Kenmore white fridge, 
apartment size, frost free, good 
condition, $300. Call 636.8809 
TRAILER, 4 horse/stock, 
bumper pull, in good shape. 
phone 847-5541 
WANTED OLD Indian items. 
Baskets, blankets, boxes, ect. 
Free evaluation on single items 
or whole collections. Top prices 
paid. Phone Colin Walsh 1-604- 
836-3242 
1978 BUICK LE Sabre type T2 
door 3.8 V6 & air 147,000km 
auto, very clean, new paint, red, 
sunroof, all power. $6500 ifrm. 
1989 Dodge Shadow 4 dr. 2.2 
auto, air 189,000km, new paint, 
brakes. Must see asking $4,200 
phone 632-7341. 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. or 632-7366 after 6p.m. 
1980 HONDA CiViC 3dr 
hatchback. Manual 
transmission. Wheel covers, 
great car for running around or 
commuting. Only $5.995 638- 
8171 dlr#9662 
1984 NISSAN Stanza, sunroof, 
mugs, power windows and 
locks, orig. owner. $3,450 635- 
3678 
:" DWJ CONTRACTING ": 
Complete Home Renovations 
"Carpentry 
• No Job Too Small 
• Seniors Discount 
For Free Estimates 
-'. Call Dave 638-0930 .: 
1" Member of Terrace Independent ": 
: 'Mus'i~ Educatoi:s S~'ie(~," 
• Viol in • Viola • Ce l lo•  
Accepting new s tudents  
HEINZ RADEK 




• SNOW BUCK£ 'T /sANDOR 
: GRAVEL BUCKET & FORKS ;7 JOANNE TItOMSON 
re (604) 638-1468 
Terrace, B.C. 
JAN LOK, CMA 
Computer ized Accounting 
:md Taxation Services 
5328 Moantain Vista Drive. 
Phone 635-7795 Fax 638-7635 
I 
I 
Call me for all your accounting needs, and prompt ]
reliable EMail filing of your income tax, ] 
~. l have many years of experience. ,~  
.,, +~..~ 
b= • "': 'l • 
Burdett Distributors Ltd 
Toppers Rental & Sales 
Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor 
activities. Rent by the day, week or month. 
Phone/Fax 635-2157 
G H M rDRAFTING: 
COMPUTER DRAFTING I 
Residential • Small Commercial 
30Years Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-t 247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
4936 Park Ave., Terrace 
RN CONTRACTING 
BOBCAT SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY 
WILL MAKE DEALS TO PLOW DRIVEWAYS AT LOW COST 
635-1705 
~,.,~o~HE SOAP EXCHANGE 
~ ~.+~++~+..~) You can save 50% and more by using 
our top-quality cleaning 'products/ 
V100% biodegradable ,/Great for Septlc Tanks 
VMoney-back guaranteed 
VAIl Containers Re-used & Recycled 
~,,,,For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
....._.....~=~ 
Total Entertainment 
I}1(; 0R SMALL WE DO IT AIL! 
0nly on the New 18" R(A Miai Dish via 
Direct T.V. and U~B, For $9'i9.95 
STARVISION 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
For more I,formation c'AI Karam 'at 
638-0315 
RIOUX CONSTRUCTION 
NEW AND RENOVATION 
You want something done, call me! 
Of f i ce :  635-6995 
Home:  635-3756 
WE CLEAN OUR MESS, TOOl 
. Harmony C lowns  
638-8608 
%.~.,f-~Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~.;~' j~,  
~.'~ 3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. '.~J;.,;~ 
"Gyzmo" and "Pebbles" I!'~ ~'- L~'// 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES- PICN,CS. SPEC,AL EVENT~ ~f i ' 
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS 
Leave the Decorating anO Clown~,lg 10 Ust 
,£u=eets Edge 
O,,Mit~ B,qi~eu So,ires 
65Y-, 909 
• Resumes.Consultation • Customized Forms • Business Cards 
• Spread Sheet • Reports •Manuals •Essays • Ryers 
Office Services Away From The Office 
~ I F lnonc lo l  Serv lme+ H 
t+" Bookkeeping • Financial Statements II 
~1" Payroll Service • Government Forms & 1,4 
1,4] Remittances )'4 
~ • Income Taxes ~: 
~ Linda Marshall - Call 638-7878 ~| 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
NORTH XA./+L  
"rP, EAS U 
All Occassions ~ ~ ~  
Gift Basket ; ~ ~  
Heather Kirkaldy ' ~ ~  . 
Ph: (604) 635-9505 ''"mm~'-~K~l " " 
or (604) 638-1860 
"Let us add that personal Touch to Gift Giving" 
,-... .,-t 
Gary McAvory & Sons Const. Ltd =~ 
Available now to build your quality cus-J 
tom home, Book earlyl | 
Also: Additions, renovations, desks, all- i 
wood kitchens, cabinets & entertainment I 
units. / 
Ticketed Journeymen. Local resident I 
=since 1969 . _  J 
. .  Phone 798-2543 ,, "I 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 28, 1996 - BI ' I  
-:  : :7 t :  
:190. LIVESTOCK • 23o: PERSONALS 
6 REG. polled Hereford EXCITING LOVE & Romance. 
Yearling Bulls. Pick your bull Meet that special someone. 1- 1985 HONDA Accord EX FOR SALE: 1991 Phazer II early, we'll keep him for you 900-451-4410. Ext 7657 
Sedan. Automatic, power Long-track. Piped. Low milage, until you need him. Peter and 
windows, power locks, cruise, 638.1249 $2.99/min Must be 18+ 
tilt. Great second car. $4.995 Anneke Gattiker. 846-5494 EXECUTIVE LACE ESCORTS. 
638-8171 dlr #9662 BEEF FOR sale. Lean tender, Available 24 hrs. 635-1587. 
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird. New natural raised beef. Buy a side, Servinq Kitimat ill midniqht. 
battery, muffler, brakes, quarter or individual cuts. 
windshield, recently inspected. Delivery available. Also do IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
$2,000 o.b.o. 635-1975 2 RIVER boats with motors and custom meat processing, many have found help with 
trailer. 15hp motor or 80 hp Hamblin Farms, Houston. 845- ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
1986 CHEV speclrum; Reliable, motor 1-604-624-5894 2133 or 1-800-772-6844 Phone 635:6533. 
economical 4cyln. 5 speed, BOAI-rOPS AND frames. Boat ONE WlLKINS Minl Stock 2 JEHOVAHS WITNESSES: is 
am/fro cassette. New brakes, top and frame repairs, horse angle trailer. New rubber, there Something about the 
muffler system, clutch. No rust. Recovering of boatseats H.D. New mats, recent paint. Watchtower that makes you 
Recent tune up. $1,500 call 635-2465 Equipment seats act. Satellite Excellent condition. Selling uneasy but don't know what it 
vinyl and fabric 4520 Johns Rd. price $4,000 Call 567'9813 is? If so, you are not alone. 
1990 LEBANON convedible. Terrace B.C. 635-4348 Vanderhoof. Phone 1:847-4354 for recorded 
Loaded, lady driven, excellent SAILBOAT FOR sale 1994 REG, POLLED hereford bulls, message. 
condition, red, CD 847-3197 Macgregor 26'. Well equipped. Pick early. Also commerical and 
days. 847,8985 message $20,000. Phone 632-5420 Reg. heifers this falL FL Fraser 
$13,200 o.b.o. SPRING HAS SPRUNG 1990 604-690-7227 , , , , , , ,  
1992 MERCURY Grand 20' Alicraft chinook 350 3 stage REGISTERED YEARLING FRIENDS OF THOUSANDS 
Marquis LS warranty till July Hamilton jet. Down riggers. Fish Simmental bulls. Performance MI~.UI/,R~IIABB~IUlPII~IE~I=I 
1998. Only 43,000 ks. Every finder and trolling motor, tested. Selling off the farm, also 
option inlcuding leather seats Travelling canopy and with full at Vanderhoof Bull Sale and ,UI(F01110~ 
and heated windshield. Canopy (120 hrs of use)  Williams Lake Bull Sale. XBAR i~EE," k~,0CIIJ~rl L 
Excellent condition. Phone 635- $24,500 Priced to sell. 638- Simmentals, Vanderhoor. 567-  ,RelaliRnships ' . ~ [ ,  
2697 7291 4127 or 567-5307 , Health, Future ~" 
1992 PLYMOUTH Acclaim, 3L 
6 cylinder, P/S, P/B, T/S, NC. 160, HEAVY DUTY ,Career ~:!::~ 
• EQUIPMENT; E/C, $8,600 O.B.O. 638-0956 '~"~ Ask for Dennis 
1978 KNIGHT Lightweight 9" SHRIMP.HALIBUT. Chatham 
Iowbed certified good condition Sound Seafood 638-1050 . . . . . .  
15,000 firm. 1-604-694-3448 
1979 FIAT AIlis; 3-4 yard AREYOUSAFE? 1979 1/2 ton GMC shodbox loader; new services; paint an  
350, 2 barrel chrome roll bars, brushing GRC. 1981 Western 
running boards. Lots of lights. Star cab and chassis Cummins, MULTI-FAMILY garage sale• TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
$1000.00 635-7674 13-speed. excellent condition. Saturday March 2/96 from offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
1984 BRONCO 300 New clutch Call 845-2292 12pm -3pm and Sunday March women with or without children. 
& carpet. Good running 2 CAT 12 graders. 1 with snow 3/96 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 3969 Old You can call. Even just to talk. 
condition. Needs paint & some wing. Also have 1 300 amp Lakelse Lake Drive 638-1349 Battering is not o.kt 
body work. Must sell $2,000 Holtbart welder 638-8773 Lv It is not o.k. for someone 
O.B.O. 635-3331 Gord 
messaqe, to hit you 
1984 NISSAN 4x4. Runs well. 6 CYC. 120 Hp Bombader John or push you 
Canopy and tow package Deem. Backhoe with or yell at you 
$3,500 o.b.o. 635-2927 attachments. 31 KWT diesel LOST 1 pager on Jan 18/96 if or scare you 
1988 CHEVROLET C1500 generator. 400 Amp diesel found please call Barb at 635- You can besafe. 
pickup, automatic, cassette, welder 1-604-624-5894 6181 There are safe places. 
Great for that second vehicle 600 CHAMPIAN, 770 John REWARD OFFERED- For 
and yard work. Only $6,495 Deem with wing and dozer, 740 Devision 23 Peterline TERRACE TRANSITION 
638-8171 dlr#9662 Champion with wing and dozer, snowboard removed from car HOUSE: 
1988 FORD F150 4x4, 6cyl, 697-6359 rack in Driveway in Thornhill. 
94,500kms, 5 speed. Asking 9UD6 CAT, $8,500. D6 OR Snowboard is purple wilh black 635-6447 
$7900 o.b.o. Call Mike at 638- larger brushblade, $ 2,500. dots, bottom has little red devil. 24 HOURS A DAY 
8339 OC3 Cat, loader, bucket, blade, Phone 635-4110 
1988 FORD Mustang, excellent $4,800. New air compressor, 
cond. Not winter driven upright, 140 PSI working ~ 
26,000kin. Serious enquires pressure, $900. Large Brinks I~o  
only. $11,000 635-3286 shop compressor, $2,200. EXCITING LIVE chat line. One 
1989 FORD F-150 supercab Lincoln welder on trailer, 200 -on-one with sexy girls. 1-900- 
4x4, air conditioning, cruise, amps.$2,800. Lincoln welder 451-5302 Ext 2206 $3.99/min This was the horde# 
power windows, power locks, 300 asps, $2,000. Uncoln 300 Must be 18+ Procall Co. 602- 
tilt, boxliner, running boards, amps,3 phase, cheapl 2 anon 954-7420 decision I 've ever 
dual tanks, 0 downl OAC. diesel lightplants, 6 kw, near made in my life. 
$10,995 638-8171dlr 9662 new, $ 1,600 each. Other PSYCIIICAliSWE~uvE=~E~ I'm sorry if took this 
lightplants from 2 kw-5 kw. C J5 ~TEO,~ C~*~ 
1991 F150 Lariat Ex'd cab tilt, Jeep c/w snowblade, $3,800. 2 ~v,,.,,v~.t~,.o,, to realize I'd never 
cruise, power locks & windows, large aluminum boats 1-604- LOVE .~ i~ r~EO be your wife. 
capt. chairs, air, limited slip, 5 697-2474 or 697-2720 ~"~-.ACCU~*T[ 
speed, 302 alum running CAREER T M  PsYc.~c~ Although we've been 
boards. $12,750 Ca11635-2439 LOGGING MACHINERY for 1-9OO-4514055 steady the nest was 
1991 GMC $15 Jimmy 4x4. sale. 1989 Hitachi EX 270 Hoe ...s ~.  ..... 
Automatic, cassette, running Chucker: Hydraulic thumb, fully not ready. 
b°ards'all°ywheels'niceclean guarded' quickchange' 31 in I W O ~ l k O U t / p a d s ,  4,391 origi al hours. Toomanythingswer- 
unit. Just $14,995 638-8171 Serviced and ready to work. en't right. : 
dlr#9662 . . . . . . . . . . .  .M,~tenance~ record available. Please understand 
199~l""Gi~'(~Safri~;~l'Van-~'~3V(~i Price: Hoe ~.nd 'Grapple- . ,~ 
auto, 155,000kms loaded air, all $159,600 Price: With digging my plight. 
power digital dash, 8 passenger and cleanup buckets, and a I'll remember the 
blue 11,000firm. Phone 604-rake-S174,800. 1985 11B7A I[ C a s u a l  iI 
632-7141. 9zm to 5 pm 604- Case Feller Buncher: 22 in good  times with all 
632-7366 after 6p.m. Rote-Saw, screened cab, 24 in the r~ym end 
1993FORDF150XLT. 93,000 pads, serviced and readyto I[ W e a r  I J  
highway kms. Asking $16,900. work. Great shape-maintenance rhymes. 
847-4181 Days, 847-5329 record available. Price $55,400. So please, just 
Eveninqs. Ask for Mike. 1984 Cat D6D A dozer w-tilts, 
1995F-2504x4ex-cab, air, tilt, guarded, hyster winch with II 25% iiii remember as we  parf  
cruise, autowith overdrive, auto arch, 24 in pads. Excellent you'll always have a 
hubs. $27,500 638-8026 cond. U,C. at 60%-not turned. OFF 
Serviced and ready to work. II FEi rlVE II piece of my heart. 
1995 TOYOTA T-100. Fully Price: $115,600 Price with ALL THE BEST! 
loaded, including air, CD player, oversized brush rake: $120,600 I I  ~P=/7"~E=,~==~ I I  
colour matched canopy. Truck & Trailer for sale: 1984 M. & D. 
25,000km. Asking $33,500 638- W900 Kenworth 3406 Cat (425 II A~_ r l l~_ A ,4 r~ l~ II 
I 8341 eveninqs H.P.) , RTO 13 speed, spring ~ XXXOOO 
84 NISSAN 4x4 extra cab runs suspension, 36 in sleeper, air 
well canopy and tow package slide 5th wheel, Tires at 95%. 
$3500 o.b.e. 635-2927 Aluminum bud wheels. 
HERE'S YOUR boat or trailer Certified. Excellent condition. .~ . , ,~ ,~ ' ,~ , , .~~. / . j  
towing unit. 1992 full size Price $28,600. 1973 Brentwood 
Bronco V8, automatic with 40 ton Iowbed: T.A., D.D. 8 1/2 ~-~q,~...,~,~.L~..~." 
overdrive, air conditioning, tilt, ft with outriggers. Axles ,...,(:~ 
cruise, only 65,000 kms and a resealed, new deck, full width 
great deal at $18,995. Trades neck, tires, at 90%. Certified. ,& . , . / / ~ - ~ , &  ' 
accepted 638-8171 dlr#9662 Price: $16,200. For further Lssured~L~ 
information contact: Chris White " ' 
MUST SELLI '95 Ford F150 Niho Land & Cattle Co. Ltd. 
short box 4x4, 6 cylinder, 5 Phone 604-567-4168 
speed standard transmission. Messages: 604-521-7200 Fax: 
Only 23,000ks, asking 604-257-3535 
=17500 692+319 635 1 58  7 
i 1201" .... ': hoes, excavators, or crawlers z,~ t!ours " 
• . . . . . .  ' ' wth blades, any condition 
RECREAT ION ~ please leave a message at 635- 
6205 ) •VEHICLES i::: 
, r . . , • i ,  ", : • : 
1981 8'9" SCAMPER Camper, List Your 
excellent condition, bathroom, PUREBRED, CKC registered 
queen bed, 3-way fridge, stove, Shih Tza puppies. 
oven, electric water system, 
Microchipped. Includes all shots  GARAGE roof rack, ladder692-3438 and vet check. Temperment 
1991 NORTHERN Lights and health guaranteed. Have 
camper with propane stove, both parents. $500 Call 845- 
fridge & furnace. Hot water tank 3091 
and shower. Immaculate THE TACK store. Everything 
condition. Only used 5 times SALE since new. Asking $9,000 for the horse lover. Gifts, 
O.B.O. Ph: 636-2843 harness, saddlery. 4 kms. out of 
Telkwa on Skillhorn Road By 
appointment only January and 
1993 EXCITER II I°ng track 580 February Call 846"9863' S O 0  
Yamaha. excellent cond. low LLAMAS, LLAMAS, Llamas. i~ l l~ l~ 
mileage, comes with a cover, The ultimate livestock. Yearling perissue |U ' |  
spare belt, ski skins, and males for sale. Make excellent 
heated handle bars $5,200. 350 packers for hikers, hunters, 
CU in natural gas kit. $1,200 mushroom pickers and trekking iR the Terrace Standard 
Phone 632-4655 companies. Ideal guardians for 
1993 FORMULA Plus X580 sheep in coyote country, Do 
with rave fox shocks, bought you have a problem with Simply bring your ad to our 
new 1995. $5,000 Must sell coyotes killing sheep? Your 
847-9853 investment will pay off in no office at 
1994 MACH Z 1 1/2 inch time. Excellent 4H prospect. 
paddle track stingers, Mt bar, Spin, weave or knit beautiful 3210  CL INTON STREET 
excellent condition. $7,500 fibre into fashionable garments. 
o.b.o. 1-604.692-4363 or 692- Exciting investment opportunity. (BEHIND DARLENE'S ANTIQUES) 
3398 Invest in Llamas today. For before Friday at 4:00 pm 
more information call 
1995 V-Max, long track, ski Northwestern Llama Ranch, for Wednesdaypublication 
skins, mountain bar, lift and Phone/Fax604-638-0662 
cover. Excellent condition, MATCHED SET of Belgium 6 
Warranty. Low ks. $4,800 Call and 7 year old Draft Horses, I T E R R A C E. I 
o++,  0ue, +o co,ar, STAN[ 7ARD WANTED: SNOWMOBILERS harnesses, rigging and shoed, for Burns Lake Rodeo Club Call 845-2292 
annual poker ride. Feb 25. CHAROLAIS AND RED Angus 
Registration 11am-lpm, $40 Yearling bulls, contact Giddlng 
per hand. 15,000 prize money Bros, Telkwa B.C. Phone 846. 4647 LazelleAve. 63842 
Limit 300 hands. Into call 1-604- 5628 
692-3417 or 1-604-692.7387 
B12 - The Terrace Standard,  Wednesday ,  February 28, 1996 
ORIFLAME- Swedens number 
1 selling skin care line. Weekly 
commission - Monthly royalties 
and national profit sharing. Sell 
direct or build your sales team. 
For your new catalogue or 
business information call 
Dianne Rowe 638-1349 
PSYCHICS KNOW alll Love, 
money, future! 1-900.451-3530 
ext. 1185 $3.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 years. Procall 602- 
954-7420 
REAL PSYCHICS: Real 
results, relationships, career, 
money! 1-900-451-3555 ext 
3402 $3.99imin Must be 18+ 
SINGLES INTRODUCTION! All 
nationalities for friendship cr 
MOUNTAIN RANGE appliance 
repair, meier appliances, 
reglrigeration, airconditioners. 
prompt service n your home 
Parts and service guaranteed, 
Licenced for freon recovery, 
Call Nathar~ 635-9428 certified 
technician, 
TERRA BOBCAT services 
backhoe. 12", 16", 24" Earth 
Auger 6", 9", 12". 18", 
sweepers, concrete breaker, 
pallel forks, single ano tandem 
dump trucks, Underground 
sprinkler systems. Phone 638- 
8638 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
service, resumes, typing. Call 
marriage. We understand and C,J.Secretarial. after 4:30 pm or 
we care, strictly confidential, leave message on machine 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 638-8006 or fax 638-7912. 
604-983-4880today! RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up. Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
0_153or 638-5805 (mobile)._ _ 
SPORTS PIX. Scores, into, 
horescopes, soaps, financial. 1- 
900-451-6637 ext 2318. 
$2.99/min Must be 18+ Procall 
Co. 602-954-7420 
THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints the 
Mormons Fact or Fiction. 
Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
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FOR SALE: VANDERHOOF 
Print Shop. Small Press, Plate 
maker, good photocopier, good 
clientele. Owner has other 
interests. $30,000 o.b.e. Call 
567-2226 or 567-5517 messacle 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full clientel- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2493 
(eveninqs) 
He's the cat's meow 
Norman Suz ie  & Ryan Gar f ie ld  
are p leased to announce  the birth of their son 
Aaron James Garfield 
i 7 = 
260. IN : : :  born Jan. 30/96 at 10:10 a.m. 
weighing 71bs 11.5 oz 
at Prince George Regional Hospital 
I[ ~~ Proud Grandparents: 
Jean & Ed Prevost (Kamloops) 
Maria DaCosta (Terrace) 
290,BUSINESS ' 
OPPORTUNITIES 
A'I-rENTION SMALL FOR SALE: Video Store, 
businesses, why pay high laundrymat and building. Will 
accounting fees for your sell seperate. 567-4357 / 567- 
bookkeeping needs? For 9825 
confidential, professional FOR SALE: well established 
bookkeeping service. Manual or food service outlet with very 
Computer call 635-9592. good clientele. Turn key 
PERSONAL INCOME tax operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-1838 and completion. Done in one hr for leave a messaqe. only $20.00. Call Mitch eves. or 
weekends 638-1171 
/I 
Own your own 
Fitness Center. 
Well established business• 
(all JOHN EVANS 
P.V'/HhX 
~ OF TERRACE 
~'~ 638-3 .400  
'Round The  C lock  
F reshmess  
Make Y,)ur Choice Frt)m a \V ide  
Var ie ty  of I t ; , ked  (h l l )ds .  Soups .  
Chili, Sandwiches  and More . . .  
Made Fresh  Da i ly .  l ' n joy  \ 'our  
Cho ice  w i th  Our  Farnot l s  O . ) f fec .  
Two Loot, l ions To Serve 
}btt /letter 
I OPEN24 HOURS ADAY I 
635-2662 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace 
&:.i ... :.. :
' , - , ; :  , . 
LeighM0rgan 
li you! I'ia~e a::if!'are: in, 
fashion, interesibd!i~ :a. 
profiiable]:: :~;&ffdr~a61e 
/home i: 5asea:;b~sir~6ss: 
with: fiexibilitylin ': Eadiesi 
& Kids: w,ear Eashi0ns~:i 
i ! iEng~ire ' iTodayl :~; :  
: 1,800:565;8786" 
SK EENAMMAtLLHFoOuOR~ COURT 
~tlLl't,e Al~a)~ (;ul I]111~ For "rim lil)rt.n.~ 
Why wait for Spring? ! 
INTERIOR - Ig(T~ 
Special Rates for Se~ 
We Do It Right,,, I] 
r 635-371 
Doing your own taxes 
got you confused? 
Let me take care of it. I will prepare 
lax returns evenings and weekends. 
10 Years Tax Experienced, 
Mitchell Business Services 
635-3079 
KIDS ONLY clothing club. Do 
you want to run your own 
business; choose your own 
hours, sell Canadian made 
quality childrens clothing. Then 
become a K.O. Sales 
Consultant and loin the team. 
For more infromation call 
Caroline Bolland. Team Leader. 
(604) 747-0095 
EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, 
jewelry, home decor sales? 
Opportunity to double your 
earninqs. Call Kathy 635-3066, 
COMINCO SNIP is a fly-in fly- 
out underground gold mine 
located o~ the Iskut river 320 
kms NW of Smithers, B.C. The 
work schedule is a 4 week in 
and 2 week out rotation We 
requirea heavy ,duty mechanic 
LOOKING FOR motivated with several years experience 
individuals for excellent home on underground diesel 
based business with a INC.500 equipment. We operate a fleet 
home based company video of tamrock jumbos, JCI scoops 
presentation dropped at your and trucks and various 
door, Great for home makers equpment for both mechanized 
Call 1-604-945-7846 and conventional mining. 
SUCCESSFUL WATERFRONT Applicants must have 
70 seat restraurant with a 40 appropriate provincial 
certification. The company 
seat sundeck for sale, offers a com01ete wage and 
Interested parties respond in benefit package including 
writing to Paglegs seaside Grill transportation to/from 
#3-101 1st ave. East Prince commercial airport nearest 
Rupert employees home. Send resume 
to: Cominco Ltd. Snip Gold 
Mine, box 7100 Stn. Terminal, 
Vancouver, B.C, V6B 6E5 
Earning Eotential 
to five figures 
a month!l! 
Supplement your income 
working 4-10 I~ours per week 
out of your home in the excit- 
ing field of health, nutrition, 
and fitness management. A 
fortune 500 international 
company is seeking ambitious 
hardworking representatives. 
For information call: 
635-1120 
[- Co/or Your Wor/d  ~ - 
I Paint yourself abrighter future 
Own a 
Color Your World 
Decorating Centre in your 
' Community 
What you can expect when you join 
this successful team of 
professionals: 
• National Brand Name Recognition 
• Extensive Training 
• Marketing Expertise 
• Site Location Assistance 
• Ongoing Support 
Minimum equity required $30.000÷ 
Bank financing available. 
CONTACT US TODAY! 
Boa SKINNER 
Authorized Dealer Sales Manager 
Color Your World Int. Corp. 
Unit 1. 7560 Vantage Way 
Delta, B.C.V4G ri l l  
I (604) 940-0433 
FAX (604] 940.1584 
COMINCO SNIP is a fly-in fly- 
out underground gold mine 
located on the Iskut River 320 
kms,NW of Smithers, B.C. The 
work schedule is a 4 week in 2 
week out rotation. We require a 
versatile secretary/clerk for a 
number of temporary 
assignments providing vacation 
relief over the next 6 months. 
Training and experience in ms 
Excel and word an asset. The 
chosen candidate must be a 
selfstarter, able to deal with a 
busy ofice environment and 
work independently with 
minimal supervision. The 
$1000 REWARD. We 
desperately need minimum 
5000 jokes! Please help us 
reach our goal. Call 24 hours 
for more information. 1-604- 
562-9335 
B&L Enterprises in New 
Hazelton. Steady income. No 
inventory. Immediate cash flow. 
Leave message at 842-5258 or 
Box 588.New Hazelton V0J 2J0 
FOYSTER ACCOUNTING. 
Accountant C.G.A or C.A. for 
busy congenial office. Must be 
self starting people/person. 35K 
to start. Needed immediately in 
Burns Lake. Call 1-604-692- 
7737 or 1-604.692-7325 
GROWING CANADIAN 
manufacturer seeks 
representative. No experience 
required. Good training. 
Compensation and benefits. 
Full or part-time. Write TRC of 
Canada, Dept 1000,box711, 
Fort Worth. TX 76101 USA 
NOW HIRINGI Cruise ships! 
Travel and get paid. Year round 
0ositions. Both men/women, 
Free room/board Will train. Call 
7 days. 1-504-641-7778 ext. 
0566c9 
PREMENENT PART TIME care 
takers for Medical Lodge to .fill 
in for [he Holidays and time out. 
Must be pleasant, 
compassionate and able to deal 
with all types of people and 
situations. Required to register 
incoming quest and do general 
house keeping. Must be a non 
smoker and drinker and 
bondable. Send resumes to 
P.O. Box 89 Terrace, B.C. 
V89G 4A2 
compnay offers a competative 
wage and benefit package PUBLIC SWIMMING Pool 
including transportation to/from located in Smithers, B.C. with 
commercial airport nearest service area of 15,000 invites 
employees home. Send applications for Manager 
resumes to Comineo Ltd. Snip 0osition commencing June 3, 
Gold Mine, box 7100 Sin. 1996. Enquiries to 604-847- 
Terminal, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4244. Mail applications by 
6ES March 25 to BV Regional Pool, 
Box 2298, Smithers B.C. V0J 
THE JASPER BOOSTER has 2N0 or fax to 604-847-4248 
an opening for a full-time 
graphic designer in out REQUIRED FULL and p/t 
production department. The lifeguards. Please bring resume 
successful applicant must have to Mt. Lavton Hotsprinqs. 
a strong working knowledge of REQUIRED TYPESETTER, 
quark xpress, adobe illustrator layout, paste up, and design 
and photo shop. Jasper is person. Experienced only need 
situated in majestic mountain apply. Must be willing to 
surroundings, with lakes within relocate. Wage depending on 
biking and walkine distance, experience. Fax resumes to 
Applications can be directed to (604)837-5466 
Marianne Bellehumeur, MOTHER OF 2 children, 2 
associate publisher, Jasper 
Booster, Box 94C Jasper, mths, 11 yrs and 14 yrs old, will 
Alberta TOE 1E0 or Fax to 403- take care of your children in her 
852-3384. Deadline for home. Mon-Fri. Call Cindy at 
applications is April 1, 1996 638-7730 
MEMORIUM ~ - - " ~ . .  I 
. ~ .; .. . •  rdll 
~' Memorial Service ~ II needs a II 
Mr. DonaldTrelenbergFebruaryWednesdaY,28/96 I I C A R R I E R  N O W !  II 
at2p.m. II For route #230. II Alliance Church 
4923 Agar St. I I  ~ 5  0 ~  o f  Ke i th•  II  
In lieu of flowers, done- H If you're i n te res ted  ca l l  Karen  a t :  II 
tions to the B.C. Kidney II II 




(Developing Assertiveness in Women For A New S 'tart) 
ARE YOU? 
• A woman 19 years or older 
• Receiving Soci',d Assist:race 
• tiering problems finding/keeping employment 
Northwest Training Centre is looking for applicants who 
are committed to: 
• Enhancing Person',d Deveh)pment Skills 
• Building Employment Preparation Skills 
• Deveh)ping Work l~perience 
The D.A.W.N. Program begins March 25, 1996 to July 26, 1996. 
For further information on applying to this program, please call 
Loma Sandhals at 638-8108. 
VAN HALDEREN,  
Marie (nee Versloot) 
Saturday, February 10, 1996; 
VAN HALDEREN,  
Gerard, 
Sunday, February 11, 1996, 
Marie, born August 20th, 
1913, passed away peace- 
fully surrounded by her fami- 
ly after a lingering illness. 
Four hours later she was fol- 
lowed by her husband of 61 
years, Gerard, born August 
15, 1910. 
Marie and Gerard had 
only recently settled in 
together at Hawthorn House 
(Senior's Home) in Port 
Coquitlam. The family had 
relocated from their native 
Holland to Terrace in 1958 
where they spent many hap- 
py years before retiring to 
Port Coquitlam in 1979, 
They were predeceased 
by their son Paul (d. 1987) 
and are survived by 7 child- 
ren: Helen, Gerard, Walter, 
Marianne, Theresa, Irma 
and Eric; 26 grandchildren 
and 16 great grandchildren. 
Funeral services and buff- 
LOOKING FOR reliable and 
responsible person with an 
animal relted background for 
the position of assistant dog 
groomer. Person with dog 
grooming certification of 
equivalent work experience will 
al took place at the Gardens be preferred. No phone calls 
^ please Send resume and cover of Gethseman in ~urrey I " ' . . . . . . . . . .  , etter to: Jodls Pet Care 2678 
u.L;., PeDruary]~, l~U~. Clark S . . . . . . . .  
To ether alwa s ~. /errace, u.u. vsu, i ogemer al ays. ,3,$4 
Congratu la t ions  
to the wtnners 
of UHF t ickets 
Doreen McMillian of Terrace won a 
UHF CD, 2 tickets and a backstage pass. 
Kathy Gardner, Michelle Friesen and 
Deva Myshrall all won pairs of tickets to 
last Saturday nights concert at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. Compliments of The Terrace 
Standard and the Terrace Little Theatre• 
STANDARD 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
HEALTH RECORD TECHNICIAN 
Starting: May 1, 1996 - Feb. 28, 1997 
fo r  Matern i ty  Leave 
Responsible to the supervisor for the transcription, and 
the coding and abstracting of the Medical Records. 
Qualifications: Associate certification by the Canadian 
College of Health Record Association with current 
registration. Previous experience preferred, 
Qualified individuals please send resume by March 15, 
1996, to: 
Dr. P,A. Muir 
Administrator 
Wrinch Memo flal Hospital 
Bag 100 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 1Y0 
THE NORTH COAST TRIBAL 
COUNCIL EDUCATION CENTRE 
is a pr ivate post  secondary  institute commit ted  
to prov id ing qual i ty educat ion to First Nat ions 
people. 
We are current ly  accept ing  app l icat ions  for the 
fo l lowing programs.  The start date  is September  
1996. 
College Preparation 
(Health & Science Careers Focus) 
Adult Basic Education 
(Grade 9/10 level) 
Program offer ings are subject  to final funding 
approva l  and adequate  enrolment.  
For further information or to register, contact: 
Tami Pierce 
North Coast  Tribal Counci l  
Educat ion Centre 
820-3rd Avenue West 
Prince Rupert,  BC 
Education 
Phone: (604) 627-8822 
Fax: (604) 624-2813 




KEMANO,  B.C. 
The Daycare Centre in Kemano, B.C. is inviting 
applications for the following positions: 
SUPERVISOR: The successful candidate must 
have certificates in both Under 3 and Over 3 
supervision. Administrative skills are a definite asset. 
ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR: The successful 
candidate must have an Early Childhood Education 
Certificate, qualifying him/her to work with 
3 - 5 year old children. 
Preference will be given to candidates who have 
experience working with infants, preschool, and 
before and after school programs. 
KEMANO, situated 100 km southeast of Kitimat on 
B.C.'s northwest coast, is a modern community In 
a wilderness setting. The 215 residents enjoy 
excellent opportunities for outdoor activities, i.e. 
fishing, hiking, golfing, hunting & boating. 
Community facilities include a recreation centre, 
mini mall, swimming pool, library, bowling alley, 
curling and more, 
Principal transportation to Kltimat (population 
11,500) is by a company operated 61 passenger 
vessel with service twice a week. 
We are committed to equal employment opportunity 
and encourage applications from qualified women, 
men, aboriginal peoples, visible minorities and 
persons with disabilities. 
If these positions match your qualifications and 
ambitions, please submit your resume indicating 
position of interest by March 8, 1996 to the 
attention of: 
Mrs. Jenny Sohmidt  
Kemano Daycare 
Kemano,  B,C. V0T 1KO 
Phone: (604) 634-3093 
Fax: (604) 634-3099 
Has your carrier given you 
exceptional service? 
DOG 1994 
Rain, snow, sleet or hail, do you get your paper without fail? 
If so, nominate your carrier for Terrace Standards "Carrier of 
The Yearl" 
Call 638-7283 
and tell us! 
| 
( ~  TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
"Canada ~" Oldest 'lbyota Dealership" 
Is acccptiltg applio'tti0ns for a 
Parts & Service Writer, 
The successful applicant must be self-m0tivated, clean 
and ,lear in al)pearance , have :tut0m0tive knowledge and 
work well with others. 
This is ;t full tittle position. 
Please drop off resume with hand written cover letter to: 
6't~ris Gair 
Opera/ions Manager 
Temtce Motors lbyota 
4912 I!ighwa), 16 Vest 
Terrace, B.C 
• I • •=•~~act 'ac  
I I [. J  k V" lNor thern  
I ~GasLtd .  
• PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
CLERK/STENO 
REGULAR PART TIME VACAHCY 
~acific Northern Gas Ltd. is seeking applications for a 
Clerk/Steno from highly motivated individuals with 
two years related work experience, Grade 12 
education, and 50+ WPM typing. Computer experience 
with MS Word, MS Excel, W0rkPerfect and Lotus 1-2-3 
are necessary. This is a Union position with a starting 
salary of $15.67/hour, working six hours per day, with 
an excellent benefit package available. 
Resumes should be submitted to the undersigned no 
later than 4:30 p.m. on Friday, March 1, 1996. 
Senior Administration Clerk 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
2900 Kerr Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 4L9 
EUROCAN PULP & PAPER CO., a division of 
West Fraser, in Kitimat. B.C. is seeking applications 
lot the following positions: 
Maintenance Shutdown 
Tradespeople 
Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co. will be having a 
scheduled maintenance shutdown from 
May 26 - June 6, 1996. 
We are currently looking for temporary 
tradespeople who are willing to work for the 
duration of the shutdown. Overtime may be 
required. Successful applicants must look after 
their own lodgings and food. 
Maintenance Shutdown Tradespeople are 





• Instrument Mechanics 
. . . . . .  tWe!ders {Prfi~ssu, re t cket requ!red) . . . . .  
Caiididates for these positions must hold a valid 
trades qualification ticket; 
The current hourly rate for journeyman 
tradespeople is $25.115. 
Interested candidates should apply in writing, and 
enclose copies el Certification, by March 15, 1996 
to: 
[hi/It(lit Resources Assistant 
Earoean Pulp & Paper Co. 
I'. O. Box 1400 
Kitimat, B.C. VSC 2HI 
EUROCAN 
PULP  & PAPER CO.  
A ( ,} iV JS  Je l l  O I W O $ t F r a s e r  
~ KSAN ItOUSE SOCIETY EfU, 202 • 4b',O I.AZFI.LE AVE ~lUtAt:~. I I .c w( |  I~  
MIONC. (~o4161~ 2)~ 
EMPLOYER: Ksan House Society 
LOCATION : Terrace Transition House 
POSITION: Child Care Worker 
TERMS: Six (6) months maternity leave coverage 
Thirty-five (35) hours per week 
Wage as per B.C.G.E.U. Contract with 
benefit package after corn pletion of pro- 
bationary period. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Human Service Worker Certificate, Early Childhood 
Educalion Certificate, Children Who Witness Abuse 
Counselor Training Certificate or equivalent training, 
education and experience. 
Ability to plan, implement, and evaluate activities 
within the Child Care Program Model at the Transition 
House. Knowledge and experience working with Child 
Victims of Family Crisis. 
A valid first aid certificate. 
A valid B.C. Driver's license and access to a vehicle. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
• Ability to deal with women and children in a profes- 
sional manner and ensure corn plete confidentiality. 
• Good listening and communication skills. 
• An understanding of the dynamics of abuse 
• A sincere interest in working with children 
, Experience working in a cross cultural environment 
would be an asset. 
• Ability to wo[k with a minimum amount of supervision. 
• Knowledge of community resources. 
• Knowledge of parenting issues and the ability to role 
model good parenting skills, 
, Ability to assist women and children in crtsis. 
. Ability to work as a learn member. 
Applicants must be willing to submit to a criminal 
record search. Employment is conditional pending the 
results of a criminal record search. You are advised 
that certain crirninal records will preclude employment. 
Applicants will be reqLdred to sign an oath of 
confidentiality. 
Resumes with a cover letter will be accepted until 
4:30 p.m. on March 8, 1996, and should be addressed 
to: 
Transition House Coordinator 
Ksan House Society 
202-4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
ONLY SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS 
WILL BE NOTIFIED 
SKEENA SAWMILLS 
A Division of 
WEST FRASER MILLS LTD. 
PAYROLL CLERK 
TEMPORARY-  MATERNITY 
RELIEF 
Our operation in Terrace has an immediate 
opening for a temporary (7 month) full time 
position for a Payroll Clerk. 
The ideal candidate should have experience 
with a computerized hourly payroll system, 
benefits administration, reconciliation and jour- 
nal entries. 




P.O. Box 10 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A3 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
ass is tance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
INTERCONNECT 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1 $8 
Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
Woodima Forestry Services Ltd. 
is looking for a computer draftsperson to fill a 
full-time position in Terrace. 
Duties: 
Transfer of field notes accurately to 
produce computer generated maps 
Forest road design with "ROADENG" 
software 
Deflection analysis for cable harvesting 
systems 
Organization of relevant computer files 
and data 
Qualifications: 
"ROADENG" software training 
Good computer skills 
Knowledge of Microsoft Office software 
(MSWord, Excel) 
Previous road design and road layout or 
surveying experience 
"CAD" training is also an asset 
Please apply with resume to: 
Woodima Forestry Services Ltd. 
4910-D Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Telephone: 635-3225 
Fax: 635-4120 
XX KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
PAX: (~04) fi35.231~i 
EMPLOYER: Ksan House Society 
LOCATION :Terrace Transition House 
A ten bed facility offering emergency shelter to 
women and their children fleeing abuse. 
POSITION: PaR-time Co-ordinator 
Complete responsibility for the Facility and Staff 
TERMS: - This is a non-union position 
- 20 to 28 hours per week 
- Scheduled days and flextime 
- Complete benefit package 
- Salary commensurate with qualifications 
and experience 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Bachelor of Social Work or other relevant designa- 
tion with 3 to 5 years experience preferred, or com- 
bination of education and training. 
A first aid certificate is required. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: 
• Must demonstrate excellent team, listening & commu- 
nication skills 
• An understanding of the power imbalance in our 
society that leads to women being exposed to 
abuse. 
• A sound knowledge base regarding the impact and 
dynamics of abuse/violence against women in 
relationships. 
• Ability to work in a unionized environment. 
• Ability to work effectively in a management and 
administrative capacity reporting directly to the exec- 
utive director. 
, Ability to recruit, hire, orientate, supervise, evaluate, 
and discipline approximately 10 unionized staff 
members. 
, Ability to assist women and children in crisis. 
, Display a professional attitude, sound judgment skills, 
and act as a positive role model. 
• Employment is conditional pending the results of a 
criminal record search. 
Resumes should be addressed to', 
Executive Director 
Ksan House Society 
Suite 202-4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 $6 
Deadline March 8, 1996. 
. . . . . .  ~ ,,~,,-._ . . =, --~. t -g . "d~-  
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Terrace Child Development Centre 
is accepting applications for the position of 
Pro-School Supervisor 
This is a full time temporary position to the end 
of June, 1996. 
Applicants should have their ECE and related 
experience in the field of early intervention and 
children with Special Needs, 
Please send resumes to 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X3 
Help Desk Computer  
Technologist 
Ki t imat ,  B.C. 
Kitimat Works, the largest 
Aluminum smelter in Alcan's 
Systems is currently seeking a 
Help Desk Computer Technician/ 
Technologist to join their 




community of 11,500 
situated on B. C. 's 
scenic northwest 
technical supped to over one coast, Kitimat is a 
thousand computer users at the modem serf-sufficient 
smelter. 
sma/I city with 
Your responsibilities will include fact~tries that are 
telephone support, on,site visits, envied bymany 
troubleshooting software /arger centms. 
problems, network administration 
and installing and configuring The city and 
new software/hardware, surrounding area 
afford a fife style that 
Possessing a technical school will appeal to outdoor 
diploma/university degree, you enthusiasts 
have a minimum of two years' 
experience supporting PC's in a interested in 
networked environment, camping, hunting, 
Excellent interpersonal and Salt end fresh water 
communication skills both verbal fishing, gelling and 
and written complete your skiing. Two large 
qualifications, community facilities 
An excellent compensati0n and incorporate ice finks, 
curling, indoor 
benefit package including swimming, 
relocation assistance Is 
provided, gymnasium and 
racquet courts. 
Alcan is committed to equal EduCation facilities 
employment opportunity and 
encourages applications from include six 
qualified women, men, aboriginal elementary schools, 
peoples, visible minorities and a secondary school 
people with disabilities. 
If this opportunity matches your 
qualifications and ambitions, 
please fax for an application 
package, quoting reference 
#M0596, by March 6, 1996. 
Alcan Smelters and 
Chemicals Ltd 
Employment Co-ordinator 




Them is an excellent 
hospital and housing 
is affordable. 
 l'll Ii,,i, ' i, 
I A L C A N  ' 
BOUGHEN NURSERIES, 
Valley River, MB. ROL 2Be 
Offer free cataloguel All 
Manitoba grown fruit trees, 
apples, plumbs, cherries. Hardy 
roses, shrubs, oct. Shipping 
across Canada over 80 years. 
Phone 1-204-638-7618 Fax 1- 
204-638-7171 Trees that 




experience: 2-3 years. Prefer 
Canon experience. Full time 
position. Submit resumes to 
Danka/Gold, 275 C South 
Mackenzie Ave. Williams Lake, 
B,C, V2G 1C4. Attention J. 
Hack. Fax 604-392-3997 
WE ARE looking for persons 
who have the ability to call on 
our present customers and to 
establish new ones. Income in 
direct proportion with person's 
ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal interview. 635-3066. 
WORK YOUR own hours, write 
your own cheque. Free gift for 
applicants. Possible to earn 
your dream car quick. Inquire: 
638-0811/635-6363 
~===xx==x==xx=xx=~ 
H - Looking for . " 
1,4 ~4 
H 
. Child Care? ." 
~Skeena chi,d care suppod~: 
1,4H program can help you make the ~,: 
1,4 right choice for your child. For D,4 
.M H information on choosing care and ~44 
l'4 available options, call 1'4 
I'4 )4 
- Coco at 638-1113. - 
H 1,4 H A free service provided by the ~ 
H Terrace Women's Resource Centre bd 
D,4 and funded by the Ministry of b4 1,4 ~4 





is currently look- 
ing for volunteers 
to help with the 






Th~:~pest of botit ~s :  
~eat  Job & a~g~"t 
~,  lifestyle:~'~!'i~i?;il):,. 
i~r'anklhl Woodlands 
Division, 
Por t  Albern i ,  
Vancouver  I s land ,  B.C. 
MacMil lan Bloedel Limited 
I"ranklin Woodiantls I)ivision, one of the largest Ol~cratior*s of 
its kind in Nonb America, operates on a dyti;mlic that gunurateS~. ,' 
inner;,lion anti ongoing corporate and operational change. 
A pronlofion tl;IS p;wed the way for a team-player who 
prefc.rM)ly holds :l retev:lnt university degree or post-secondary 
Forest "recllno]ogy cliplonm, :ltld definitely has: • a proven 
track recorcl ill both I'iekl and ndnfinJstmtive cngint.'ering • ;I 
sonnd knowledge of current government regulttti6ns as well as 
CO3stal Ioggieg ;llltl construction systems • good interpersonal 
skills. 
Refx)ning to die Area Engineer It, yoti will i)rilll:lriiy focus on 
organizing :rod supervising tile activities of ;I field engineer and 
several Imurlyi)aid engineers intile devulopnlent of 
;Ipproxinlate!y 550'000 nl3,per yc:ir. The c'nlphasis will be on 
conform:race totile FPC and optimizing safety, quality and 
productivity. Actively ra!rsuing new harvesting systems will be 
enct lu  r : lgcd .  . . . . . .  
In return, you can expect excellent perforln;mce-I}asud 
i')l'Ol!R)ti(,llal WOSl~UCts and ~1 con]pefitivc onlpctls:ltion/ 
benefits p:tckage. Port Atberni, scenic;lily situated at tile heart 
of V:ulcouver Isl;uld, provk]es an affordal}lu, (iLmlity lifestyle 
plus c:tsy flcccss to both the east and west COaStS. 
Please address a r~sumd hy March 8,1995 tot t luman 
Resources Asststatlt, Fra tlldhl Woodlands Dlvis ion, 
MacMillan Bleedel Limited, Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7N3; 
fax (604) 723-9471. 
P, f fd79 
"Making the Most of a Renewable Resource" 
Heavy Equipment Sales 
Wajax Industries Limited, a leading supplier of heavy 
equipment to forestry/mining/construction industries 
and municipalities, has an excellent opportunity for a: 
TERRITORY 
MN IAGER 
Hazelton, Bulkley Valley, Houston Region. 
Reporting to our Terrace Sales Manager, and repre- 
senting top products, including Hitachi, Prentice, 
Champion, Le Tourneau, Volvo and Hyster, we require 
a highly motivated sales professional with a working 
knowledge of the heavy equipment industry. 
An understanding of the challenges faced by our cus- 
tomers,  especially in the forest industry, a familiarity 
with equipment finance, and an exceptional customer 
service focus will be critical to your success. 
Qualified candidates are invited to apply in writing to: 
Mark Poppleton -Sales Manager 
B14 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 28, 1996 




She's got a 
grandfather. 
Your donations 
help ~ive someone 
a second chance. 
lit'art disea.ce and strobe are 
Canada's #l hiller. But we're not 
fighting aIo.<i.~ hattie. Over th,., 
last 40 year, deaths from hearl 
isease and Si,oke ha,,e dropped 
hyS0~0. 
"lbday, r .search a.d educatio,~ 
funded I,,.,y,itir donationS, are 
,,,akh,~ a affe,-,~,,c,.. 
Ills laCl, llhlht.r i f  iu:t IIIIU 
t'xaln ,h.' ill the ."edical ad,,a,,ce: 
t lat ..:ave ivt'.~ t'ac i ¢ a'.'; B,L G. 
hattie i.=ll't m;er '.'el. 
Pba.=<. give h', the I leart and 
£'tr.L'e Iq,undatli~nl 
COURT BA IL IFF  SALE  
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the interest 
in the following Judgment Debtor, Howard Leslie Green. The 
following goods and chattels purported to be: 
One 40'x60' green two storey Float Camp, log & plank 
construction. 
Sold on an "as is, where is" basis, no guarantees or war- 
ranties implied or given. 
Seal bids will be received at the Court Bailiff office up to the 
hour of 12:00 noon Wednesday, March 6, 1996. 
Sale may be subject to cancellation without notice. The 
Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the sale without 
notice and may apply to the Court for further direction if the 
need arises. 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a draft 
or money order for 10% of the bid, made payable to Caledonia 
Court Bailiff Services. The balance of the bid, plus applicable 
taxes to be paid immediately upon acceptance of the bid. 
Failure to do so may result in forfeiture of the deposit. 
For further information and appointment to view. please 
contact he undersigned at (604) 635-7649. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1 $2 
R. Smith/N. Perry 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate Certificate of Title 
No, A3984 to Lot 19 District Lot 4127 Range 5 
Coast District Plan 6528. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Duplicate Certificate 
of Title No. A3984 to the above described land, 
issued in the name(s) of 
Willard Ira Stewart & Elizabeth Ida Stewart 
has been filed in this office, notice is hereby 
given that I shall, at the expiration date of two 
weeks from the date of first publication hereof, 
issue a Provisional Certificate of Title in lieu of 
the said Duplicate, unless in the meantime valid 
objection be made to me in writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, in the City of 




DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION FEB. 21,1996 
NOTICE OF SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION FOR AN AREA TO BE LOGGED 
Each of the following areas has a proposed Silviculture Prescription 
that will apply if approval to log the area is obtained from the Ministry 
of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing 
until April 5, i996 at the address n-0ted below, during regular working 
hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, any written 
comments must be made to E. Nicholson, R.P.F., at Skeena Cellulose 
Inc., 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5L8, by the above date. 
Cutting 
Form of Licencel Permit Cutblock 
Agrmt No. No. No. 
TFL #1 6AP 234685 
TFL #1 6AP 234689 
TFL #1 6AT 234901 
TFL # 1 6AS 236319 
TFL #1 1AU 636057 
TFL #1 2AL 670606 
Loc. 
(Nearest Community & Area Amendment 
Approximate Location) (ha) Yes/No 
Terrace-Kwiniak River 20.6 No 
Terrace-Kwiniak River 40.0 No 
Terrace-Kwiniak River 29.7  No 
Terrace-Kwiniak River 59.8 No 
Terrace-Clore River 22.1 No 
Terrace-Upper Copper'River 36.6 No 
APPLICATION FOR 
PESTICIDE USE PERMIT 
APPLICATION NUMBERS 102-656-96/98 
Many of our noxious weeds are Eurasian species that, once established, crowd 
out native vegetation causing serious environmental and economic damage• 
Identified sites are controlled to prevent the further spread of these weeds and 
ultimately the eradication of new species invading the North West. Weed control 
at the various sites on Highways rights-of-way employs an integrated approach 
which utilizes the release of approved biocontrol agonts, manual, cultural and 
mechanical control measures, and sometimes chemical treatment. Efforts to 
prevent the spread of noxious weeds in this region will continue with the less 
aggressive methods, however a permit application has been made to use her- 
bicides to spot treat some of the larger infestations. 
All weed sites will be monitored and if required, chemical treatment will be made 
between May 15, 1996 and October 31, 1998. The application is for the use of 
Tordon 22K (common name picloram). Banvel 480 or Dycleer (common name 
dicamba), and Roundup or Wrangler (common name glyphosate). The total area 
treated will not exceed 27 ha of ministry occupied lands in the North West 
Region. The proposed herbicide application method will be by back pack sprayer 
and/or power nozzle. 
The applicant is the Minister of Transportation and Highways, ATTENTION: Val 
Preston, 400-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4, phone 638-6434. 
Copies of the permit application and maps of the treatment areas may be exam- 
ined at the Ministry of Transportation and Highways, North West Regional Office, 
400-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4; Lakes District Highways Office, 
P.O. Box 288, 108 2nd Avenue, Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0; or, Bulkley Nass 
District Highways Office, Bag 5000, 3793 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, B.C. V0J 
2N0, during normal office hours. 
This permit application has been reviewed by a technical subcommittee of the 
Northwest Weed Committee which includes representatives from the Ministries of 
Environment; Forests; Agriculture, Fisheries and Food; Transportation and 
Highways; the Regional District Bulkley-Nechako; the Skeena Regional 
Cattlemen's Association; and the Northwest B.C. Coalition for Alternatives to 
Pesticides. A person wishing to contribute information about the site for the eval- 
uation of this application for a use permit must send written copies of this infor- 
mation to both the applicant and the Regional Manager, Pesticide Management 
Program, Skeena Region, Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0, within 30 days of 
the publication of this notice. 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
- -  CITY OF TERRACE 
.NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
HEARING ZONING 
BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE that application has been made to 
amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of City of Terrace 
Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects all residential property zoned 
residential south of Highway 16. 
~:IE.tBI.EU~ 
To amend Zoning Map (shown as Schedule A in 
Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995) by changing the cur- 
rent zoning designation of all residential zoned pro- 
perry south of Highway 16 to be consistent with City 
of Terrace Official Community Plan. 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of 
Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. each day from Wednesday, February 
28th, 1996, to Monday, March 11tlh 1996, excluding 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979 AND 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 






Sealed tenders are invited lbr interior alterations to the Houston 
Ministry of Forests District Office and new modular building, 
including mechanical nd electrical systems. 
Sealed lenders will be received by the Property Management 
Unit, British Columbia Buildings Corporation at 2918 S. Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X5, until March 4, 1996, at 3:00 
p.m., and opened in public shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on February 13, 1996 from 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation at the above address. 
Plans and specifications may be examined at the Bulkley Valley- 
Lakes District Construction Association, Terrace BC Buildings 
Corporation, the Prince George Construction Association and 
the Kit,mat Satellite Plan Room. 
All documents under the control or custody of the British Col- 
umbia Buildings Corporation are subject o the provisions of the 
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and any 
regulations, rulings and amendments thereto. 
General enquiries may be directed to the Project Superin- 
tendent, Barry Book, in Terrace at 638-2364, Facsimile 
Number 638-2370, or the Consultant, John VanVecn, at 
Yellowhead Engmeenng and,Techmcal Services Utd. at 
847-2693, Facsimile Number 847-4893. 
The Corporation resen,es the right to negotiate any tender and the ,,e / 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 1 • • j J  
• . , . , _~ ~: ,% I rv~s  ~ 
BC Buddmgs =Ii ~ ~  ~ ~il 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
LANE ABANDONMENT AND 
REVESTING OF TITLE 
TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to section 578 of the 
Municipal Act, the Council of the City of Terrace 
intends to stop up and close to traffic that 342m 2 
portion of land dedicated as lane by Plan 3155, District 
Lot 361, Range 5, Coast District and shown shaded on 
the map shown below; 
AND pursuant to Section 573 of the Municipal Act the 
Council of the City of Terrace intends to petition the 
Minister of Municipal Affairs to abandon the said lane 






THE PROPOSED LANE ABANDONMENT AND 
REVESTING OF TITLE BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m., each day from wednesday, February 28th, 
1996, to Monday, March 11th, 1996, excluding 
Saturdays and Sundays in the reception area at the 
City of Terrace PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE ~LN_J. P ~ ,  R.S,B.C., 1979, AND 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
BAIL IFF  SALE  
1969 G.T.O. Excellent condition 
27ft Motorscrew Fishing Vessel (GIIInetter) 
For appointment to view and further information please 
contact he undersigned. Bids on the G,T.O. will be accepted 
until Ihe hour of 12:00 noon Monday, March 4th, 1996, Bids 
on the fishing vessel will be accepted until the hour of 12:00 
noon Monday, March 11, 1996. 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1S2 
R. Smith/N. Perry 
Province of British Columbia 
Minisl W of Transportation & Highways 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
NOTICE i given, pursuant to Section 9(2) of the Highway Act, that 
Se Minisl , has received an application to discontinue and close 
that part. Creech Street #104 ad acent o Lot 9, Block 8, District 
Lot 351, Range 5, Coast District, P an 933. 
And that such closed road allowance be vested, pursuant o 
Section 9(2) (a) of the Highway Act. 
A plan showing the proposed closure may be viewed at: 
Ministry of Transporta!ion & Highways 
300-4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1V4 
during office hours. 
Any person having an ob ection to this applicaiion or road closure 
should do so in writing, not ater than March 3, 1996. 
Dan Stead - A/District Highways Manager 
Dated this 1 st. Day of February, 1996. 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Province of Ministry of ~o,=~ 
t British Columbia Forests 
Due to the Ministry's tendering procedures, contractors 
may be chosen from Select Lists for both direct award 
and select invitation bidding for all silvicuhure and 
research activity contracts. 
The Prince Rupert Forest Region is now updating its Select 
List by request'inq all listed contractors to resubmit or con- 
firm their'previously_ submitted requests_ and information, 
and inviting newly establish :d contractors to submit the 
necessary information. 
Contractors who are interested in being placed on the list 
for silviculture and/or research work in the Prince Rupert 
Forest Region are advised to contact: 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Forestry Services Section 
• Bag 5000 
Smilhers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
Phone: (604) 847-7500 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Fax:(604) 8.4Z-721Z. . ,  
: Your request must indicate which districts and specific sil- 
vicultural or research activities you are interested in. 
Furthermore, your request must list Ihe labour and capital 
resources at your disposal, indicate qualifications, experi- 
ence and previous contracts or references. 
Information must be submitted to the above address by 
March 31, 1996. 
" CITY OF TERRACE 
~ i°CE~[~RT~ PU BUC NOTICE 
ZONING BYLAW 
AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to 
amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 
No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the land, within the City of 
Terrace, shown shaded on the accompanying map and 
described as: 
Part of Lot B, District Lot 360, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 3032, except Plan 10441. 
! J . . . .  i!i 
i" '![" I 
• r i~ l  
THE INTENTI 
To amend Schedule "A', (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 
1431-1995 by changing the zoning classification of the 
property shown shaded: 
FROM: 
TO: 
Medium Density Multi-Family 
Residential (R4) 
Two Family Residential (R2) 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of 
Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m,, each day from Wednesday, February 
28th, 1996, to Monday, March 11th, 1996, excluding 
Saturdays and Sundays 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE ~ b ~ [ L ~ ,  R.S.B.C., 1979, AND 
AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 28, 1996 - B15 
WANTED BABYSrI'rER 3 to 4 
days a week within walking 
distance from ET Kenney 
School or pick up 3 children 
ages 9-7 and 4. Can also live 
on drive route Queensway to 
town. Please Call 635-6457 
YOU CAN start a new career at 
any age.  We'll provide 
opportunity, you provide desire 






4907 Lazel le Ave 
635-6014 




The Rev. Michael  
Hare 
DO YOU need your personal 
income tax worked on? If so call 
Jack at 635-6991 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT Operator 
and truck driver with class 1, 20 
years experience. Willing to 
relocate for full time work. 604- 
845-3433 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
seeking employment. 15 years 
experience, reasonable rates. 
635-3103 
KEEFER LANE home day care 
has space for pre-school age 
children between 7:30-3:30. 
Comfortable family atmosphere. 
635-1391 
RELIABLE HOUSE sitter 
available. 35 year old male with 
home owner experience is 
willing to care for your home 
and property (incl pets) while 
you are out of town. Excellenl 
references available. Phone 
Gary at 638-8750 or 635-9266 
RELIABLE ODD jobber, with 
1/2 ton truck. Can do most 
anything at economical cost. 
Call 635-2465 
YARD RENOVATIONS, roof 
and gutter cleaning, moss 
removal, cleanup, painting, 
gardening and all maintenance 
needs. Call for free estimate. 10 
years professional experience 
in Victoria, 638-8704 
' 330; NOTICES 
DID YOU know that..,? Birth is 
only an event in life, not the 
beginning. A preborn child is 
normally lives for thirty-eight 
weeks within the mother's 
womb, secure and nourished. 
Terrace Pro-Life Box 852 
Terrace 635-9552 
DID YOU know that...? The 
womb is not silent. The preborn 
child hears not only his or her 
mother's voive and heartbeat, 
but music, as well. The womb 
can be a noisy place. Terrace 
Pro-Life, box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552 
EVENING PRIMROSE Oil 
Suffer from symptoms of PMS, 
Menopause, Skin irritations, 
Rheumatoid Arthritis, Diabetic 
Neumpathy, Excesses of 
Alcohol Aging. Research shows 
Evening Primrose Oil ahs 
beneficial effects on all of these 
p(oblems. For information and 
Ordering call or write Sunshine 
Distributors J.Grace 375, 8 th 
ave. Apt 303 
Gen, Del. Burns lake B.C. V0J 
1E0 Phone (604) 692-2362. 
360/500 Mg. Capsulcs 10% 
GLA. with Vitamin E 39.85 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph, 635.9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev, Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTR.E 
"A WEEKEND 
WITH PETER MORRIS" 
March 9th • $75.00 
ALLOWING SPIRI'I'UAL 
EXPERIENCE 
Private Readings March 5th to 
March 13th. $45,00 
For Information- Registration - 
Appointments 
Contact he Centre at 




Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhill Community Hall 
Teens &Adull~:Bible Classes 9'30 
Sunda~slCool £1ub 9.30 
i:~:: For,ges 2-12 
College 
Teen Youil~"Gi~s 
Adult Mid-we~k Bible 
Studies ~ 
U Cu~rPrt~clf°OlTtlundayi~t~,!!:!~ 
[ Assisian[PastoiRfib B~'~ ;: 
I Phone 63S-5058 
Diiiiiil. 
~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Bo;,, .141)09. SlllliOll l )  
VancoilVl~l, 13C. V6J 4,%12 
Phone: 1-80()-6flS-I•U N(I , I  
J %.= 
Re o BC 
Reform Party of British Columbia 
SKEENA CANDIDATE 
P.O, Box 797 





Authorized by Wanda Olsen, Official agent Skeena 
Pdc aul King 
FOIBlXY)ATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including 
the addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION & 
RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE 
CONTRACTS 
1, Park Avenue - Emerson St. to Sparks St. 
2. Walsh Avenue - Eby St. to Munroe St. 
Tender Documents and Offer Forms for road 
reconstruction and related infrastructure are 
avai lable from March 4, 1996, and may be 
picked up for a nonrefundable fee of $25.00 
each, at the PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING, 5003 
Graham Avenue, weekdays between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Tenders to close at 2:00 
p.m. on March 15, 1996. 
C. COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia and Yukon 
REPORT POACHERS! 
Private investigation/re- 
search group seeks infor- 
mation about poaching, 
baiting & illegal bear parts 
trade, Up to $2000 offered 
for info leading to 




F250 4X4's, Explorers, 
Jeeps, Diesels, All makes, 
all models, lease, returns, 
trades. O-Down, good fi- 
nancing. Free delivery. 
Phone for free approval ask 
for Grant 1-800-993-3673, 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795, Engine remanufac- 
ture from $995. 6months to 
pay. 6yr 120,000kin war- 
ranty, Bond 
Mechanical.,.building en- 
gines for 28 years. 872- 
0641~ 8a.m,-8p.m., 7 days. 
'95 HUMMER. ULTIMATE 
Performance, Ultimate 
Statement. Not for the aver- 
age person. Priced far 
below wholesale. Modena 
Motorsport, specializing in 






programs information avail- 
able, For your new or exist- 
ing business, Take advan- 
tage of the government 
grants and loans. Call 1- 
800-505-8866. 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
Investment $14,995. Full 
training and ongoing sup- 
port. Full-time/Part-time, 
home or office. Many travel 
benefits. Limited availabili- 
ty. T.P.I, Canada Inc., 1- 
800-799-9910 or 1-204- 
987-3322. 
EARN MONEY at home. 
Our exclusive system 
shows you how, No stuffing 
Envelopes, no MLM or 
Pyramids. Absolutely hon- 
,est and lega!,r~Fpr free Infor- 
mation send S,A,S.E: to: 
New Horizon Publications, 
286 Bunting Road Suite 
178, St. Catharines, Ont, 
L2M 785, 
CLIP COUPONS. Earn up 
to $100/week, Call for your 
Free Coupon Clipping 
Guide 1-800.484-9507 
enter code #1738 or mall 
self-addressed envelope to: 
Can-Am Clippers, 839- 
2255B Queen St. E,, 
Toronto, Ontario M4E IG3, 
START YOUR own Cruise 
Travel Business. Licensing 
fee from $4950. Includes: 1 
week cruise, training , soft- 
ware & much more. Details: 
David 1-800-555- 
SHIP(7447)/(604)731-5546, 
Network Classi f ieds 
These ads appear in approximately 100 $ 2 7 5  for25words To place an ad call 
community nowspapers in B,C,and Yukon $6,00each this paper or the BCY- 




Opportunity, Are you cur- 
rently: Runnirg sewing 
classes. Willing to start up 
a sewing school in your 
area. Singer would like to 
talk to you about this bust. 
hess opportunity. Please 
fax or write to: Singer 
Sewing Machlne Company, 
640 Dorchester, St-Jean- 
sur-Rlchelleu (Quebec), 
J3B 5A4. Fax: '1-800-561. 
4524, 
YOUR OWN Water 
Business. Proven Hi-Tecl~ 
products by LaPure, 
Superb profit margins, No 
fees. Training provided. 
Free information package, 
990-1158 1-800-403-3228. 
Eau Canada Inc. 
GREAT CANADIAN Dollar 
Store franchise opportunity 
offers retail sales on a wide 
range of items. Minimal In- 
vestment. #201-321 St. 
Julian Street, Duncan, B,C. 
VgL 3S5. 
EXCITING NEW System 
with increased profitability. 
Schneider's Popcorn 
Parties seeks representa- 
tives to market popcorn 
products. Interested in 
earning extra income/home 
based business call 1-800- 
665-6484. 
HOME WORKERS, Hobby 
Makers, Artists & Job 
Seekers. Are you looking 
for Employment or Income 
Opportunity of your choice? 
Then call now 1-900-451- 
5053 Ext.686 (24 hrs). 
$1.99 per min. Nation Wide 
Connection. 
START YOUR own prof- 
itable businessl Rock solid 
opportunityl High 
profits...possible $10,000 
plus per month to start. Call 
nowl 1-800.480.2095 
Ext.6846. 
EXCELLENT ONE or Two 
Family Bu'slnesses' for: sale. 
Country Store, N.W.O. 
Resort Area, Lake of the 
Woods, newly built 3-brm 
residence above store 
$285,000 plus Inventory. 




Excitementl Pretty blondes 
offer intimate personal pho- 
tos and letters. Discreet 
info Toll-free: 1-800-93- 
KAREN or write: Karen, 
.Box 670-GB, Kelowna, B,C. 
V1Y 7P2. Adultsl 
CAREER INFORMATION 
CRUISE LINE Jobs. Entry 
level positions on cruise 
ship for the new season. 
Call now: (604)664-7739 
Fee. 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. PERSONALS 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vancouver of- 
fers correspondence cours- 
es for the Diploma in 
Counselling Practise to 
begin February 28, For a 
brochure phone Toll-free 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For infor- 
matlon/broc~ure call 681- 
5456, 1-800.665-8339. 
BE AN Interior 
Decorator...with our great 
home-study course, Call for 
a Free Book. 1-800-267- 
1829. The Sheffield School, 
1058-38 McArthur Ave., 
.Ottawa, ON. K1L 6R2. 
BE A Successful 
Writer..,write for money and 
pleasure with out unique 
home-study course, You 
get individual tuition from 
professiona writers on all 
aspects of writing-ro- 
mances, short stories, radio 
and TV scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book, 
Toll-free 1-800-267-1829, 
Fax: 1-613-749-9551, The 
Writing School, 2513 - 38 
McArthur Ave., Ottawa, 
ON, K1L 6R2. 
A NEW Careerl Learn 
Income Tax Preparation or 
Basic Bookkeeping. Tax 
deductible certificate cours- 
es. For free brochures, no 
obligation: U & R Tax 
Schools, 1345 Pembina 
Hwy,, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 
2B6, 1-800-665-5144. 
Enquire about exclusive 
franchise territories• 
RECEIVE FREE 
Information: Dance course 
on video! Couniry, social, 
line-dancing, folklore, tap- 
dancel Never see n revolun- 
tionary modern technique. 
Write to: Canad"A"Merica, 
2021 Aylwin St,, Montreal, 
H1W 3C4. High Quality 
Product, 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
'Scho()f of Aucfioneering~ 
Next course Apr. 15-26/96. 
For a free brochure call 
1(403)777.9388 or 1-800- 
252-3313 or write to: 8315- 






across B.C. requires ma- 
ture aggressive sales rep- 
resentalives and telemar- 
keters on a commission 
basis, Call (604)532-3878, 
.9-5p.m. Monday-Friday. 
EQUIPMENT 
140 G GRADERS, 5 WA- 
TERTRUCKS, 10 loaders, 
6 plowtrucks, 10 com- 
pactors, 8 Iowbeds, 5 back- 
hoes, P&H crane, Kenworth 
dumps, 4 fuel trucks, Call 
Vic 1-604-493-6791, 
BIZWHIZ 2,0 NOW 
Shipping. Canada's #1 
Farm Accounting for 
Windows. New set-up 
saves time. BizWhiz guides 
you step by step for fast, 
easy and reliable set-up. 
New inventory module 
takes the guesswork out of 
managing inventory, 
Exclusive Dataguard pro- 
tects your valuable Informa- 
tion from system or power 





Notice. Singer Sewing 
Machine Company of 
Canada Ltd has authorized 
its dealers to sell these 
heavy duty school me- 
chines to the public. Our 
Educational Department or. 
dered too many school 
sewing machines and antic- 
ipated sales to schools 
would be large, These 
heavy-duty school ma- 
chines must be soldl 
Schools demand the bestl 
These machines will sew all 
fabricsl Canvas, Denim, 
Upholstery, Nylon, Tricot, 
Stretch, Vinyl, even sew on 
leatherl All machines carry 
Singer's limited 25 year 
warranty, including the 
Singer Model 9018 sewing 
machine in this ad Just set 
the dial and experience the 
magic, Zig-Zag, any size 
buttonholes straight, invisi- 
ble blind hem, monogram, 
sews on buttons and 
snaps, top-stitching, even 
serging stitch. Your price 
with this ad, only $398,00 
plus tax. Please contact 
your local Singer Dealer or 
order by phone 1-800-363- 
1958. We ship anywhere in 
Canada. 
THINK HOUSEWORK is 
unrewarding? Think Againl 
Make $$$ with Self- 
Counsel's book Start and 
Run a Profitable Home 
Cleaning Business $12.95 
at bookstores or 1-800-663- 
3007. 
MOBILE HOMES 
OPEN TO Offers. 14X46 
Mobile Home complete with 
fdg, stove and all plumbing 
fixtures. Will pay half mov- 




Answers. Friends of thou- 
sands, Multi-talented inter- 
national reputable psychics. 
As for your Free Astrochartl 
*Relationships *Health 
*Future *Career. $2,99/min 
18+, 24hrs, 1-900-451- 
3783. 
GOD-GIFTED PSYCHICS 
with amazing, strong, pow- 
erful skills, Stop searchingl 
Immediate solutions to all 
problems, Sensational re- 
sultsl Call nowl 1-900.451- 
3778 24hrs 18+ $2,99 mln. 
I.C,C. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-surgi- 
cal, permanent restoration 
in 6-8 weeks. Airline pilot 
developed. Doctor ap- 
proved, Free information by 
mail', 1-406-961-5570, Ext. 
404; Fax: 1-406-961-5577. 




TERS. Meet your match 1- 
900-451-5370 Ext,648. 
Local singles want to con- 
nect with you• Min. 18 yrs, 
$2.99/rnin. Call now for 
Love and Friendship. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
psychics have answers to 
your problems or questions 
about health, love, relation- 
ships, money, lucky num- 




Canada wide national reg- 
istry and search assistance 
1 -800-871.8477.  
Information line 1-800-871- 
8477. E-mail: ffcwnr@geor- 
glen.net. 
ACCURATE, PROFES- 
SIONAL, live, gifted psy- 
chics. ESP, Tarot card 
readings. Having bad luck 
in your job, home, love life? 
Will reunite you with your 
loved ones, For help call 24 
hours a day, $2.75/minute, 
must be 18+. Phone: 1- 
900-451-2787. 
SALES HELP WANTED 
JOIN A Winning Team. Be 
first to market Sheer non- 
run hosiery and fashion ac- 
cessories in your area. 




WE TAKE The Fear out of 
ICBC, Major ICBC injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener, trial 
lawyer for 25 years, Call 
free 1-800-665-1138. 
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wener & Adler. 
' STEEL; BUILDINGS, :~: lij ! 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stralghtwall quon- 
set, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western Steel 
Buildings 1-800-565-9800, 
ECONOMICAL-ANY size 
and style, Quonsets, 
straightwall, Quonsets and 
structural rigid frame build- 
ings. For the best pricing 
and service call: B,C. Metal 
Buildings 1-800-773-3977, 
BUILDINGS FROM Future 
Q20x48 $6535., Q42x60 
$11,965., A30x42 $8163,, 
$25x30 $6464. Including 
Ends, Sliding-Door, GST, 
and freight to Vancouver, 
Call 1-800-668-5111. 
i:,v_.o,.,c r ]THE GARAGE SALE OUIDt I , & HEALING CENTRE We offer many workshops, lectures, courses and services, Also have a fully stocked ship of Metaphysical items and books, 
Next sel of Classes tart March 4th 
- Beginning to Advanced .. , -- 
MetaphysicaVMeditation/Self 
Growth/Self Healing Qualified 
Practitioners and Teachers. 
Come and Meel Us 
3611 Cottonwood Cres., 6354776 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 






Gil l lan 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
neW baby, or are 
getting married, 
just give one of usj 
all. 
| ,i . . . . .  -j' \ .  , 
.,. I i I \1 ]: . 
- I . _  .I ....  !ili:!ilil 
Put Your Garage Sale 
on the Map for 00  
Only 
Stop  by  our  o f f i ce :  3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DARLENE'S  ANTIQUES) 
by  4 :00  p ,m.  F r iday  fo r  
Wednesday  pub l i ca t ion  
IN  THE TERRACE STANDARD 
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Cal hoopsters look- 
ing to provincials 
THE CALEDONIA senior 
boys basketball team more 
than met their match against 
Wellington in play at Cal 
February 16 and 17. 
The Kennodes fell to the 
Nanaimo squad 71-62 on 
Friday night, but made a 
game out of it Saturday and 
lost by just three points. 81, 
78. 
"Tile team was great to 
work with and our managers 
Shawna Linteris and 
Chantel Jeanson were super 
at helping out season," 
The Skecna junior A girls 
have also finished off their 
season, with a second i)hlce 
finish at the zones in Prince 
work on before the Zones 
011 March 2. 
Webster was named 
tournanlent MV'P, and T.J. 
Halley and Desierto 
received all-star awards. 
ir "k "k "k -k 
A GRADE 7 all-star team 
from Cassia Hall, Clarence 
Rupert, Michael and Uplands was 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .... ,'A" ~r~r ~ "k hwited to play at the same 
"On Friday they just THE WINNING streak tournament and Armstrong 
didn't play well," says continues for the Skeena says they surprised every- 
coach Cam McKay. grade 8 boys basketball one. 
"But Wellington is a very tcanl! ',They did great," he 
good team." The Wildcats have won says. 
They're currently ranked their third straight tourna- "Especially considering 
fifth in the province in the men', advancing their win- ,!lay're used to playing on 
AAAstandings. ning streak to 11 games. : smaller Courts with lower 
MacKay says Cal had a At a home toumaulent l i oops . "  
chance to win die Saturday February 17 the boys  The grade 7's lost their 
game in the dieing seconds, downed Kitimat in opening opening game to Kitimat in 
Wellington went to the round play 54-32. overtime by just one point. 
line with twenty seconds left Christian Desierto led die Their second game saw a 
and missed, and although team ill scoring with 17 10 p0iilt will over Nisga'a, 
Cal grabbed the rebound, points, Matthew Webster but they lost to Kitimat 
they lost the ball before the downed Chandler Park of again in their third and final 
clock ran out. Smithers 63-27. game to finish fourth in the 
"Fraser DeWaal had an The third and final game six team tournament. 
"The other teams have 
excellent game for us Satur- was a nluch closer battle, been together for months 
day,"said McKay. with Skeena edging out 
The Kermodes are in ac- K itimat52-42, and are used to playing 
lion this weekend in Prince Webster hit for 22 and three games in one day," 
Rupert for the zone finals. Desierto had 20. says Armstrong. 
The winner of the best of Coach Scott Armstrong " I f  this team had been to- 
three series will go on the credits Webster's excellent gether all year and had 
Provincials at GM Place in rebounding and overall team played on big baskets I am 
Vancouver March 11-16. defense with the victory, sure they would have made 
"We have a 50/50 "The team played solid the finals." 
chance," says MacKay. defense all tournameut," he Robert Haugland and Suki 
"We've won one and lost says. Dhaliwel both received all- 
one against PRSS this year. "But we still have a lot to star awards. 
It'll be a battle." 
In senior girls action Cal 
PUBLIC COMMENT INVITED ON AN 
o..,s I MEMBERLINK COPPER/GOLD MINE PROJECT 
APPL ICATION 
American Bullion Minerals Ltd. has submitted an amendment to an 
a - - a o c . o w c - - u n . .  
Environmental Assessment Act for the Red Chris Mine. The 
amendment includes a withdrawal of a proposed powerline 
connecting the Red Chris project site to the impending Kemess 
project and the Inclusion of a 287 kV powerline from the Skeena 
sub-station, near Terrace, B.C., to the Red Chris project site. The 
portion between Skeena and Mezladin Junction would be 
constructed adjacent to the existing powerline and would involve 
widening the existing right-of-way by 35 metres. The portion from savings and to loons 
Mezladin Junction to the mine site would be a new right-of-way in 
the order of 46 metres wide. The application is for approval of a 
copper/gold mine to be located at the Red Chris Property which is 
approximately 18 km southeast of Iskut in northwestern British 
Columbia. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The amendment o the application and the application may be 
viewed at the Environmental Assessment Office Project Registry, 
1st Floor, 836 Yates Street. Victoria, Brltish Columbia, V8V lX4, 
telephone 604-356-7441, o r  at the following Project Regislry 
Satellite Repositories: 
,Dease Lake Reading Cenlre, Northern Lights College, Tel. 604-771- 
3636 
• Smithers Public Library, 3817 Alfred Avenue, Tel 604-847-3043 
• Stewart Public Library, Stewart Secondary School. Tel. 604-638- 
2380 
• Iskut School Library, Iskut, B.C. 
• Vancouver Public Library, 350 W. Georgia, Tel; 604-331-3600 
• Terrace Public Library, 4610 Park Avenue, Tel. 604-638-8177 
Please Note: A new repository has been established at the Terrace 
Public Library to ensure project information is accessible to people 
in the vicinity of the power transmission line route. 
The provincial Environmental Assessment Office invites comments 
on the amendment o the application to ensure that public issues 
and concerns are identified and addressed as part of the 
environmental assessment review process. The entire text of all 
submissions will be available to the public through the Project 
Registry. All comments will be considered as part of the review. Your 
submission should indicate whether you wish your mailing address 
to remain confidential. 
Comments on the amendment to the application for the Red Chris 
Mine should be forwarded by March 18, 1996, to: 
Leslie Hildebrandt, Project Committee Chair, 
Environment Assessment Office 
2nd Floor, 636 Yates Street, 
Victoria, British Columbia, V8V lX4 
Telephone'. 604-387-1624. Fax: 604-387-2208 
For further information on American Bullion and the Red Chris 
project, please contact: 
Wayne J. Roberts, American Bullion Minerals Ltd. 
15th Floor, 675 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, British Columbia, V6B 1N2 
Telephone: 604-687-4951. Fax: 604-687-4991 
How you 
can 
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24 hour 
access to your 
account from 
your phone 
at home or at 
work. 
• pay  utihly bills (withprior registration of 
bill numbers/ 
verify recent deposits 
verify which cheques have cleared 
your account . . . . . . .  . . . .  
* check "Terrace & District Credit 
Unions" current inletest rates 
• get office hours and ATM locations 
, MEMBERLINK Security and 
Bill Payments : 
• to pay bills and access accounts, bring 
your utihly bills in to our office and we 
will set up personal access numbers 
which any you can use. 
~' Using MEMBERLINK 
• is as easy as making a telephone call. 
Just dial 635.0114 from o touch tone 
phone and listen for instructions. 
Talk with one of our 
representative for further 
information or to sign up for 
24 hour account access. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazclle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
MEMBERLINK 635-0114 
We belon  to_you: 
Serving members and their families. Credit Union 
Ibe credit rift/Oil atlt,atttd.I;e: tt~., are ¢1 prof i t  s/JttrltlR, trier,be, ow,ed  htstltutlosr.. 
tl'¢ beltit lg IO yOtL 
downed Prince Rupert 62- 
46 on February 14. 
Two days later they edged 
out Charles Hays 65-61 at 
hon le .  
And on the 20th Cal 
downed Rupert 61-24. 
THE JUNIOR season has 
wrapped up for another 
year, with all local teams 
making very strong show- 
ings in filial zone play. 
At the girls junior B zones 
in Smithers February 16 and 
17, Centennial Christian and 
Thornhill placed 4th and 5th 
respectively in the ten teanl 
tournament. 
Thomhill finished with 
two wins and two losses. 
Their final game saw a 
close fought battle with 
Kitwanga. 
The final score was 32-26. 
Kitwanga went on to take 
the zone banner and April 
Ranahan was named tourna- 
ment MVP. 
Thornhill's Marika's 
Richard earned an MVP 
award. 
Thomhill coach Shannon 
Mnrdoch says grade tcu 
guard A lyssa Wyatt had an 
excellent season. 
And she adds grade nine 
students Richard and Stacey 
Chlrk both shone defensive- 
ly. 
CLEAR 
THE A IR 
Reduce air 
pollution 
:~./:l'~d' [ram residential 
wood smoke 
and aulo emissions wilh tips 
from the Associalion. 
:~  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009. Staliolt D 
Vancotr.'¢,. I].f. V6J 4M2 








$2.99 per rain. 
Must be 18 yrs. 
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420 





Standard V6 engine 
and the best head-on 
protection of any 
minivan! 
'a@9~ ~=$@l~eS (Reg.Cab) 
Ford's herd working 
F-150 pickup is 
the best-selling truck 
in North America. 
,5 .9 '  
[ sco f f  
One of North America's best-selling 
small cars with three models 
at one low price! 
F 
I i>i,!h  I 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
FORD & MERCURY DEALERS 
'5.9% financing on all new 1996 and prior Windstor, Escort and new selected 1996 and pr or F-Series (Regular Cab, Non-Diesel) for up to a maximum of 48 months on 
approved credit. Down payment may be required. E.g. $20,000 financed a't 5 9% Annual Percentage Rate for 48 months, monthly payment is $468.78 cost of borrowing 
is $2501.44 and toial t O be repaid is $22, 501.44. Licence, tax and insurance xtra. Limited time offer. Dealers may sell for ress. See dealer for details. 
~631 Keith Avenue ERRACE (604) 635-°49'84 
1,8oo,463.112e ~OTEM FORD 
